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Executive Summary

Project Overview

Within California, diesel emissions have been subject to increasing scrutiny and regulatory
action. Most recently, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) named the particulate matter
in diesel exhaust as a toxic air contaminant (TAC). The regulatory implications of this listing are
not yet clea~ but at a minimum, it has increased the liability associated with concentrated diesel
emissions. In addition to this action, several high profile lawsuits have been initiated against four
of the State’s largest supermarket chains, alleging that diesel emissions from their distribution
facilities violate Proposition 65 statutes. These and other developments have heightened public
awareness of the potential health risks associated with diese] fuel and spurred renewed interest in
a variety of low emission technologies.

The Seaport Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Study evaluates the feasibility of using LNG as a heavy-
duty vehicle and equipment fuel--that is, as an alternative to diesel--at the Ports of Los Angeles
and Oakland. The Ports appear to contain a broad range of potentially suitable applications for
LNG; however, this analysis focuses exclusively on the Class 7 and 8 trucking operations, and the
heavy-duty shipping and rail terminal container handling equipment that are associated with the
two facilities. At present, all of these activities are heavily dependent on diesel-powered, heavy-
duty vehicles and equipment, the utilization of which contributes significantly to the overall
emissions inventory stemming from port-related activities.

At present, LNG is considered the most viable alternative to diesel for heavy-duty applications.
The use of this alternative fuel in place of diese] typically results in substantial reductions of key
criteria pollutant emissions. Because LNG is domestically produced, its use at ports and
elsewhere would also support the Department of Energy’s stated goal of reducing reliance on
imported energy sources. In addition, under certain circumstances, the overall operational costs
associated with the fuel’s use can be competitive with those of diesel. At the same time, on-going
technological advancements continue to expand the range of potential applications for the fuel.
Yet, in spite of both LNG’s potential and the Ports’ emissions profiles, the fuel has not found use
in this setting. These conditions provide both the backdrop and the impetus for this feasibility
study.

CALSTART’s feasibility analysis contains a number of distinct components. These are as
follows:
. Characterization of the Ports’ trucking and terminal operations, including equipment

inventories and identification of key features with respect to alternative fiel use (Chapter 2J

. Assessment of the current state of LNG technology, including discussion of engine, refieiing
and small-scale liquefaction systems, as well as selected case studies (Chapter 3);

● Comparison of the characteristics of port operations and LNG technology, and identification
of critical barriers to and benefits of LNG use in this setting (Chapter 4);

. Description of actions that could aid in overcoming the key obstacles to LNG use (Chapter 5);

. Summary of key findings and recommendations (Chapter 6).

-,
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Findings and Recommendations

The findings of CALSTART’s research effort are mixed. Under current conditions, LNG use at
the Ports appears to be -

l)-

2)

3)

4)

‘Technologically feasibie: suitable LNG engine and refueling technologies are
presently available for most of the potential port applications detailed in this study.
EnvironmentalIy benejicia[: most equipment currently in use at the ports is highly
polluting, Utilization of LNG technologies in place of existing diesel systems would
generally result in at least a 50% per unit decrease in NOX and PM emissions.
Therefore even limited penetration of LNG technologies could produce significant
aggregate emissions reductions.
LogisticalZy problematic: the organization and composition of both terminal and
trucking fleets have a number of characteristics that pose obstacles to the use of
LNG. Conversely, the Ports and their operators also have certain features that are
extremely amenable to LNG use.
Economically questionalde: the current price relationship between LNG and diesel in
California does not offer a clear economic incentive to ‘utilize the alternative fuel in
the applications evaluated here. Moreover, in certain sectors of port operations,
LNG use would result in significant operational cost penalties, relative to diesel.
Incremental vehicle and refueling station costs, and the inherent efficiency penalties
associated with natural gas engines only augment the economic barriers posed by
current fuel prices.

Based upon these findings, use of LNG at the Ports faces significant obstacles and it would,
therefore, be premature for the Ports to promote exclusive utilization of the fuel and its
associated technology at this time. However, the magnitude of the potential emissions reductions,
the heightened focus on diesel fiel and the apparent conditionality of many of the current barriers
to LNG use all suggest that it is worthwhile to attempt to address these barriers, and premature to
dismiss the fuel as a viable alternative. CALSTART therefore recommends that several critical
steps be taken that would benefit the Ports and their surrounding communities, without
committing them to a particular technology pathway. These areas follows:

s Both Ports should move immediately to develop general alternative fuel incentive
programs, incorporating provisions such as priority access for AFVS and AFV-friendly
lease agreements. Such measures are critical if low-emission technologies are to find
application at the Ports.

. The Ports should carefdly monitor the evolving liability risks associated with
concentrated diesel fiel use, This information should be shared with tenants in an on-
going strategy group dedicated to addressing air quality issues at the Ports.

. The Ports should begin to identifi those fleets and operations that might prove more
receptive and amenable to utilizing non-conventional, low emission technologies. These
potential eady-adopters should be given the opportunity to help shape incentive programs
and encouraged to work with the Ports in developing appropriate demonstration projects.

● The Ports, in conjunction with regulatory and planning agencies, should design
modernization and expansion projects in such a way as to facilitate and encourage the
utilization of low-emission technologies such as LNG. Many of the barriers and
mitigation strategies (priority lanes for low emission vehic]es, space constraints, etc.) are
best addressed during facility construction or modification. ‘,

. The Ports should capitalize on new and existing finding sources, and initiate a variety of
technology evaluation projects. One extremely viable project could be the testing of a

:
!
,.
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small-scale liquefaction system in conjunction with a LNG vehicle or equipment
application. Such a project would be exceptionally valuable in assessing the ability of
small-scale systems to deliver on their potential for low-cost local LNG production.
Alternatively, the Ports could attempt to coordinate with the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E) and The Gas Company of Southern California’s
going small-scale liquefaction program, concentrating their own
appropriate vehicle and equipment users.

(So. Cal. Gas) on-
efforts on finding

xi
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1. Introduction

7.1 Study Goals

Liquid natural gas (LNG) is currently being used as a low emission ‘alternative’ fuel in a variety
of vehicular applications across the country, including heavy-duty trucking, transit and refuse
hauling, but has not yet found use in the port arena. The Seaport Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Study
presents and analyzes the key technological, economic, environmental and institutional variables
that affect the potential utilization of LNG in this setting. As originally conceived, the study’s
principal goal was to evaluate the feasibility of using LNG as a transportation fuel in the heavy-
duty, on-road trucking operations associated with the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland. In
response to early findings, however, CALSTART has expanded the scope of the study to include
like analysis of the heavy-duty ground vehicles and equipment operating at the shipping and rail
terminals located on or near these ports.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Why Potts?

Modem port facilities such as those in Los Angeles and Oakland are simultaneously conduits and
engines of local, regional and national economic activity. The Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland
directly and indirectly employ hundreds of thousands of people in California, while the economic
worth of the 1997 goods movement through the two ports was valued at $73.8 billion and $25
billion, respectively.’

As major economic hubs, ports are both home to and the nexus of a vast array of equipment and
vehicle operations. The most obvious and dominant constituents of this system are the shipping,
rail and trucking operations. However, ports may also house power generation facilities, liquid
and dry bulk terminals, pleasure cruise lines, fishing fleets, warehousing and consolidation
stations, and food and material processing sites. The vast majority of these operations rely on
vehicles and equipment powered by internal combustion engines running on conventional fuels
such as gasoline and diesel. Consequently, ports are also a major point source for regional
criteria pollutant emissions. This is particularly true for large ports such as those in Los Angeles
and Oakland, whose extraordinarily high volumes of containerized and bulk cargo require myriad
distribution and support operations.

The statistics in Table 1-1 below provide a snapshot of the current Port operations. In fac~ both
the Ports included in this study are growing in terms of facility size and cargo tonnage. Annual
growth projections for total cargo throughput at the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland are 6% ~~d
5Y0, respectively. A1~ough the precise emissions impact of this cargo handling and fac]hty
expansion is difficult to predict, a direc~ if not strictly linear relationship between cargo activity
levels and emissions from port operations must be assumed. And while some trends in port
operations and infrastructure development may slightly off-set the impact of increased cargo
activity, most notably the expansion of on-dock rail facilities and subsequent elimination of short-
haul dock to rail terminal truck trips, they will neither mitigate present emission levels nor
prevent their overall growth.

.,

] Per conversations with Jeff Leung, Public Affairs Officer, Port of Los Angeles and Dan Westerlin,
Manager, Strategic Marketing, Port of Oakland, February 1999.

1-1
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Table 1-1: Port Statistics

Port of Los
AngeIes

Port of OakIand

1998 Container
Throughput (twenty unit 3,145,529 1,575,406

equivalents)
0/0of Cargo Tonnage

Containerized 77% 98%

Annual Cargo Ship
Arrivals 2,569 1,677*

I Daily
Truck TS-iDS I -7,500 I -4,000

Source~ortofLosAngelesandPortofOaklandpublicAffairsOftkes.

It would appear then, that there is a significant conflict between regional economic and
environmental health. This tension, however, is not necessarily intractable. A broad range of
strategies exist that may aid in the uncoupling of cargo activity and emissions growth at the Ports.
This study examines the viability and potential impact of just one of these strategies - the
utilization of LNG fuel and technology in place of diesel - in a limited, but extremely significant
subset of port operations - on-road heavy-duty trucking and off-road heavy-duty container
handling equipment.

On-road heavy-duty trucks are integral to the movement of containerized and bulk cargo to, from
and within each of the Ports. Although no exact figure is available, the Port of Los Angeles
supports a truck population of approximately 3500 vehicles, which generate 7500 average daily
trips? The Port of Oakland truck population is significantly smaller at approximately 2000
vehicles, and generates an average of 4000 daily trips. 3 The off-road heavy-duty equipment
included in this study is used in the handling and maintenance of containerized cargo at the on-
port and port-associated shipping and rail terminals. The total population of these diverse units at
the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland is approximately 800 and 500, respectively.4

CALSTART has elected to focus on these two sectors of port operations for several reasons, chief
among these being their reliance on and high consumption of diesel fiel. Exhaust resulting fkom
the combustion of diesel fuel produces substantial amounts of two of the most serious criteria
pollutants, oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and particulate matter (PM), and is suspected of causing a
varie~ of serious. health problems. 5 Diesel exhaust was designated as a known carcinogen by
the State of California in 1990, while diesel exhaust particulate matter was listed as a Toxic Air
Contaminant (TAC) by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) in 1998. In addition, several

2 In actuality, the truck population serving the Port of Los Angeles is closer to 7,000 vehicles; however,
these same vehicles also service the contiguous and similarly sized Port of Long Beach. On any given day,
this population will be roughly split between the two facilities. The overall estimate is based on
information gathered from interviews with port trucking operators and corresponds closely with estimates
~rovi~d by Port oficials.

Again this data is based on estimates provided by port trucking operators It should be noted, however,
that thk figure differs considerably from the estimate of 1000 vehicles provided by Port of Oakland
officials.
4Totals based on interviews with port terminal operators. See Chapter 4 for exact ~gures.
s U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Final Regulatory Impact Analysis: Control of Emissions o.fAir
Poilutionfiom HighwayHeavy-DutyEngines, September 1997.

.. 1-2
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lawsuits were filed in 1998 against four of California’s largest supermarket chains, in connection
with diesel emissions from their distribution facilities. These lawsuits have raised serious
concerns within the transportation communi~ regarding the liabi Iity associated with concentrated
diesel. The Ports could prove similarly vulnerable. Emissions from heavy-duty vehicles
emissions are heavily concentrated in the immediate area of the facilities, both of which are
embedded in densely populated urban areas.

Figurel -1: Key California Diesel Regulations

:e~B Diesel “ CARB listing diesel

Regulations
particulate as TAC

Diesel designated as (low sulfur)
a known carcinogen California Prop. New diesel standards

in California 65 Lawsuit take effect

i
n s d n ● m # s [ [ n s
9 s # ● m ● 1 u 1 1 n

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 4995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

In addition to their emissions characteristics, the heavy-duty diesel vehicles and equipment
involved in the movement of containerized cargo also appear well-suited to utilize the current and
near-term LNG technology. Duty-cycles and power demands appear to match available
technology. Moreover, although both off-road and on-road heavy-duty vehicles have been the
subject of considerable evaluation with respect to their potential for LNG use, little if any
research has been done on port-specific app Iications. As discussed in later sections, this arena
presents unique opportunities and challenges to the use of LNG, or any other alternative fiel.

1.2.2 Why LNG?
Liquid natural gas is currently used in a wide variety of stationary and mobile applications
throughout the world. In the U. S., stationary power generation is the most common consumer of
the fiel; however, LNG is finding increasing use in the transportation sector.G This alternative
fuel is garnering increased interest in transportation applications for three principal reasons:

. The fuel is domestically produced and therefore an important component in the effort to
ease reliance on foreign energy sources.

. On an energy equivalent basis, the price of LNG may be highly competitive with or
favorable to conventional fiels in certain applications.

● Because of its relatively simple molecular structure, the fuel is extremely clean burning in
comparison to diesel and gasoline.

Of the three, it is the emissions characteristics of LNG technologies that provide the primary
initial impetus to examine their potential for use in port applications. NOX and PM emissions
from heavy-duty LNG engines are significantly lower than those produced by comparable diesel
units. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions may also be reduced depending on the application and
engine type. Figure 1-2 below shows the emission standards for a representative +300
horsepower (hp) on-road diesel truck engine, an off-road, diesel-powered container handling unit
engine and a comparable LNG system.

-,

bNimocks, Bob, LNG: Downstream Market Review, presented at ‘LNG: Prospecting Downstream Markets’
conference, May 1998.

1-3
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Figurel -2: Comparative Emissions
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In addition to its emission advantages, LNG has several other characteristics that make it an
attractive alternative to diesel in heavy-duty applications. Because it is a liquid fhel, the refueling
process is rapid and comparable to that of diesel or gasoline, albeit with some additional safety
precautions due to the fuel’s cryogenic state. This liquid character also gives LNG system< a
particular advantage over compressed natural gas (CNG) units with respect to heavy-duty use.
Although both systems use the same engines and deliver similar emissions benefits, LNG’s
higher energy density means less fuel storage volume is required to achieve a given range. This
is a critical consideration in heavy-duty applications where fuel consumption is high and weight
and storage space are at a premium. In total, these characteristics make LNG, as a fuel and a
technology family, the most viable current or near-term alternative to diesel in the types of heavy-
duty applications found at the Ports.

1.3 Assessing the Feasibilityof LNG Use at thePorts

1.3.1 Report Structure
Despite its promise, LNG has not penetrated the port arena. This study has attempted to assess
the critical factors in LNG use at the Ports, with the goal of determining the overall feasibility of
its
●

●

●

●

●

utilization in this sector. The process and organization of this assessment is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents an analysis of the trucking and container handling operations at the Ports
of Los Angeles and Oakland, including an inventory of existing equipment and estimations of
their current emissions impact.
Chapter 3 offers a concise overview of the current and near-term heavy-duty LNG engine,
refheling and small-scale liquefaction systems, as well as a discussion of LNG fuel prices.
This chapter also includes a review of relevant case studies.
Chapter 4 synthesizes data from the previous two chapters and evaluates the technical and
economic feasibility of using LNG in particular port applications covered here. A variety of
additional factors that may impact LNG feasibility, ranging from regulatory measures to
competing technologies, are also discussed.
Chapter 5 discusses actions that could be taken by the Ports and other interested parties to
encourage the use of LNG in lieu of traditional diesel technologies. Each of the critical
barriers identified in Chapter 4 is revisited. Appropriate policy actions and mitigation
measures are then presented.
Chapter 6 summarizes the report’s key findings, identifies areas wliere firther research is
needed and suggests a variety of paths that may be taken to encourage the use of alternative
fuels and low emission advanced transportation technologies at the Ports.
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1.3.2 Methodology and Data Collection
The data used in this feasibility analysis is drawn from a variety of sources, Virtually all of the
operational data on trucking and container handling activity was gathered directly through
interviews with relevant personnel at each firm or facility. Table 1-2 below characterizes the
sample that CALSTART was able to obtain.

Table 1-2: Survey Sample

I Trucking Shipping Rail
I

Port of Los
Angeles 19 firms 4 of 6 terminals 3 of 5 facilities

Port of

Oakland 29 fillTIS 7 of 9 terminals 3 of 3 facilities

Although it proved impossible to interview all relevant port tenants and operators (participation
was voluntary) and the level of detail supplied by interviewees varied significant] y from facility
to facility, this appears to be the most complete data set available at present.

In general, because the Ports act only as landlords, they have what one port official described as
“a wealth of ignorance” regarding the day-to-day operat ions at and around the terminals.’ Various
port officials were interviewed, however, and provided valuable statistics regarding the overall
operations at their respective facilities. Officials at the South Coast and Bay Area air quality
management districts (AQMDs) and transportation planning agencies were also interviewed.
While extremely helpful and forthright regarding emissions methodologies and planning, they
proved similarly uninformed about the day-to-day operations at the ports and their air quality
impacts. This is to be expected, given that these facilities are not regulated as distinct entities;
however, the dearth of information necessitated reliance on primary data drawn from the
interview process. Where relevant, the possible biases of the data are noted.

In-use operational data from current LNG users also proved difficult to obtain, Comparison of
the operational costs of LNG versus diesel units requires a level of detail and analytical rigor that
is beyond the interests of most users. At present, little detailed cost comparison data exists.
Moreover, it is extremely problematic to generalize from what data is available, given that small
differences in duty-cycles or operational types may significantly affect the comparison. As a
result, the discussion of these variables is ofien more qualitative than quantitative in nature.

Finally, it should be noted that feasibility is not a static assessment. Many of the critical variables
and factors identified by CALSTART are highly and rapidly mutable. In keeping with the
original project proposal, CALSTART has attempted to assess not only the current potential for
LNG use at the Ports, but akso the likely impact of a range of possible actions and future industry
developments. Although highly speculative, this exercise serves to highlight the very significant
impact that the Ports and other relevant parties could have on the present, near and long-term
viability of low emission, advanced transportation technology use in the applications discussed
here.

7 Per conversation with anonymous Port of Los Angeles official, December 1998.
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2. Port Operations Analysis

2.7 Overview of Port Operations

Virtually all sectors of port operations – massive container ships, tug boats, pleasure cruisers,
locomotives, trucks, back-up power generators, workers’ and tourists’ personal automobiles -
utilize conventional fuels and internal combustion engines, and therefore produce various
amounts of criteria pollutants. For ports to achieve and maintain significant emission reductions,
it will be necessary to address all of these disparate sources. Such an effort, however, is beyond
the scope of this report. Rather, CALSTART’s research has focused primarily on two sectors of
vehicle and equipment activity – on-road heavy-duty trucks and off-road, heavy-duty rail and
shipping terminal container handling equipment. These sectors are linked by two characteristics
critical to this study: a near total reliance on diesel power systems; and their shared dedication to
the movement of containerized freight to, from, and within the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland.

Containerized freight refers. to cargo transported in large, steel rectangular boxes. Earlier
generations of these units, many of which are still in use, are typically 20’ long, 8’6” high and 8’
wide. (Container throughput is generally measured in terms of these models, known as Iwenty
equivalent units, or TEUS.) Forty-foot and 9’6” high units are increasingly the standard,
however, with some as long as 48’. Due to safety and weight restrictions, it is unlikely that these
units will get any larger. Loaded weights vary according to cargo type, but are typically in the
range of 10-25 tons. Due to handling and consolidation e~ciency, containerization has become
the predominant means of transporting non-bulk cargo and represents approximately 77% and
98% of the total cargo tonnage passing through the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland,
respectively. More importantly, container transport and handling accounts for over 90% of all

hem.y-duty truck trips and virtuaIly all on-terminal heavy-duty equipment usage at the Ports.l

Three ~pes of operations – s-hipping, rail and trucking - are intimately linked in the movement of
containerized freight. Containers arrive at the port’s waterside via massive container ships, some
capable of carrying as many as 5,000 TEUS. These vessels are then unloaded via container
cranes. Though earlier generations of these cranes were diesel-powered, all units currently in
operation at the Ports of C)akland and Los Angeles are electrically-powered and have therefore
been excluded from this analysis. Unloaded containers are placed onto chassis pulled by yard
tractors and either transported to storage areas on the shipping terminal or taken directly to on-
dock rail facilities for loading onto rail cars. Depending on the operation, stored containers may
either be stacked four to five high using equipment pieces such as reach stackers, transtainers and
top picks, or simply parked on their chassis while awaiting transport.

Trucks arrive at the terminals empty (bobtailed) or carrying a container for export. After waiting
for entry at the terminal gates, these vehicles are then directed to a parked chassis or a conti~ner
stack for unloading/loading. After a container has been obtained, the trucks are then weighed,
inspected and cleared for departure. Approximately 50% of all containers at the Port of Los
Angeles and 40% at the Port of Oakland are then transported to rail facilities for loading onto rail
cars, in a process referred to as a land bridge.2 Depending on the port and the rail company, rail

1Per conversation with Mr. Matthew Goldman, Sr. Port Planner, Port of Los Angeles.
2 Port of Los Angeles data ibid.

Port of Oakland data Multitrans Transportation Consultants, Intermoda[ Report, prepared for the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, December 1994.
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terminals may be within a mile of the shipping terminal or as far as 20 miles. The remaining
containers are carried directly to their destination by truck. Typically the threshold mileage for
rail transport is 400-500 miles, although this varies depending on the container’s exact destination
and other factors. For export, this chain of events is essentially reversed.

The following sections contain a more detailed analysis of the vehicles and equipment utilized in
the movement and handling of containerized cargo. Trucking operations are evaluated firs~
followed by a joint analysis of rail and shipping terminal operations.

Omitted Fleets
Although this study analyzes a broad range of vehicle and equipment operations, several very
obvious components of the port system have been omitted from the current discussion, most
notably switcher and line locomotives, marine applications and port authori~ vehicles. LNG
switchers were operating in demonstration programs at two LA rail facilities as recentl y as a year
ago; however, both have now been discontinued. Nonetheless, these units represent an extremely
viable application for LNG use and could help to expand the demand base for the fuel. Marine
units such as ferries, tugs and pilot boats also represent potentially viable candidates for natural
gas use, particularly LNG. Though no natural gas marine units are currently operating at either
port, CALSTART, in cooperation with the Maritime Administration and the Federal Transit
Administration, is currently conducting a feasibility study for a natural gas ferry service in the
Golden Gate National Recreation Area. This study is part of a larger effort to evaluate the
potential for natural gas ferry service in the Bay Area. If such a project were initiated it could
also spur he] demand and provide excellent synergies with other port alternative fuel efforts.
Despite their potential, however, evaluation of these technologies is beyond the scope of this
study.

Both the Port of Oakland and Los Angeles maintain sizable fleets of light-, medium- and heavy-
duty vehicles. CALSTART was able to obtain detailed data on the operation and duty cycles of
these vehicles. Based upon this data, it was concluded that these units were not amenable to LNG
utilization, primarily due to their very limited mileages and hotirs of operation. Certain of these
vehicles could, however, prove excellent applications for CNG, where downtime and subsequent
fuel warming and boil-off are not a concern. In facL the Port of Los Angeles already operates
numerous light-duty CNG vehicles and has plans to purchase 30 new CNG units, including 17
medium-duty utilitjdmaintenance trucks. With these purchases, roughly 30°/0 of its entire fleet
will be natural gas powered.3 Most LNG refueling stations can also be configured to dispense
CNG. Therefore, were the fuel introduced to the setting, Port vehicles could provide a
complimentary CNG application.

2.2 Port-RelatedTruckingOperations

As noted above, the movement of freight to and from the Ports of Los Angeles and Oaklati is
heavily dependent on the utilization of on-road, heavy-duty trucks. This section details the
operation of these vehicles. Data is presented on a broad range of variables related to this
particular sector of the trucking industry, including economic and organizational structure,
equipment specifications, use patterns, refueling and maintenance procedures, purchase
considerations, and attitudes regarding alternative I%els.

Except where otherwise noted, the following data are drawn directly. from interviews with
trucking operators at the two ports. Although CALSTART had hoped to rely heavily on existing

3Per conversation with T.L. Garrett, Environmental Scientis~ Port of Los Angeles, December 1998.
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sources of data for this analysis, initial investigations revealed a near complete lack of reliable
and comprehensive information on port trucking. As a resuit, CALSTART found it necessary to
conduct a battery of in-person and telephone interviews with trucking firms at the two ports. A
total of 48 companies, representing a population of approximately 3,500 vehicles, were
interviewed. Of the sampled vehicle population, approximately 2,500 were considered to be port
dedicated. Table 2-1 below contains the breakdown between the two ports, as well as an estimate
of the total port truck population covered by interview process.

Table 2-1: Breakdown of Interview Sample

Total #of Number of
#of firms

Estimated ?4. of total
trucks port- dedicated

inteniewed trucks
port truck population

represented
represented

included in sample

Port of Los Angeles 19 2116 1493 43%

port of Oakland 29 1352 944 47%

Column four of Table 2-1 indicates that CALSTART was able to obtain a relatively large sample
size, in both absolute and proportional terms. The estimation of sample coverage is based on
information provided by both port officials and trucking operators regarding the total truck fleet
serving the various facilities. These percentages should be considered approximate. Moreover,
while CALSTART made every attempt to interview a broad variety of companies, there is no way
to guarantee that the sample is truly representative of the population as a whole. If there is a
sample bias, it is most likely in favor of higher end firms, as these would be the most visible and
accessible to researcher efforts.

Finally, for the following analysis, all calculations have been based on the port-dedicated portion
of the fleet sample. This value is obtained by multiplying the total reported fleet size for each
company’ by the percentage of its business devoted to port activities. As Figure 2-1 below
suggests, the majority of those fleets interviewed were focused on port-related freight handling.

Figure 2-1: Percent of Business Dedicated to Port Work
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In the following section, information is presented on a wide variety of variables relating to
trucking operations at the two ports. Traditionally, the critical operational variables used to
assess potential LNG utilization have included vehicle performance demands, use patterns,
vehicle ranges, refieling behavior and maintenance patterns. These are all addressed. In
addition, however, CALSTART has gathered extensive information on a number of factors
specific to port-related trucking operation, that might also impact the feasibility and penetration
of LNG technologies. These include the economic and organizational structure of port trucking
operations, equipment purchase habits and port logistics.

2.2.1 Organizational Structure
Unlike traditional, long-haul trucking operations, which typically feature a preponderance of
company-owned/leased vehicles and staff drivers, port trucking operations rely heavily on
owner/operators employed on an independent contractor basis. Figure 2-2 below indicates tha~
while there is a good deal of variability among the different operators at the two ports, the vast
majority of freight carried by truck to and from both ports is done so by owner/operators.

Figure 2-2: Fleet Composition
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The data gathered by CALSTART indicate that the percentage of freight carried by
owner/operators at the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland is 71 ‘%0 and 82°/0, respectively. Ii%ile
these percentages are clearly high, they fall considerably short of estimations provided by other
sources. Stephanie Williams, Environmental Affairs Director for the California Trucking
Association (CTA) thought the percentage of owner/operators to be “over 95%Y Other sources
at the Ports of Oakland and Los Angeles gave estimates in the 90°/0 range. Although
CALSTART’s research effort is perhaps the most comprehensive survey to date of port-related
trucking, there is a strong likelihood that it underestimates this particular variable. As noted
earlier, the smaller, less visible trucking operations were extremely difllcult to include in the
survey. However, they are also the most likely to employ high percentages of owner/operators.
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According to the company managers interviewed by CALSTART, the owner/operator population
servicing the Ports is an exceptionally fluid one, with high rates of entry/exit and movement
between firms. While some drivers do develop long-term relationships with a particular
company, this does not appear to be the norm. The owner/operator population is further
characterized by high percentages of recent immigrants, particularly from Latin America. For
many of these drivers, port trucking provides an initial economic toehold, but one that is often
leveraged and let? behind.

Both the fluidity and the make-up of the Ports’ owner/operator population have made labor
organization in this sector a problematic undertaking. Although the Teamsters’ Union routinely
canvasses the Ports, membership is generally limited to the few company drivers employed in this
arena. According to trucking company managers, the percentage of company drivers has been
decreasing over time, principally in response to competitive pressure from non-unionized
operations and cost-reduction efforts by shipping companies.

2.2.2 Economics of Port Trucking
The economics of port trucking— what determines profitability and why—are critical in assessing
the potential for LNG use and identifying appropriate pathways to encourage utilization of the
technology. Containerized freight hauling out of the port is paid on a per load basis, with the
specific charge being a function of distance augmented by over-weight and delay time penalties.
In contrast to traditional long haul operations, however, profit margins are not highly dependent
on maintaining a low per-mile operation cost. This is, of course, an important factor, particularly
on longer deliveries, but it is not the critical one for most port truckers. (See Table 2-2) Of
greater significance to roughly 90% of these operators and the companies they work for is the
number of container carries that they are able to complete in a given day.

Table 2-2: Critical Factor in Determining Company and Driver Profitability

Container Cost per
turns per mile of Both “ Other

day operation

Port of Oakland 86% 3% 11% o

Port of Los
Angeles 96% o 0 4%

Container carries, or “turns” as they are more commonly referred to, are a fimction of both the
delivery/pick-up distance and waiting times at the port terminals. As Figure 2-3 indicates,
average daily turns vary greatly from one company to the nex~ with those companies focused on
short-haul, ship-to-rail container transfers having the highest daily averages.
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Figure 2-3: Average Daily Container Turns
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The number of daily turns appear to vary little between the two ports, with Oakland and Los
Angeles operators averaging 3.2 and 3.9, respectively. Paradoxically, however, average reported
waiting times at the two port differ dramatically. oakland trucking operations estimated an
average waiting time of 2.0 hours, while their Los Angeles counterparts encounter average
waiting times of 3.4 hours.

Given that Los Angeles operators report both higher turn averages as well as longer waiting
times, the above data should be treated warily. However, the central point remains valid: time (as
measured in daily container turns), not cost per mile of operation is the critical determinant in the
profitability of port trucking operations, And while it is unlikely that any company or
owner/operator with a significantly higher operational cost per mile could survive in the long
term, the more intense focus on time suggests some relatively low-cost options for encouraging
the use of LNG.

In general, port trucking is considered to be the lowest tier of the trucking industry. Profit
margins are extremely narrow (1-5Yo) and drivers are among the least experienced in the industry.
As previously noted, many of the surveyed managers described their drivers as recent immigrants
and economically marginalized, Moreover, due to the long delay times at the ports and the
absence of an effective labor organization promoting the interests of owner/operators, wages tend
to be very low. Although no questions regarding wages were included in the official survey,
numerous managers estimated the average hourly earnings of their drivers at approximately $8-10
per hour. These wage levels have a clear impact on the quality of equipment being used by port
truckers, as will be detailed in following sections, but also diminish the ability of this group to
absorb the higher incremental cost of alternative fiel technologies.

2.2.3 Vehicle Profiles
Vehicle Age
Vehicle age data are used to determine the emissions profile of current port equipment, as well as
to characterize the potential for LNG penetration. Port-dedicated trucks are routinely described
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as the oldest and dirtiest on the road, by the operators themselves as well as port officials and air
quali~ control personnel. Data gathered in CALSTART’s survey process appear to support this
assertion. Figure 2-4 below presents the model year distribution for a 200-vehicle subset of the
overall surveyed population.4

Figure 2-4: Truck Ages
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According to this sample, the vast majority of trucks servicing both Ports are 10 years old or
more, with the mean age being 13 years ( 1986 model year). Although NOX emissions from diesel
vehicles do not inherently increase with vehicle age, older units have generally been subject to
less stringent emissions regulations. Moreover, tampering with vehicle emissions control
devices and inadequate engine maintenance, both of which are common in older vehicles, may
also result in emissions increases. Therefore, vehicle age is an indirect determinate of emissions
levels.

Purchase Habits and Vehicle Characteristics
The characteristics of current port trucks, and the means by which they entered the port fleet are
critical data in determining the compatibility of LNG technologies. Performance characteristics
such as horsepower and torque provide performance benchmarks for LNG equipment. Purc~ase
habits indicate the market channels through which LNG units must pass to reach the port fleets.
According to the survey da~ 18% of the vehicles operating at the Port of Oakland and only 4’%.
of those at the Port of Los Angeles were purchased new by port trucking operators themselves.
The former percentage appears to be high compared to anecdotal evidence, and there is no
obvious explanation for the difference between the two ports. Despite these uncertainties, these
data do begin to suggest a more diverse population than had previously been postulated.

4The sample is drawn from data provided by two large fms working at the Port of Los Angeles.
Although limited, this sample is very likely representative of the truck populations at both Ports. In
general, trucking operators were unable to provide this level of detail regarding their fleets.
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Nonetheless, the vast majority of port truckers do purchase their vehicles used. Certain key
characteristics for these used vehicles are presented below in Table 2-3, including vehicle age,
mileage, purchase price, horsepower requirements and fuel eflicienc y.

Table 2-3: Vehicle Profile (Used Only)

I Port of Oakland I Port of Los Angeles
,

Avg. vehicle age 7 years 7 years
at time of

purchase (range) (2-14) (1-15)

Avg. mileage at
391,000 miles

376,000 miles
time of purchase

(range) (150,000-600,000)
(loo,ooo-

1,000,000)
Avg. cost at time $14,000 $17,000

of purchase
(range) ($5-40,000) ($5-50,000)

Preferred power 350hp 350hp
rating (range) (300-400hp) (350-400hp) I
Average fhel 5.72mpg 6.21mpg

efficiency (range) (4-7.5) (4-8) I

There are a number of critical features to note in Table 2-3. Most imuortant perhaps is the broad
range of values otherwise masked in the above averages. Port trucke~s are a“dive~se group, both
in terms of the equipment they utilize and how they operate. Again, anecdotal evidence from
officials at the CTA, the Ports and the Air Districts suggested a far more homogeneous port
trucking population than that portrayed as a result of CALSTART’s survey effort. This diversity,
including the small, but significant percentage of operators purchasing new vehicles, has
important implications for the potential utilization of LNG at the ports. The port ‘market’ may, in
fac~ contain a number of niche operations amenable to the use of LNG. This said, however, it is
also clear that the vast majority of operators are purchasing the second, third or even fourth life of
a given vehicle. Preferred sources of second-hand vehicles, for those operators that can afford
them, are the large, interstate trucking companies such as Schneider and J,B. Hunt. These firms
routinely purchase/lease new vehicles and sell them off for $20,000-30,000 after 2-4 years,
generally with 200,000-400,000 miles. From there, these vehicles filter down through the various
operations at the port, Vehicles with over 1,000,000 miles and costing approximately $3,000-
5,000 are not at all uncommon.

2.2.4 Vehicle Fueling
Due to the lack of established, public LNG refueling infrastructure, on-site fheling is traditionally
considered a prerequisite for LNG utilization. Figure 2-5 below presents information on the
fueling behavior of trucking operators at the two ports.
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Figure 2-5: Fueling Location
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Theoretically, the relatively lowpercentage of vehicles with access to on-site fueling facilities
represents another impediment to the utilization of LNG in port trucking operations. This barrier
could be circumvented if the ports were to support the development of local LNG provision,
either through direct funding of refueling facilities or subsidization of the I%el’s cost, and would
become entirely moot if port policies led to substantial demand for the fuel. In the latter case,
public providers would inevitably emerge.

Because they are buying their fiel from public or card lock facilities, the majority of port truckers
pay market price for diesel ($1.20-$ 1.40/gallon). Those with on-site fieling, however, ~we
typically able to secure a $.05-$.12/gallon cost savings.

2.2.5 Vehicle Maintenance
Vehicle maintenance patterns and the presence of well-trained, on-site mechanics are oflen
considered another important criterion in evaluating the feasibility of LNG utilization. As with
on-site fueling, however, the real impact of this variable with respect to port trucking is unclear.
In the short term, any effort by the ports to encourage LNG use would have to take into account
the specialized nature of the technology, ideally through the training of mobile and/or staff
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mechanics. In the long term, however, any policies that effectively encourage LNG use would
also stimulate market demand for mechanics and shops capable of servicing the technology. The
relatively concentrated nature of port operations and the size of the potential market for repair
services could also stimulate this demand.

At present, state law in California establishes certain minimum maintenance standards (typically
relating to vehicle safety) for commercial, on-road trucks. Individual operators or companies
often elect to exceed these minimum standards in order to reduce likelihood of breakdown and
extend vehicle life. It was not possible, however, to establish representative maintenance or
repair intervals and costs for the IWO port trucking populations. This issue of maintenance costs
will be more thoroughly addressed in the cost comparison between LNG and diesel technologies
to be contained in subsequent chapters. CALSTART was, however, able to establish the
percentage of operations where maintenance is performed on-site, generally by staff mechanics.
This information is presented below in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: Maintenance Location
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The two ports appear to differ markedly with regard to on-site maintenance. There is, however,
little additional data to account for this difference. In the case of both ports, the ‘with on-site
maintenance’ category denotes any operation with an on-site mechanic, even if only minor
service (oil changes, brake adjustments, etc.) is performed. Typically though, most operations
will contract out major service (engine overhauling, body work, etc.) ,to specialized repair
operations, or even to dealers.
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2.2.6 Trip Ranges and Daily Mileage Patterns
Trip ranges and daily mileage patterns represent vital criteria in the assessment of potential LNG
use by port trucking operators. The issue of where, or more specifically, how far trucks range
after leaving the vicinity of the port itself provides vital information on infrastructure
requirements. Average daily mileage provides similar information, but also assists in calculating
the economics associated with LNG use. Because the cost savings associated with this alternative
fuel are presently nominal at best, in comparison to diesel, only fleets with consistently high daily
mileage have been considered appropriate users. While this economic picture is highly mutable
and could be significantly affected by port policies, daily mileage remains an important factor in
determining operational economics. It is also a critical variable in determining the emissions
impact of port trucking. Table 2-4 and Figure 2-7 below present data on trip ranges and average
daily mileage patterns at the two ports. In addition to cumulative information for each of the two
ports, trip ranges and daily mileage are also broken out for different operation ~pes at the Ports,
in this case those operations with greater than/less than 50’XOowner/operators.

Table 2-4: Trip Ranges and Average Daily Mileage

Port of Los Angeles Port of Oakland
fleets with fleets with fleets with fleets with

>50% <50% all >500/0 <50°/0 all
ownerl ownerl fleets ownerl ownerl fleets

operators operators operators operators
0/0of trips 0-50

miles from 39% 61% 47% 51% 54Y0 51%
port(oneway)

‘/0of trips 51-
100 miles horn 39% 15% 36% 28% 37% 3070
port (one way)

0/0of trips >
100 miles from 23% 22% 17% 20V0 1Ovo 19%
port (one way)

Average Daily I

Mileage 241 332 272 212 355 235
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Figure 2-7: Trip Ranges
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In general, operators at the two ports display very similar trip ranges and daily mileage patterns.
Not surprisingly, short trips under 50 miles one way represent the most significant portion of port
truck trips. According to officials at the Ports of Oakland and Los Angeles, as well as trucking
operators, many of these short trips are shipping to rail terminal transfers. Depending on the
location of the rail facility, these trips areas short as one mile, but not more than twen~ [to the
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) facility in Richmond, or the East Los Angeles Union
Pacific (UP) and BNSF yards.]

The predominance of short-to medium- range trips (O-100 miles from the ports), combined with
relatively high average daily mileage is well-suited to the utilization of LNG. Even if refieling
infrastructure was initially limited to the vicinity of the ports, a relatively high percentage of
vehicle trips could be serviced. It is important to note, however, that specific drivers and vehicles
are generally not dedicated to particular routes and that there is a high degree of variability in trip
patterns from day to day. Some companies do concentrate on serving particular regions (Silicon
Valley, Sacramento, etc.) or operations (rail to ship transfer). Identi@ing and encouraging LNG
use among operations with such service or route predictability would enhance the opportunities
for successfid implementation of LNG.

The data above also suggest clear differences in the operational characteristics of owner/operated
versus company vehicles. Those flees that rely less heavily on owner/operators tend to have fw
higher daily mileages. Contrary to what might be expected, this does not appear to be due to
different route characteristics (i.e. making longer or shorter trips) between the two groups. Longer
work days could potentially account for this differential mileage.

2,2.7 Gross Vehicle/Combination Weights and Related Issues
Gross vehicle weight (GVW) refers to the total weight of a loaded vehicle, including chassis,
body and payload. Gross combination weight (GCW) refers to the total weight of a loaded
tractor-trailer combination. Both ratings are used to assign vehicles to particular classes (l-8, in
order of ascending weight). In CALSTART’s original proposal, it was indicated that researchers
would investigate the potential for using LNG in the Class 7 and 8 trucking operations associated
with the Ports of Oakland and LOS Angeles. In Califomi% C1aSS7 and 8 trucks have upper GCW
limits of 64,0001bs. and 80,0001bs., respectively. Through both direct observation and the
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interview process, CALSTART has determined that there is, in fact, no significant Class 7 vehicle
activity associated with port operations. Virtually all respondents indicated their typical GCW to
be in the 72,000-80,0001bs, range. Moreover, a number indicated that they routinely exceed this
upper weight limit. Although illegal, this practice poses little risk to drivers when moving
containers within the bounds of port property. On-highway, however, overweight vehicles are
subject to and commonly assessed considerable penalties.

With respect to the utilization of LNG by port trucking operators, this issue of weight has
important implications. A number of operators indicated that they presently buy certain makes of
vehicle, Kenworth and Freightliner in particular, because of their lighter weight and/or that they
modi~ their vehicles (removal of passenger seat, partial fueling, aluminum rims, etc.) towards a
similar end. As a result they are able to carry heavier payloads than competitors and avoid over-
weight penalties. At present, most LNG power systems (engine and fueling system) for Class 8
trucks have an incremental weight penalty of approximately 300-5001bs.

Gross vehicle/combined weights also have a bearing on power demands. Specific power
demands are dependent on both payload weight and route topography. As previously indicated,
port operators generally demand engines with a power rating of at least 350hp. Obviously, any
alternative technology will need to meet or exceed the power requirements of port truckers in
order to gain broad acceptance.

2.3 Engine-Powered Vehicleand Equipment Operationsat Shipping and
Rail Terminals

The container shipping terminals and rail facilities associated with the Ports of Los Angeles and
Oakland are home to a broad array of engine-powered equipment and vehicles. All of these units
are essentially bound to their respective company facilities. In this section, information is
presented on the types of units operating at these sites, their operating characteristics and a variety
of other parameters relevant to the potential utilization of LNG. Given the current study>s focus
on LNG, only dieseI-powerecJ hemy-duty vehicles and equipment have been incIuded in the

anaiysis.

Except where otherwise noted, all the operational information presented below is drawn directly
from. interviews with maintenance and repair managers and/or terminal managers at the various
facilities. CALSTART researchers were able to interview and collect data from relevant
personnel at seven of nine container terminals located at the Port of Oakland and all three major
rail facilities. At the Port of Los Angeles, four of six container terminals participated, as did the
largest three of its four associated rail yards.

It is critical to note that the quality of data obtained from the different operations varied greatly.
Although most operations have access to the level of detail sought by CALSTART, few were
willing or able to provide more than estimates, and many questions went unanswered by the
majori~ of the sample population. Unfortunately, CALSTART was not in a position to push for
greater detail. Furthermore, data aggregation was one of the conditions stipulated by
interviewees for their participation. Although averaging and aggregation mask much of the
variation among port operations, the information presented below appears to be the most
comprehensive available at the current time.

Finally, it should be noted that CALSTART has elected to include in its operational analysis and
emissions calculations not only those rail facilities that are within or adjacent to the Ports, but
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also several outlying rail facilities, including the East Los Angeles BNSF and UP yards and the
Richmond BNSF yard. The heavy-duty equipment operations at these facilities are dominated by
containerized cargo movement and therefore inextricably linked to the overall operation of the
Ports.

2.3.1 Equipment Types, Function and Population
The basic pieces of equipment used in the loading, unloading and arrangement of freight
containers vary little between the different facilities and operation types. The largest discrepancy
in equipment use exists not between rail and shipping terminals, but rather between “grounded”
and “on-chassis” shipping terminal operations. A grounded operation is one where containers are
stacked, up to six high and in rows of varying width, while awaiting ship or truck transport. Such
operations are well-suited to space constrained facilities, but require more container movements
and are therefore less efficient. In “on-chassis” operations, containers never touch the ground, but
rather are unloaded directly from ships onto on-road chassis. These chassis are then pulled to an
appropriate spot on the yard, stored and eventually taken away by an on-road Class 8 tractor. In
container drop-offs the process is simply reversed. Although space intensive, this operation is by
far the most efllcient, requiring the least container moves and less yard equipment. In reality,
most operations utilize elements of both systems. Table 2-5 below lists the most common pieces
of rail %d shipping terminal equipment along with a brief description of their function.

Table 2-5: Terminal Equipment Types, Functions and Locations

auiDment Tvr)e I Function 1 Common Location., –..

Railmountedor rubbertired, straddlesmukiple .
Transtaineror stacksof containers,load.shmloadscontainers Groundedshipping
ganttycrane directlyonto/fromwaitingtrucks and yard terminals

tractors

Similarto gantrycranebut narrowerand
%-addlecraneor Predominantlyrail

usuallyshorter,movesand stacksemptyand
straddlecarrier full containers,straddlescontainersand grasps

terminals,somegrounded

fromtop, criticalpiecein all rail operations
shippingterminals

eachstacker(also Movesandstacks,emp~ and full containers,
referredto ~ canreachacrossanotherrow of containers, Groundedshipping

packer,flipper, graspsfromtop,can loadhmloaddirectlyfrom terminals,rail terminals
wedge) truck or yardtractor

Movesand stacksfuIlandemptycontainers,up

Toppick to sixhigh,graspsfromtop, can Ioadkmload Shippingterminals
directiyfromtruckor yard tractor

Movesand stacksemptycontainemonly, up to Predominantlygrounded
Sidepick six high,graspsfromside,can Ioadhmload shippingterminals

directlyfromtruckor yard tractor

[eavyforklift(15- Movementof emptyand full containers Predominantlygrounded

25 ton) shippingterminals

Yardtractor/yard Movecontainersand chassisaroundyard, All shippingand rail
hostler/yrtrdgoat pivotalrole in all operationtypes terminals

Auxiliarypowersource,mostcommonlyused -
Dieselgenerator to powerrefrigeratedcontainerswhiie awaiting

Groundedand on-chassis

shipmen\
shippingterminals
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Table 2-6 below presents the cumulative vehicle and equipment inventories for those shipping
and rail terminals interviewed by CALSTART. These inventories will be used in later sections to
determine the emissions profile of current terminal equipment.

Table 2-6: Equipment Inventories

rTranstainer

Straddlecrane
Reachstacker
Top pick

Side pick

Heavy forklift

Yard tractor

Diesel generator

Port of Los Angeles

Counted ExtrapolatedT

Shipping Rail Shipping Rail

12 – 18 -

25 - 42

3 - 5

17 – 25 -

13 6 19 10

8 2 12 3
270 164 405 273

3– 4-

Port of Oakland

Counted Extrapolated+

Shipping Rail Shipping Rail

8 .- 10 –

5 6 6 6

6 5 8 5

35 – 45 –

22 1 28 1

14 – 18 –

232 33 298 33

22 -- 28 -

t Extrapolationsfor Railbasedon3 of5 terminalssampled,extrapolationsfor Shipping based on 4 of 6 terminals sampled

* All 3 Railterminalsweresampled;extrapolationsfor Shippingbasedon 7 of 9 terminalssampled

2.3.2 Equipment Specifications and Operations
EquipmentSpecifications
In an attempt to further characterize the yard equipment summarized above, CALSTART
collected data on an array of specifications associated with these technologies, including
prefemed manufacturers, typical power ratings, approximate purchase cost and typical fuel
efficiencies. Each of these categories, with the possible exception of preferred manufacturer, has
relevance with respect to assessing the potential utilization of LNG. This information is presented
below in Table 2-7. Because these particular specifications differ little between the two ports or
among the various operation types, the data below have been aggregated.

Table 2-7: Yard Equipment Specifications

Equipment Representative Representative
Approximate Average
Cost of New Fuel Common

Type Engine Models Power Rating Unit Efficiency
Manufacturers

Transtainer Cummins LIOC 300hp $I,ooo,oooplus 5 gph Paceco, Sisu, Taylor,
DDC 6V92 Crupp

Straddle crane DDC671 300hp $1,000,000 5 gph MiJack, Valmet, Taylor

Reach stacker
Volvo TDIOO

300hp $450,000 4 gph
Taylor, Kalmar,

Cummins L1OC Hyster, MiJack
Voivo TDI 00

Top pick 275hp $350,000 4 gph
Taylor, Kalmar,

Cummins6BT Hyster, Rego

Side pick Cummins 6BT 225hp $200,000 3 gph Taylor, Kalmar, Hyster

Heavy forklift Volvo TD71 275hp $130,000 3 gph Komatsu, Taylor,
Hyster, Caterpillar,

Yard tractor Cummins6BT 200hp $48,000 2 mh, Sisu/Ottawa, Capacity

Diesel Caterpillar3406 220hp $100,000 8 gph Caterpillar, Volvo,
generator Taylor
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Despite the exceptional load demands placed on these pieces of equipment, the engines are
standard off-road models, with horsepower ratings similar to or smaller than those found in the
Class 8 vehicles discussed earlier. This would appear to suggest that commercially available
LNG products might be able to provide adequate performance for a number of these applications.
Obviously torque and duty cycle requirements would also have to be evaIuated; however, no data
is currently available on these parameters. Given their role in port operations though, it is
reasonable to expect that the duty cycles and torque requirements of yard tractors would most
closely match the performance parameters of on-road engines.

As a result of their high degree of specialization and the intense performance demands placed on
them, most of these units carry a large capital cost. This could act as a significant barrier to the
penetration of LNG technologies in most applications. In addition, given the relatively small
numbers of units found at any given facility, terminal operators would undoubtedly be reluctant
to experiment with relatively untried technologies, unless guaranteed back-up equipment were
available. This risk aversion stems from the extremely high operational costs associated with the
terminals. Again, yard tractors are an obvious exception to these cost and scarcity constraints.
With relatively large per terminal populations, these units could provide a relatively low-risk
means of demonstrating new technologies.

Two other characteristics of terminal equipment provide opportunities for LNG utilization.
Because of its high capital costs, most terminal equipment has a very long life expectancy. Most
terminal managers were unable to give life expectancies for their equipment, noting that vehicles
were simply refurbished, repowered with new engines and replaced only when obsolete. In terms
of both cost and convenience, engine repowering might represent an excellent opportunity to
evaluate LNG technology in terminal applications, without purchasing new equipment. In
addition, the long life span of terminal equipment could also represent an extended opportunity to
recoup the incremental expense of LNG equipment and accrue savings, assuming the technology
could reduce operational costs.

2.3.3 Hours of Operation
In termsof assessingthepotentialfor LNG use, annual hours of operation have similar bearing to
annual miles traveled for on-road equipment. High levels of use increase the speed at which the
initial investment in an alternative fuel technology may be recovered and cost savings accrued,
assuming of course there is some operational cost savings associated with the system. While the
potential operational cost savings associated with LNG in these applications are still unclear, high
use levels remain an important filter in assessing appropriateness of use. Although there is some
periociici~ associated with the activity levels at both the rail and shipping terminals, equipment
usage tends to be intensive. Table 2-8 below presents data on the annual hours of operation
associated with the various equipment classes at both operation types.

Table 2-8: Average Annual Hours of Use Per Unit

Port of Los Antzeles I Port of Oakland I
Equipment type Shippinz I Rail i Shinping Rail

Transtainer 50C 1 I -,-00 NIA
Straddle carrier NIA 5,900 3.500 3,800

1 f —---r)3° I NIA 2.0

I Reach stacker I N/A I 2.300 I 3:000 I 3;000 1

}
Top pick I 2,400 I ti/A I 2;500 I tilA
Side Dick 750 NIA 1.700 I . I .400 I

Heavy ~orklift 1,000 700 ’700 tilA
Yard tractor 2,500 5,600 2,000 3,500

Diesel generator No data NIA 4.800 NIA
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Annual hours of operation also provide some indication of frequency of equipment use. Due to
boil-off issues, LNG is generally not considered a suitable fuel for vehicles that experience long
‘out-of-use’ periods. According to the above data and direct testimony from interviewees, this
does not appear to be an issue with the majority of equipment classes. It is highly unusual for any
piece of equipment to go a week without use and only the relatively iow hours associated with the
heavy forklifts wouid appear to suggest any cause for concern.

2.3.4 Refueling and Maintenance
As wouid be expected, given the size and use scheduies of the equipment, aii the shipping and rail
facilities interviewed by CALSTART had both on-site fueiing and maintenance facilities. With
very few exceptions, terminai vehicies are completely bound to their particular faciiity as offroad
vehicies may not be driven on pubiic roads. Therefore refueling must take place on-site, either at
stationary pumps or via a mobiie fuei truck. Specific personnei are dedicated to vehicie refueling
and drivers generaliy do not refuei their own vehicies. In addition, minor diagnostics and
adjustments are ollen performed in conjunction with fueiing. Typicaliy, ail maintenance,
inciuding major service is aiso performed on-site by staff mechanics, aithough some terminais
contract out for engine overhauis and body work. Maintenance scheduies are fixed and typicaiiy
conservative.

2.3.5 Fuel Costs
Because ail terminai equipment operations are classified as off-road, terminal operators are
ail owed to purchase and use ‘red diesei’. Tainted with a red dye for easy identification, this fuel
is intended exclusively for off-road use and does not carry any on-road fuel tax. This amounts to
a price reduction of roughly $.45/gaiion ($.42 from waived state and federai fuei tax and $.03
gallon in reduced saies tax). Figure 2-8 beiow presents average fuel prices paid by terminai
operators at the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakiand.

Figure 2-8: Average Red Diesel Fuel Price

I
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3. LNG Technology

This section presents an overview of the current state of LNG engines, refueling and small-scale
liquefaction technologies. These data are critical in the feasibili~ analysis contained in
subsequent chapters, where the state of LNG technology and LNG market factors will be
compared to findings from the previous port operations analysis in order assess their
compatibility. Towards this end, information is presented on system costs, availability and
performance. In addition to this technology review, the section also contains a discussion of
LNG fuel pricing and an examination of future price projections. Finally, the chapter concludes
with a brief review of relevant case studies.

3. f Engine Technology

3.3.1 Engine Availability
The availabilityof engine systems that are suitable for use in port applications is the keystone of
determining the technological feasibility of LNG use in this setting. Without appropriately
powered and configured engine systems, there is no possibility of the fuel or its associated
technologies being used at the Ports. A list of current and near-term heavy-duty natural gas
engine product offerings and specifications is presented in Table 3-1 on the following page. It
differs from the Gas Research Institute (GRI)l and National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL)2 inventories in that the engines listed in this report are currently being produced, or have
established future production dates. It was discovered during the data gathering effort of this
report that some of the engines listed in the GM md NREL tables are in fact available, but new
product is not being built.

As Table 3-1 indicates, there is a broad range of natural gas engine product available. With the
exception of the Caterpillar/Power Systems Associates (pSA) engines, all of these units are spark-
ignited (S1) systems, run exclusively on naturaI gas and are compatible with either LNG or CNG
fuel systems. Caterpillar/PSA’s dual-fuel engine is a compression ignition (CI) system that
operates primarily (-85Yo) on natural gas (CNG or LNG), but uses diesel fuel for pilot ignition.
In addition, it can run exclusively on diesel in a reduced-efficiency “limp-home” mode.

Discussions with the various engine originai equipment manufacturers (OEMS) regarding the
direction of their firms development efforts and the state of the industry as a whole produced very
similar responses. All of the OEMS offering a dedicated LNG product have withdrawn
considerably from their pursuit of the heavy-duty truck market and are instead concentrating
research, development and marketing capita] on transit and, to a limited extent, refise
applications. According to the alternative fuels groups within the OEMS, this retrenchment stems
from decreasing research and development funding for their units and a subsequent desire to
focus on areas of greatest immediate potential. Table 3-2 shows the distribution of heavy-duty
LNG vehicles currently operating in the U.S, by sector.

1Gas Research Institute, Medium andl?emy DU(Y Vehic[es, January 1998.
2Norton, Paul, An Overview of Heavy-Duy Alternative Fuel Engines and Vehicles, presented at Clean
Cities Conference, June 1998.
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Table 3.1- Heavy-Duty LNG EngineCharacteristicsandAvailability

glbhp-hr
Manufacturer Enghm CARBOptionalLow With Displacement

NOXCertification catalyst?
Power(HP) Torque (lbKt) Availablllty

NMHC co NOX PM
IncrementalCost

Xrmmlns B5.9G 0.1 2.6 1.6 0.02 2.5 Y 359Cl, 5.9L 150-230 375-500r@ 1600rpm now
C8.3G 0.6 0.9 1.8 0.02 2.5 Y 505Cl, ff.3L 250-275 660-750@ 1400rpm now
LIOG 0.1

$35-45k(Iolalsystem)
4.6 1.6 0.02 2 Y 611Cl,IOL 260-300 900@ 1300rpm new

)etroit Dioad 50G 0.6 2.3 2.2 0.01 2.51 Y 519Cl, 6.5L 275 690r@1200rpm now $12k(engineonly)

60G 0.6 1.6 2.2 0.02 8 Y 778Cl, 12.7L 330-400 1400@1200rpm pre-prerhsctiin $40.45k(engineonly)

JohnDaaro b 6.6L 0.3 2.4 2.2 0.06 s N 6.8L 225-250 640-660@2400rpm now 20%moreIhandiesel(engine
8.IL 0.6 2.8. 3.2 0.07 a N 8.IL 250-260 800-900@ 1300rpm now only)

klack E7G325 rda 2.8 2.5 0.1 2.5’ N 728Cl, 12L 325 1180@ 1250rpm now

E7G350

$40,000w/150galcapacity

0.66 1.36 2.5 0.03 2’ N 728Cl, 12L 350 1260@ 1250rpm now (totalsystem)

PowerSyatams 3126Ad 2.5 N 439Cl, 7.2L 190-250 700 @ 1500rpm sletadfor1999 rrla

associatesc(CAT) 3126B” 1 N 439Cl, 7.2L 190-250 700@ 1500rpm now S16-19,000 (totalsystem)

3176BGd 2.5 N 629Cl: 10.3L 270-350 800-1050@ 1200rpm now $19-21,000 (told system)

Clo 1.1 7.4 2.4 0.06 2.5 N 629Cl, tO.3L 275-350 1050@ 1200rpm nws $19-21,000 (totalsystem)
C12 0.6 4.1 2.4 0.1 2.5 N 732Cl, 12L 360425 1250@ 1200rpm now $20-22,000 (tolalsystem)

3406EG‘ ● N 693Cl, 14.6L 400475 1450@ 1200rpm slatedfor2000 nla

a - CARBHO TruckOpfionalNOXcarfiticefion pending,number ia estimalad certification fevel

b - currerrt~ orr~ in CNG option

c - dual-fuel err@re (desel and LNG)

d- retrofit of previous modal

.+ e - naw model

f- cariirhd to urban bus cycle orrfy

.

.
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Table 3-2: Heavy-Duty LNG Vehicles Operating or Orderedj U.S. Only

Heavy-Duty LNG Vehicles
Sector (in use or on order)
Transit 768
Refhse 43

I Trucking (Class 8) 60 I
Caterpillar/PSA appears to be the one exception to this transit focus. Their units’ lower
incremental costs and the added security of diesel fuel compatibility give these dual-fuel systems
a distinct advantage over dedicated systems in on-road trucking applications. Moreover, their C-
12 model is the only natural gas engine with sufficient power for most Class 8 trucking
applications to be certified to CARB’S optional oxides of nitrogen (NOx) standard (2.5 glbhp-hr).
Collectively, these characteristics make the units particularly well-suited for heavy-duty trucking.
As part of their settlement in the aforementioned Proposition 65 lawsuits, several large
supermarket chains have agreed to purchase over 100 Class 8 LNG tractors. Not surprisingly, all
of these units will be equipped with the C-12 engine.

In, general, engine manufacturers do not appear to be as active in their pursuit of the off-road
vehicle and equipment market. At present, utilization of natural gas engines is still driven
primarily by emissions concerns. Prior to 1996, however, no emission standards existed for off-
roadunitsandevennow,standardsareconsiderablylessstringentthan for on-road ones. Hence,
there has been less impetus to develop and market off-road systems. What off-road natural gas
units are available have considerabley higher emissions levels than their on-road counterparts.
However, with refinement of mountings and electronic controls, the on-road engine systems
detailed in Table 3- I could also be suitable for use in many off-road applications. Where
technically feasible, the use of on-road versions of natural gas engines in off-road equipment
would maximize emissions reductions and therefore be a preferable alternative.

I 3.1.2 Incremental Costs
Incremental costs refer to the difference in price between a conventional, baseline unit and its
(generally more expensive) alternative. This added expense represents a barrier to the use of
many alternative I%el technologies, especially where the anticipated operational costs do not
suggest a strong likelihood for a return on this additional investment. All of the natural gas
systems carry a significant incremental cost over conventional diesel systems. (The figures
presented in Table 3-1 are approximations only. Actual costs will depend on order volume.)
According to engine manufacturers, there are no inherent technological reasons for this increased
cost. Rather, it is the extremely low production volumes, the ‘customized’ nature of the engine
installations and the price of on-board LNG fuel storage systems that account for much of the
differential cost. Incremental costs have already decreased by approximately 50% over the last 6
years and should continue to diminish as the natural gas engine market expands?

The cost of LNG fuel tanks has displayed a similar trend to that of natural gas engines, although
less dramatic. On-board LNG storage tanks are double-walled stainless steel, vacuum-jacketed
and equipped with a variety of pressure relief devices. This design is inherently more expensive
than a conventional, single-walled aluminum system. At present, a 190 LNG gallon unit ( 112

I -.

3Zeus Development Corporation, LNG Vehicle Markets and Injastructure, prepared for the Gas Research
Institute, March 1998.
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diesel equivalent gallons) typically costs $7,000-8,000, compared to approximately $750 for a
similarly sized diesel tank.

3.1.3 Engine Efficiency
Engine efficiency refers to the degree to which the potential energy contained in a given fuel
(often measured in British thermal units, or Btus) is converted into work by a given engine
system. This measurement has a direct impact on operational economics as it is also an
indication of the amount of work, in miles vehicle miles traveled (VMT) or hours of operation,
that can be obtained from a given fuel purchase. Both dedicated and dual-fuel natural gas systems
are inherently less efficient than their diesel counterparts. Optimum efficiencies are -95% and
-85%, respectively, relative to diesel systems. Under real world conditions, however, actual
efficiencies are highly variable. While data from some projects finds natural gas vehicles
operating at essentially optimum efficiencies, other results have been far less encouraging, with
efficiencies as low as 65’%0being recorded.4

At present, too little systematic data has been gathered to generate reliable ‘average’ efficiencies
for natural gas systems versus diesel. However, this variability does highlight the relative
immaturely of natural gas engine technologies in comparison to diesel ones. Further refinement
of engines for specific applications such as on-road trucking should help to bring these units
closer to their optimum efficiency levels. This already appears to be occurring in transit
applications. Until that time, however, the increased operational costs associated with these
efficiency losses must be factored ,into the overall economics of LN.G use.

3.1.4 Maintenance and Reliability
Maintenancecostsand reliability are also critical componentsof the overall operational
economics associated with a given engine system, and important measures in comparing various
technologies. Because natural gas is a simpler andtherefore cleaner fuel to bum than diesel, both
dedicated and dual-fiel natural gas engines require less frequent oil changes and may prove to
have longer operational lives than diesel-powered units. Conversely, dedicated engines require
regular spark plug replacements–an incremental expense over engines. Additionally, the relative
immaturi~ of natural gas engines has resulted in an increased incidence of mechanical failure and
equipment downtime in many LNG projects. As with engine efficiency, too little in-use data is
available to produce a reliable quantitative comparison to diesel systems. Evidence from transit
applications appears to indicate maintenance cost parity, but less refined applications such as
trucking are experiencing steep refinement curves at presents NREL, in conjunction with
Battelle, is currently undertaking a series longitudinal studies of comparative operational costs for
diesel and LNG vehicles in a range of applications, This effort promises to provide critical real

;
~

world datq however, official results were unavailable at the time of this report’s publication,
)..

3.1.5 Engine and Chassis Pairings
There have been a wide variety of heavy-duty LNG engine and truck chassis pairings to date.
With the exception of MAC~ truck manufacturers do not appear to have exclusive relationships
with any engine OEM. Instead, customer demand, engine availability, power/torque
compatibility and finding sources have driven the pairings to date.

f
4Per conservation with Kevin Chandler, Principal Research Scientist, Battelle, regarding performance of
natural gas engines in Raley’s supermarket fleet, November 1998.

i

5 Ibid.
I
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Table 3-3: Engine/Chassis Pairings

ChassisManufacturerI EngineManufacturer [ EngineModel
Freightliner I Cummins ~B5.9G

C8.3G
L1OG

Detroit Diesel Series 50G
Power System Associates 3126

c–lo
C-12

spartan Cummins B5.9G
Kenworth Cummins L1OG

Power System Associates 3126
c–lo

/c–12
Peterbuilt I Power System Associates I 3126

C-10
C-IQ

Ford - Sterling Power System Associates 3126
c-lo
C–12

Crane Carrier Power Systems Associates 3126
c–lo
C-12

GMC Power System Associates 3126
Chevy Power System Associates 3126
Western Star Power System Associates c–lo

C-12
Navistar Power System Associates c–lo

C-12
MACK MACK 12L E7G
Wtawa/Sisu Cummins B5.9G

Based on GRI, NREL and CALSTART research, the above listing would appear to suggest that
numerous engine/chassis partnerships have been developed and that a diverse group of vehicles
are available on demand. This, however, is not the case. In conversation with relevant heavy-
duty vehicle manufacturers, CALSTART established that the majority of engine/chassis pairings
were prototypes and should not be considered commercially available. Moreover, a number of
the vehicle manufacturers listed above, including Spartan, Crane Carrier, Ford-Sterling, GMC,
and Chevy have suspended LNG vehicle development and withdrawn from market.

Responses from manufacturers did indicate that the technology is available to develop functional
enginetchassis pairings. With the extremely limited demand, however, economies of scale
remain elusive and incremental costs continue to be prohibitively high. In addition, limited
demand retards the investment in LNG technology refinement which is vital if it is to compete
effectively with diesel. It is important to note, however, that technological development and
vehicle availability are not just market dependent, but also customer dependent. Mr. Stephen
Ginter of MACK trucks indicated that his company had received inquiries from a large customer
regarding the purchase of 50 LNG CH-tractors.6 Although such a vehicle has never been built, if

s Per conversation with Stephen Ginter, Vocational Product Manager, Mack Trucks, Inc., June 1998.
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the order were placed, the vehicles would be delivered and on the road in 10 months. Similarly,
other chassis builders have both indicated and exhibited a strong willingness to meet the demands
of their large customers, even if it requires new product development.

3.2 Refueling Infrastructure

A recent study commissioned by GRI noted that, within the transportation community, “the lack
of refueling infrastructure is (considered) the most critical constraint affecting the growth of LNG
as a transportation fuel.”7 To date, fuel providers such as Amoco and Mesa Pacific have been
unwilling to shoulder the entire expense and risk of establishing retail fueling stations, citing the
small number of vehicles and inadequate demand for fuel. Conversely, potential users have
generally been unwilling to commit to significant vehicle purchases because of the dearth of
refieling facilities and the high cost of building and operating their own. This classic “chicken or
egg” dilemma has stymied the growth of the LNG industxy and limited the list of users to
centrally fieled fleets with adequate resources to construct and sufficient demand to support an
on-site fieling facility.

Although the self-contained terminal operations fit this centrally fueled fleet model, the Ports also
present an opportunity to develop new models for LNG infrastructure provision. Because the
Ports fhnction as hubs for very large populations of on-road and off-road vehicles, limited
commitments by individual firms to use LNG systems could quickly translate into a substantial
aggregate demand for the fuel. This in turn could motivate the development of commercial/retail
refueling infrastructure. This possibility will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.2.1 Availability
Becauseof its cryogenic nature, LNG requires a unique set of refueling technologies. Although
the actual use and performance of LNG refueling infrastructure closely resembles that of diesel
and gasoline systems, the technology has a number of distinct characteristics. Perhaps the most
critical of these is its relative scarcity. Although the vehicle refueling infrastructure for LNG has
increased in the last few years, less than. 15 operational facilities currently exist in the State of
California. None of these stations are commercial/retail operations, but are instead associated
with individual LNG fleets. Traditionally, public access has been a stipulation for receiving
public costsharing finds; however, actual access by outside fleets has proved problematic. The
net effect is that for a fleet to use LNG, it must either be strategically located near an obliging
existing facility, or build a fuel station itself. ‘At present there are no LNG refueling facilities
located in the near vicinity of either the Port of Los Angeles or the Port of Oakland. Therefore,
any LNG program at the Ports. would require the development of local infrastructure.

3.2.2 Infrastructure Providers and System Costs ~
f
L

At the time of this report, LNG infmstructure is available through various teaming arrangements
with MVE, Inc., Jack B. Kelley, Inc., CVI, Inc., NorthStar Inc., CH-IV and Mesa Pacific LNG.
Although many other firms are involved in the LNG refieling infrastructure industry, these are
the core contractors and hardware suppliers. Moreover, all are actively involved in infrastructure
development at present. Some of the projects these companies have been involved with are
shown in Table 3-4.

-.

7Zeus Development Corporation, LNG VehicIe A4arlwts and Injimstructure, prepared for the Gas Research
Institute, March 1998. ~

~
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Table 3-4: Contracting Teams and Completed Projects

Contracting Teams Examples of Projects
MVE, Inc./NorthStar, Inc. Taorrnina Industries, Inc. Anaheim, CA

Perrier, Ontario, CA

MVE,Inc./Mesa Pacific LNG Sun Metro, El Paso, TX

Jack B. Kelley, Inc/Cryenco Olympic Station, Los Angels, CA
LAX Airporq Los Angeles, CA

Jack B, Kelley, Inc/Drexel UPS/Ontario Station, Ontario, CA

CH-IV Cryogenics LP Bloomfield, New Mexico
Edinburgh, Scotland

CVI, Inc. Houston Metro, Houston, TX
William H. Martin, Inc., Washington

Pennsylvania

All of the above companies were contacted for product and pricing information in the context of
this project. Table 3-5 lists estimated costs for a variety of station scenarios. It should be noted
that in all cases, these prices represent very rough estimations, Actual costs may vary greatly
depending on site preparation, permitting delays and system configuration. In general, systems
can be configured to dispense both LNG and CNG, albeit at additional expense. In addition,
stations are typically modular and scalable in size and dispensing capacity.

-,

.-
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Table 3-5: Projected Station Sizes and Costs

rovider lFeatures I Price

[VE, Inc. Scenario 1: small scale station $300,000
less than 6,000 gallons with con-
tainment (considered temporary)
Scenario 2: full size station with $400,000
1-13,000 gallon LNG storage i-civil work
tank and single LNG dispenser (-$100,000)

H-IV Scenario 1: small scale station with one $370,000
ryogenics LP LNG dispenser and 3,000 gallons of fiel

storage
Scenario 2:2 LNG dispensers and 1- $500,000-
13,000 gallon LNG storage tank 525,000

VI, Inc. Scenario 1:1-13,000 gallon $700,000
underground storage tank, 1 LNG
dispenser
Scenario 2:2-30,000 gallon $2.5M
underground storage tank, 4 LNG
dispensers, 1 CNG dispenser

orthStar, Inc. Scenario 1:1-13,000 gallon $450,000
tank and single LNG dispenser
Scenario 2: add an additional $120,000
13,000 gallon storage tank + labor I

It is important to emphasize that although this appears to be a competitive markel it is still in
early stagesof development. Both cryogenic storage and liquid tlel dispensing are proven
technologies. However, the marriage of the two has had its share of dit%culties. For example, in
the teaming effort between Jack B. Kelley and Drexel in the construction of the UPS Ontario
facility, there were numerous problems resulting from Drexel being unable to provide the field
support required of a new, unproven system. This created extreme customer dissatisfaction on
this and other station projects in which they were involved. As a result, Drexel has not been
involved in the construction of any subsequent stations. Therefore, it is imperative to be aware of
not only the industry experience each team member can contribute to the construction of a fiel
station, but also who is going to maintain the station and provide the field support. This has been
a critical shortfall to date and has made it difficult for end-users to embrace this technology.

3.3 LNG Pricing
Thefollowing section discusses prices and pricing forces for LNG in California. These data will
be used in subsequent chapters to calculate the comparative operational costs of diesel- and LNG-
powered vehicles. Current diesel prices are discussed as part of that later cost comparison.

3.3.1 Current Prices
LNG fiel prices exhibit a high degree of geographic variability. At present, California lacks any
significant local LNG production, causing suppliers to import fuel from large-scale liquefaction
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facilities located in Wyoming, Kansas and Colorado. This has a pronounced effect on fuel price,
with typical transportation costs ranging from $1.35-$ 1.80/mile/load. As a result, delivered LNG
prices in California range from a low of $0.43/ LNG gallon at the Los Angeles International
Airport to upwards of $1 .00/LNG gallon for smaller industrial users. The three primary LNG
suppliers to California – Amoco, J.B. Kelly, Mesa Pacific - estimate a near-term pre-tax price of
$0.45 to $0.55/gal for delivery to Los Angeles, assuming that a full tanker load of 10,000 gallons
is taken. Partial loads typically incur a penalty of $.03 -.O6/LNG gallon. Prices to the Port of
Oakland would be comparable or slightly higher, depending on the supplier.

Jack B. Kelley Inc. has recently completed a new liquefaction facility, located in Arizona, very

near to the California border. This plant has a total production capacity of 86,000 LNG
gallons/day and is currently producing 30,000-40,000 LNG gallons daily. According to Steve
Bartlett, Cryogenic Equipment and Operations Manager, Jack B. Kelley, fuel costs are
$0.35/LNG gallon at the source. Additional transportation costs would be figured at $1.80 per
mile for partial loads and $1.50 per mile for fi.dl loads of fuel. This would translate into about
$0.44 -.45/LNG gallon for full load deliveries to the Port of Los Angeles and $.53/LNG gallon to
the Port of Oakland. Although it was originally hoped that this plant might significantly reduce
the cost of LNG in California, this does not appear to be the case. Despite its relative proximity
to the Bay Area and Los Angeles markets and reduced transportation charges, the plant’s
feedstock gas costs and production efficiency preclude any real undercutting of current LNG
prices.

3.3.2 Composition of LNG Prices
AS noted above, transportation costs are a significant contributor to the overall cost of LNG in
California. Figure 3-1 below presents the elemental breakdown of LNG price. This breakdown is
California specific and assumes delivery from a generic liquefaction facility in the Rocky
Mountain area.

Figure 3-1: Composition of California LNG Prices
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WeI1head Price
Wellhead price represents the base cost of natural gas and the de jacfo price of feedstock gas used
at most liquefaction facilities (owing to their proximity to gas fields). In general, natural gas
prices are considered to be extremely stable, with only slight increases predicted over the next
two decades (see Figure 3-2 below). There is, however, significant regional variation in the price
of wellhead and pipeline gas owing to differential production and distribution costs. As Figure 3-
2 below indicates, California wellhead gas is considerably more expensive than the national
average.

Figure 3-2: Projected Wellhead Natural Gas Prices
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Source:EnergyInformationAdministration,Annual Energy Outlook 1998, ht@Y/www.eia.doe.gov.

Liquefaction Costs
Large-scale liquefaction facilities are considered to be highly refined technologies. A number of
different liquefaction systems exis~ each with their own advantages and disadvantages.
However, technology advances are not expected to significantly alter the cost of large-scale
liquefaction,

As a result of the stability of liquefaction technology and natural gas wellhead prices, LNG
suppriers are able to offer 2-3 year fixed-price contracts on delivered fiel. In theory, this stability
is highly beneficial to the cost planning process of an operation using the fuel. However, where
LNG prices are higher than diesel, it also reduces the likelihood of a reversal in the two fuei’s
competitive relationship.

Federal and State Excise Taxes, State Sales Tax
At present, federal and state excise taxes on LNG are $.119 and $.06/LNG gallon, respectively.
State excise tax may also be paid as a lump sumof$168/vehicle/year. Up-front payment would
result in a -$.05/LNG gallon tax decrease for high mileage fleets. Application of the 8.25’%
California sales tax to LNG purchases appears to uneven and problematic. For the purposes of

a~l cost calculations in this study, sales tax has been inciuded and state excise tcm is calculated at

$.01/LNG gallon.

On an energy equivalent basis, LNG cument~y enjoys a significant tax advantage over diesel,
though it is taxed at a higher rate than CNG. Lobbying efforts by the natural gas industry have
succeeded in reducing the federal tax on LNG from its previous high of $.3 15/DEG and work
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continues to bring the fuel’s tax rate in-line with CNG. Figure 3-3 below shows the federal tax for
the three fuels, based on a diesel equivalent gallon (DEG) basis. State excise taxes are even more
favorable to LNG. Assuming state excise tax is paid as a lump sum of $ 168/vehicle/year, and
that the vehicle travels approximately 65,000 miles annually, the tax on LNG is only $.0 17/DEG,
compared to $.1 S/gallon on diesel.

Figure 3.3: Federal Excise Tax Rates, Per Diesel Gallon Equivalent
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3.4 Small-ScaleLiquefaction
One potential solution to the high cost of delivered LNG is the construction of distributed, small-
scale liquefaction systems that may either be integrated with or located in proximity to vehicle
refheling stations. Although generally less efficient than large-scale units, small-scale systems
may offer a number of advantages with respect to LNG use in transportation applications. Most
importantly, they can be located so as to minimize or even eliminate the high costs associated
with LNG transportation. Alternately (or additionally in the case of refi,lse applications) they can
be situated at or in close proximity to sources of low-cost feedstock gas, such as landfills and
sewage treatment plants. Finally, smaller facilities may simply be far easier to fund, permit and
build. As part of the Seaport Liquid Natural Gas Study, CALSTART was asked to identifi
developers of small-scale liquefaction technologies, For the purposes of this study, only those
organizations actively working to develop and commercialize liquefaction systems capable of
producing between 500-10,000 diesel equivalent gallons (DEG) per day have been included. At
present this produces an extremely limited group, consisting of only six organizations.

Cryenco, Inc., Denver, Colorado
A division of Chart Industries and sister company of infrastructure provider CVI Inc.,
Cryenco is developing two small-scale liquefaction technologies; the TADOPT~ or
thermoacoustic driver orifice pulse tube refrigerator, and the LOPT~ or linear motor
driver pulse tube refrigerator. Prototypes of each, capable of producing 100 LNG gallons
per day, have already been built, and the company is cu~entiy seeking finding to build
larger-scale versions, capable of producing 500 LNG gallons per day. Eventually the
TADOPTR maybe scaled to produce 10,000-20,000 LNG gallons per day. According to
Dr. John Wollan, director of Cryenco’s acoustic liquefaction program, a 500 LNG gallon
per day TADOPTR will cost approximately $130,000, assuming some level of
production, with a 10,OOOLNG gallon per day unit falling in the $1,000,000 range. Both
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these prices could drop considerably with further technology refinement. LOPTR prices
would be roughly similar, with a 500 LNG gallon per day unit costing an estimated
$100,000-140,000, depending on the configuration, but are less likely to decrease due to
technology advances. A 500-gallon version of either system could be produced in
approximately one year from order time. Cryenco could potentially pair with sister
company CVI to eventual 1y produce an integrated liquefaction and refueling system.

Cryofuel Systems Inc., Redmond, Washington
The company’s development efforts are currently focused on the production,of 850-4250
LNG gallon/day integrated liquefaction and vehicle refueling systems. Smaller
prototypes have been built and two 850 LNG gallon/day systems are expected to be
completed in 1999. According to Dr. John Barclay, CEO and president, a 2550 LNG
gallon/day unit with 3,000 gallons of storage, two LNG and four CNG dispensing hoses
and all necessary safety equipment would cost approximately $725,000 installed. The
company will also produce and sell the purification and liquefaction elements of the
systems individual ly for use in non-fieling applications. Estimated turnaround time on a
liquefaction and refi.xeling station order would be six to nine months.

Institute of Gas Technology (IGT), Des Plaines, Illinois
This research institute began work in March of 1998 on the development of a small-scale
LNG liquefaction system. The goal of the project is to produce a 300-500 LNG gallons
per day unit, using a mixed refrigerant cycle and off-the-shelf technologies, According to
Mr. Ken Koontz, IGT’s principal investigator, it is far too early to project costs or
performance characteristics for the system. The unit is scheduled to be completed and
filly tested by September of 1999.

Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), Idaho Falls,
Idaho
INEEL is currently working on a number of LNG related technologies including
refueIing systems and a small-scale liquefaction unit. The liquefaction system under
development at INEEL is intended to be a low-cost, high-efficiency option, with the end
goal being a unit in the $350,000 range, capable of producing 5,000 LNG gallons per
day. According to Mr. Bruce Wilding, Alternative Fuel Program Project Manager, the
system is still in the design stages and is expected to be completed in 1.5-2.5 years.

Two of California’s largest gas utilities, Pacific Gas and Electric (also one of the co-
fimders of this study) and So. Cal. Gas. are cooperatively evaluating the feasibility of
using this technology in a network of small local liquefaction facilities. Although the
fuel would initially be used for PG&E’s fleet, commercial transportation applications are (

i
also considered a potential market. According to PG&E, the target price for LNG from
facilities in the Bay Area would be -$.30/LNG gallon, pre-tax and transportations

Liberty Fuels (formerly U.S. .Natural Gas Vehicles), Santa Cruz, California
The company has developed and built a 2,150 LNG gallon/day liquefaction and refieling
uni~ making it the only one of this group with a fill-scale working system. With 2,150
gallons of storage, a single LNG and CNG dispenser and all necessary safely equipment
the unit costs $650,000, according to chief engineer, Mr. Youbert A1caldo. Installation
and site preparation would be additional. The hardware could be scaled to produce up to

8Per conversation with Brian Stokes, Senior Research Associate, PG&E, February 1999. i
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10,725 LNG gallon/day. Although the system is operational, additional units will not be
commercially available until mid- 1999.

KM Energy, Mt. Shasta, California
KM Energy is an official distributor of Liberty Fuels’ 2150 LNG gallon/day system;
however, they are also actively working to develop several larger systems, capable of
producing 3,000-20,000 LNG gallons per day. These systems are currently in the design
stage and would utilize different refrigeration cycles depending on their size. According
to Chairman, Mr. Robert Kline, the larger units would be best suited to on-site
liquefaction of capped well gas, while the smaller systems would be appropriate for
vehicle refueling stations.

As the limited amount of technology development suggests, the small-scale liquefaction industry
is perhaps the least developed of the LNG technology sectors discussed in this report. This
nascence and the complete lack of in-use performance data make it nearly impossible to compare
the systems, whether to one another or to traditional delivery and storage models. Obviously, one
of the most important criteria in evaluating these different technologies is the final cost of the
LNG (and CNG) that they produce. Unfortunately, assumptions regarding amortization periods,
throughput and feedstock cost vary widely, making comparison of manufacturers’ estimated LNG
prices problematic at best, and meaningless at worst. It is worth noting, however, that several
developers estimate their systems’ wholesale fuel cost to be in the range of $0.30-.35/ LNG
gallon, depending on the source and cost of feedstock gas. These price goals could be met or
even improved on by tapping low-cost sources of feedstock gas such as landfills, sewage
treatment facilities or capped wells.

As the considerable upheaval in the LNG storage and refueling business indicates, reliability and
service are also critical criteria in comparing technologies. Currently there is no information on
the various systems and companies presented here, with respect to these characteristics.

Finally, it is important to note that, although only six organizations have been identified as
actively working on the development of small-scale liquefaction systems, other areas of the U.S.
cryogenics industry are well developed. If demand for LNG in the transportation sector were to
grow substantially, it is likely that a number of larger, more established cryogenics firms would
enter the liquefier market. Similarly, natural gas utilities and distributors could also play a pivotal
role in the development and/or installation of small-scale stations, as evinced by the So. Cal. Gas.
and PG&E partnership. Both the growth in demand and the subsequent entry of well-capitalized
firms into this technology area could significantly alter the economics and developmental pace of
small-scale liquefaction.

3.5 Case Studies
One of the difficulties in assessing LNG as heavy-duty vehicle fuel and technology is the d~arth
of in-use data. Although the fie[ and its associated technologies have seen service in a broad
range of applications, very little systematic, longitudinal information has been gathered on the
relative performance of these systems compared to diesel ones.

To date, the majori~ of in-use information that is available comes from transit applications. This
sector served as the initial test bed for heavy-du~ LNG and CNG., engine systems, with
demonstration programs first beginning in the early 1990’s. Due to the extreme immaturity of the
technology, most early demonstrations were plagued with reliability and performance problems.
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Most notably, early engines were not able to control the air-fuel mix. As a result, misfires,
incomplete burning of the fuel and seriously compromised engine efficiencies were common.

By the mid-90’s, however, OEMS all began to introduce the enhanced electronic engine controls
that are now standard on all heavy-duty natural gas engines. These and other technological
refinements have resulted in substantial performance and reliability improvements, allowing
natural gas systems to compete more effectively with diesel in transit applications. This is
reflected in the increasing market share claimed by natural gas technologies. At present, natural
gas vehicles account for 4.8% of ail transit units operating in the U.S. This number is expected to
increase to 7.3°/0 by the end of 1999, based on current orders. LNG units represent only 10/0of the
current U.S. transit fleet however, they account for 7°/0 of the total new vehicles ordered. 9

The experience gained from the transit sector benefits and informs all uses of LNG, and the
resulting technology refinement has significantly broadened the range of potential applications
for the fiel. However, port trucking and terminal operations differ markedly from transit in terms
of duty cycles, operational characteristics and power requirements, The following sections
present operational information from a range of applications more closely resembling those at the
port. These case studies include NO on-road LNG trucking operations, one LNG refuse project
and a CNG yard tractor fleet. (Appendix A outlines the remaining LNG refbse and trucking
projects in the U.S.) As previously mentioned, there is little quantitative data available from
these vehicle programs. As a result, the following studies are primarily qualitative in nature.
NREL, in cooperation with Battelle, is currently undertaking longitudinal studies of a number of
LNG fleets, including the Raley’s vehicles discussed below. This study is expected to produce a
wealth of detailed information on the comparative operational costs associated with heavy-duty
diesel and LNG engine systems. However, results were not available at the time of this report’s
preparation.

H.E Butt Supermarkets
The Texas-based HEB Grocery Company began using Class 8 LNG trucks at their Houston Retail
Support Center in January 1998. These vehicles operate along normal company routes and
average about 400 miles per day, or 125,000 miles annually. So far, 18 of the company’s 61
vehicles have had their existing Caterpillar C-10 diesel engines modified to operate as dual-fuel,
at a cost of $17,762 per engine. These 10.3 liter engines are rated with 300 horsepower and 1050
lb-ft of torque at 1200 rpm, The remaining vehicles, equipped with both C-10 and C-12 engines,
will be converted by the end of this year, according to company officials. To support the fleet, a
19,000 gallon on-site LNG refbeling facility was built by MVE, LNG is supplied by an Amoco
liquefaction facility, located only 30 miles from the HEB facility. All refiieling station costs are
incorporated into the fhel price, which is $0.60 per diesel gallon equivalen} pre-tax. Due to the
proximity of the liquefaction facility, the base fuel price is only $.32/LNG gallon, or $.54/DEG.
No public finding was available for either the vehicle or fueling station costs.

In its first year of operation the LNG fleet has shown significant cost savings w~ile
simultaneously maintaining the minimum standards of operation required from all of HEB’s fleet
vehicles. The time between oil change intervals has more than doubled and fiel costs have been
reduced using LNG. HEB estimates their engine efficiency penalty to be only 5°/0, relative to
diesel. Collectively, over the 6-year life of the vehicles, these factors are expected to result in
maintenance cost savings of $1,135/unit and fuel cost savings of $ 14,949/unit. In addition, PSA
has guaranteed a one-year life extension on the engines, from 5 to 6 yews. This results in an
additional $11,200 savings per vehicle. At the end of their service, the units will likely be

9American Public Transit Association, Transit Vehicle Data Booiq 1994, 1996, 1998. :
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reconverted to diesel and sold. The LNG tanks and dual-fuel parts will then be reinstalled on the
next generation of HEB vehicles. This reinstallation and upgrade of electronic engine controls
will cost as estimated $3,500,” compared to almost $18,000 for the original units. Assuming that
fuel prices stay relatively constant, HEB will then be able to accrue even greater cost savings.

Raley’s Supermarkets
The Raley’s supermarket chain introduced California’s first commercial over-the-road fleet of
LNG-powered trucks in April of 1997. Operating eight LNG trucks, or 20% of its fleet, Raley’s
has one of the largest Class 8 LNG fleets in the country. Each vehicle currently operates 16 hours
a day, 6 days a week, and has a range of 600 miles per fueling. The Kenworth T800 trucks are
equipped with Cummins L 10-300G LNG engines, which offer 300 horsepower and 900 Ib-ft of
torque at 1300 rpm. The fheling system on the vehicles includes two 87 gallon MVE saddle
tanks. In addition to these trucks, Raley’s also operates two Ottawa LNG yard tractors, equipped
with 195 horsepower Cummins B-5 .9G engines. In order to support its LNG fleet, Raley’s
installed a temporary 6,000 gallon fheling station, while also constructing a permanent 13,000
gallon station. Both units are built by MVE. Raley’s fuel is supplied by J.B. Kelley, at a pre-tax
cost of $.53/LNG gallon or $.90/DEG. Raley’s received a total of $600,000 in public funding to
cover the incremental cost of the LNG units as wel 1as part of the fueling station costs.

Although Raley’s officials are among the most vocal supporters of LNG technology and will very
likely expand their LNG fleet, the units’ performance has been mixed. The L-10 engines appear
to be underpowered for this particular application, having 15% less torque than their diesel
counterparts. As a result, the engines are forced to run harder, which lowers their overall
efficiency compared to diesel units. According to Mr. Kevin Chandler, Principal Research
Scientist at Battelle and project manager on the NREL LNG study, the LNG units have
consistently experienced 34-37% efficiency penalties relative to the fleet’s conventional trucks,
In addition, several vehicles have broken down while en route, resulting in significant towing
charges. Overall, comparative maintenance costs appear to be roughly equal. While the oil
change interval has been lengthened on the LNG units, they also require spark plug changes, at a
cost of $163/set. Neither diesel nor dual-fuel engines have spark plugs. At the time of this
writing, Mr. Chandler was not able to px-ovidea comprehensive operational cost comparison;
however, there is clearly a cost penaky associated with the LNG units.

On a more positive note, Raley’s has received tremendous publicity due to its use of LNG
vehicles. The supermarket chain has also avoided incurring any legal problems associated with
diesel exhaust at its distribution facility. And despite the problems experienced to date, the
company remains committed to maintaining, and very likely expanding its LNG fleet.

William H. Martin Inc.
William H. Martin Inc., a waste management company in Washington, Pennsylvania, began
operating LNG-powered refuse haulers in July of 1997 afler a consortium came together to
develop the project. The consortium consisted of Gas Research Institute, NREL, ATA, Mack and
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, and provided the funds for an on-site
13,000 gallon underground LNG station. The station was built by CVI of Columbus, Ohio while
Mack provided the vehicles at no incremental cost.

Currently four vehicles are in operation, with others to arrive in 1999. The vehicles are Mack
MR and LE models, equipped with E7G 325 hp LNG engines. These refise trucks operate on
normaI residential pickup routes, covering 65-80 miles a day in 11-12 hour shifts. Each vehicle is
equipped with two LNG saddle tanks, one holding 100 gallons the other 50 gallons of LNG. The
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project is designed to examine both the environmental and economic characteristics of the
vehicles; however, this data is not yet available, Mr. Ben Woods, District Manager of Waste
Management of Pennsylvania, expressed support for the project, indicating that the efficiency
penalty relative to diesel has only been 157. and that there have been “no real operational
problems.”

USF Reddaway
USF Reddaway operates 57 fill-service trucking terminals in nine western states. At the
company headquarters in Portland, Oregon they operate over 50 CNG vehicles, including 40
forklifis, one Ford F250 pickup and 8 yard tractors (with two more on their way). Although the
vehicles operate on CNG the engine systems for CNG and LNG are basically the same. The yard
tractors being used at this facility have proved to be a successful off-road application of natural
gas, suggesting similar possibilities for port terminal applications. The yard tractors are Ottawa
units, equipped with Cummins B5 .9G engines. The tractors were OEM purchases and each
carried an incremental cost of $6000 over the price of an equivalent diesel vehicle. Most of the
trailers USF Reddaway pulls are 28 ft. with a maximum load of 28,000 lbs.. Because Oregon law
permits trailers to be pulled in triples, the load on these yard tractors can be quite heavy. Even
under these excessive loads, the yard tractors have never had insufficient power to do the job.

To support their CNG activities, USF Reddaway leases a CNG station from North West Pump,
which was built by IMW Atlas. When the natural gas project was initially undertaken, USF
Reddaway estimated that the overall natural gas project would save them about $130,000 per
year. As a result of dropping diesel prices, this savings has been reduced to about $120,000 per
year.

Case Study Summary
These various projects suggest both the promise and peril of natural gas use in heavy-duty
applications. Clearly, the experience of HEB is an important example, suggesting the very
substantial cost savings that can be realized with access to Iocall y produced LNG and a long-temn
commitment to the fhel’s utilization. Just as importmtly, USF Reddaway’s successfid utilization
of natural gas yard tractors, albeit CNG ones, demonstrates the potential for similar applications
at the Ports. On a more sobering note, the very large efficiency penalties experienced by the
Raley’s fleet evince the need for further engine refinements and, moreover, careful matching of
engine systems and duty cycles.
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4. Feasibility Analysis

This chapter presents the formal feasibility analysis of LNG use at the Ports of Los Angeles and
Oakland. The basis of this evaluation is the ability of LNG, as a fiel and a technology family, to
compete technically, economically, environmentally and logistically with the diesel-powered

equipment currently in use in this setting. Each of these general categories will be examined, as
will a range of other relevant factors, towards the end of identi~lng the overall potential for using
LNG in the port arena. The chapter concludes with a summary of this potential and i formal ,
identification of the critical barriers and benefits to the fhel’s use. Measures to mitigate barriers
and capitalize on these benefits are then discussed in Chapter 5.

4.1 TechnologicalFeasibility

4.1.1 Availability of Suitable Engine Systems
The keystone of technological feasibility is the availability of engine systems that are compatible
with current and near-term port operations. Comparison of the engine and equipment
specifications provided by port terminal and trucking operators to the current inventory of LNG
engine technologies suggests that, with some provisions, the use of LNG systems at the ports is
technically feasible.

Port Trucking
CALSTART’s analysis of port trucking operations revealed that the vast majority of port truckers
utilize vehicles with engines 350 hp or higher and torque ranges on the order of 1300-1500 @
1200 rpm. As Table 4-1 indicates, there are currently two commercially available natural gas
engines and one prototype unit that can approach or meet these power requirements. However,
certain limitations of this group must be noted.

● The Mack engine cannot be purchased as an individual component, but rather, must be
integrated into a new Mack vehicle by the dealer/factory.

● The Detroit Diesel unit is still considered a prototype and therefore carries a $45,000
incremental cost (for the engine alone).

. The C- 12 is the only of the three engines presented above to be certified to the California
Air Resources Board optional oxides of nitrogen (NOx) standard (2.5g/bhp-hr), and
consequently, the only one to quali~ for state funding under the new $25 million Carl
Moyer Air Quality Standards Attainment Program.

In light of these qualifications, the Caterpillar/PSA C-12 dual fuel engine is effectively the only
current option for the Class 8 trucks servicing the Ports. The California Air Resources Board has
stated that other heavy-duty engine manufacturers intend to apply for certification this year,
including in all likelihood, Detroit Diesel. Until that time, however, it is very unlikely that non-
certified engines would find use at Ports. The Moyer program, which is intended to cover the
incremental cost of low-emission heavy-duty equipment, is the largest and most significant
fimding source of its kind in California. Given the economic considerations discussed below
(Section 2.2), few users will consider LNG vehicle use without this finding support.
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Table 4-1: Heavy-duty Natural Gas Engines Suitable for Port Trucking

Rated Power Peak Torque
Manufacturer Engine Model (hp@rpm) (ft-lb@?rpm)

Detroit Diesel Series 60G 400@ 1800-2000 1450@1200
Mack E7G (350) 350@l 800 1260@1250
Power Systems C12 410@2100 1300@1200-1500

Discussions with engine manufacturers suggest that this range of suitable and certified product
offerings should expand considerably over the next year or two. In addition to the Detroit Diesel
Series 60G, two new Caterpillar/PSA dual-fuel engines are expected to enter the market in
roughly that period: a high-powered version of the C-12, rated at 425 hp and 14501b-ft of torque;
and the 3406E, rated at 500hp and 16501b-ft of torque. All three engines would be suitable for
use in port trucking applications.

Shipping and Rail Terminals
Unlike heavy-du~, on-road trucking applications, there are a broad range of natural gas engine
products that would appear to satis~ the power requirements of most of the heavy-duty container
handling equipment at the shipping and rail terminals, As noted in Chapter 2, the vast majority of
the power systems for these diverse units fall in 180-300hp range. The natural gas engine
products that could be suitable for these applications are listed below in Table 4-2. With the
exception of the Detroit Diesel Series 60G and the two Deere engines (which are CNG certified
only), all units are certified and would therefore qualify for funding under the Moyer Program.

Table 4-2: Natural Gas Engines Suitable for Use in Terminal Applications

I I Rated Power I Peak Torque
Manufacturer \ Engine Model I (hp@rpm) ] (ft-lb@rpm)
Cummins I B5.9G I 150-230@~500-2800 I 375-500@.l 500-1600

C8.3G 250-275 @2400 660-750@1400
L- 10G 280-325@2100 9oo@1300

Detroit Diesel Series 50G 275@2 100 890@ 1400
Series 60G 33O-4OO(Q21OO 1400- 1450@1200

John Deere PowerTech 6.8L 225@400 640@2400
PowerTech 8. IL 250@y2200 800@1300

Caterpillar/Power 3126 190-250@2400 550-660@?1500-1550
Systems Associates Clo 305-350@ 1200-1500 1050-1150@1200-1500

C12 370-410@2100 1300@?1200-1500

Despite the relative abundance of systems in the required power range for port terminal
operations, there may be some technological obstacles to their utilization in these applications.
These engines have seen very little use in off-road functions, where duty cycles andnse
requirements often differ markedly from on-road ones. In most port equipmen~ engine systems
typically function as both propulsion systems and power sources for hydraulic features. Without
in-use data, it is difficult to predict how the current generation of natural gas engines, dual-fuel or
dedicated, will perform under these conditions. Some positive evidence may be drawn from the
successful use of natural gas engines in refuse applications, where the ‘stop and go’ drive cycles
and powering of ancillary hydraulic finctions closely mimic terminal applications. Nonetheless,
successful use of LNG in terminal equipment will undoubtedly require fu-tier refinements to the
current engine systems.
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4.1.2 Technological Maturity

As noted in Chapter 3, neither dedicated nor dual-fuel natural gas engines have yet achieved the
level of technological maturity found in diesel systems. To date this relative immaturity has had
two critical manifestations in natural gas-powered heavy-duty vehicle projects: below optimum
engine efficiencies; and increased incidence of mechanical/operational failure. Although some
efficiency penal~ is inherent to natural gas systems, the variance seen among past and present
vehicle projects is not. Nor is the increased vehicle downtime witnessed to date. Instead, these
factors stem directly from the relative dearth of in-use experience with these technologies. In
transit applications, where natural gas has seen the heaviest use, both factors appear to be
diminishing. A similar experience and refinement pathway can be expected for heavy-duty off-
road and trucking applications, given sufficient usage.

While this experience is being gathered and the necessary refinements are being made, however,
users may incur operational cost penalties. These penalties will in turn affect the overall
operational economics associated with LNG use. Section 4.3 discusses the potential impact of
engine efilciency variations and increased vehicle downtime on operational economics.

4.1.3 LNG Refueling Infrastructure
As discussed in Chapter 3, a variety of suitable LNG refieling systems are currently available.
Moreover, the potential port applications discussed within this study do not appear to present any
unique technological or logistical problems that might affect the utilization of these systems.
LNG refieling systems have not achieved the same degree of developmental maturity as their
diesel counterparts. In addition, the former are inherently more complex, due to the cryogenic
nature of the fuel. However, the current state of refueling technology does not appear to present a
barrier to the use of LNG at the Ports.

There are, however, certain issues relating to refueling infrastructure that may present some
obstacles to LNG use at the Potis, most notably the lack of an established standard for measuring
dispensed LNG and permitting difficulties. At present, the California Bureau of Weights and
Measures has not established a protocol for measuring the transfer of LNG from storage
receptacles into LNG vehicles. Therefore no stations operating in California carry the Bureau’s
seal of approval and calibration. Although this is not a problem for private, on-site stations, it
could potentially present challenges to the emplacement of the type of retail facility discussed in
later chapters. According to various industry sources, this issue is currently being addressed
within the Bureau, but a formal policy has yet to emerge.
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Figure 4-1: Factors Impacting Technological Feasibility
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4.2.1 Capital Costs of LNG Engine and Refueling Systems
Engine System Costs
As detailed in Chapter 3, LNG engines and on-board fuel storage systems carry a significant
incremental cost over conventional diesel technologies, generally ranging from $20,000-45,000.
Beyond the price variations between manufacturers and fuel storage options, the exact value of
this differential cost would depend on the equipment type, order volume, whether the engine is
going into a new or used unit, and in the case of the latter, the exact vehicle age. All incremental
cost estimates presented in the engine inventory (Table 3-1) assume a single engine purchase, and
thatthe LNG system is installed on a new vehicle.

Given the reliance on used product within the trucking community, and the high capital “cost and
exceptionally slow turnover of terminal vehicles, engine repowering, as opposed to new vehicle
purchases, represents the most likely means of market penetration for LNG technologies.
Repowering refers to the replacement of the current engine system in an existing vehicle with a
new(er) and typically lower emission model. Conversations with NGV Ecotrans Inc., one of the
few established natural gas repowering specialists operating in California, confirmed that the
process is technically feasible for the broad range of port trucks and terminal equipment.1 Due to
the labor costs associated with the removal of the old engine and the reconfiguration of existing
systems, repowering from diesel to LNG is typically more expensive than simpiy placing a new
LNG system in a new vehicle. Mr. Yoshio Coy, a Project Engineer at the firm, estimates the cost
of repowering an on-road Class 8 diesel tractor to LNG to be approximately $50,000-70,000,
depending on the vehicle age and amount of LNG fuel storage required, The approximate cost of
repowering a piece of off-road terminal equipment such as a yard tractor would be $35,000-
40,000, assuming that a certified, on-road natural gas engine is used.

Retrofits and conversions of existing diesel engines to dual-fuel or dedicated natural gas use are
also technically feasible, but appear to have limited value. At presen~ a conversion kit exists for
the Cummins LIO engine. The unit costs approximately $12,000, not ihcluding labor. More

] Per conversation with Yoshio Coy, Project Engineer, NGV Ecotrans Ins., October 1998.
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promising is the conversion of existing Caterpillar/PSA C-10 and C-12 engines to dual-fuel
operation. The retrofit costs approximately $16,000-20,000 per unit. C- 12s do not appear to be
in heavy use among port trucking or terminal operators and conversion opportunities would be
somewhat limited. However, where such opportunities do exist, this retrofit appears to be the
most cost-effective pathway for introducing LNG.

Though a variety of other retrofit kits are available, few if any have received certification from air
quality regulators. Because certification is essential in order to receive funding and/or credit for
emissions reductions, use of these technologies is probably not a viable option for port vehicles
and equipment.

These incremental costs clearly represent a powerful barrier to LNG use among port operators.
However, there are a variety of state and local finding sources that maybe used to defray the
incremental cost of low emission technologies for heavy-duty vehicles. Among these, the new
Moyer Program will likely be the critical finding mechanism for this sector over the next year
and possibly beyond, depending on its initial success. The program focuses on buying emission
reductions through the replacement, repowering and retrofit of heavy-duty diesel engines in on-
road, off-road, marine and locomotive applications. Projects will be evaluated primarily on the
cost-effectiveness of their emission reductions, with a ceiling of $12,000/ton of NOX reduced
annually. Appendix B contains cost-effectiveness calculations for three representative port
vehicles, using operations information obtained in surveys of port operators. In all the scenarios,
(repower of an existing Class 8 truck, purchase of a new Class 8 LNG truck and repower of an
existing yard tractor) the cost-effectiveness of the emission reductions would be within the
acceptable range and therefore eligible for funding under the program.

Even prior to the Moyer Program, heavy-duty LNG vehicle projects in California have generally
been able to secure incremental cost funding from a variety of state and local agencies. The
Moyer Program, however, is expected to streamline and enrich the funding process, while at the
same time extending funding to certain regions and equipment groups that were not previously
eligible. Although both Ports stand to benefit from this program, it is particularly critical to the
Port of Oakland. Prior to the Moyer Program, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District
was unable to fund vehicle purchases by private fleets.

.,

In light of the various funding opportunities available for heavy-du~ vehicle projects,
incremental costs do not appear to represent a decisive impediment to LNG use at the Ports. So
long as potential users are able to secure this funding, incremental costs should not have a
negative impact on the overall economics associated with LNG. Moreover, as noted in Chapter 3,
the differential cost between diesel and LNG technologies has already narrowed significantly and
should continue to diminish with increased production experience and volumes. Without
incremental cost funding, however, use of LNG technologies will depend on the ability to recoup
increased capital costs through reduced operating expenses or other indirect economic benefits.
These issues will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.

Refueling System Costs
As discussed in Chapter 3, LNG refueling infrastructure is both extremely limited and expensive
(to purchase and to operate) compared to diesel systems. Typically, those organizations utilizing
LNG power systems are required to purchase and maintain their own fbeling stations, in conbast
to the vast network of commercial diesel refueling stations maintained by fuel providers.
Alternatively, the fiel supplier may assume the up-front cost of the station’s construction and
load that expense into a long-term fuel contract. At present, both of these approaches are common
within the industty. In either case, however, the cost of the station is being assumed by an
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individual user. This stands in stark contrast to retail diesel fuel provision, where fuel station
costs are essentially irrelevant due to their distribution amongst multiple customers and high fuel
volumes. Even in the case of the on-site diesel fieling stations found at shipping and rail
terminals, and at some trucking facilities, the cost assumed by the user is far less than with LNG
systems. The units are standardized, mass produced and relatively inexpensive, typically costing
on the order of-$75,000, in comparison to -$500,000 for a comparable LNG unit.

While certain air quality management districts may provide partial funding for refueling facilities,
these finds are generally far more difficult to obtain than those for vehicles or engines. (In the
case of the California supermarket chains sued under Proposition 65, only -300/0 of the cost of
their planned LNG refheling facilities will be provided through public fimdingz.) Nor is there any
indication this trend will change. At present, the Moyer Program does not include finding for
refueling infrastructure. Fueling station costs must therefore be factored into the overalI
economics of LNG use, At roughly -$500,000 for a suitably sized unit, this cost represents a
considerable disincentive to utilize the fuel.

Although fuel station costs impact the likelihood of LNG use by both terminal and trucking
operators, the latter are particularly likely to be detemed by this factor. Given their size, annual
fiel consumption and other logistical considerations, the majority of trucking operations at both
ports are currently unable to support even on-site diesel fueling. For operators such as these, on-
site LNG facilities simply do not appear practical. Some larger, higher-end trucking operators, as
well as rail and shipping terminals may be able to assume this capita] expense, were there clear
operational cost reductions associated with LNG use. Operational costs are discussed in the
following section.

4.2.2 Operational Costs

Diesel and LNG Fuel Costs
Probably the single most critical factor in assessing the economic feasibility of LNG use in
heavy-duty applications at the Ports is the price relationship between LNG and diesel. In addition
to its emissions characteristics, LNG has also garnered interest as an alternative he] due to its
potential to reduce operational costs. For most heavy-duty vehicle applications, the largest
component of operating costs (excluding labor) is fuel. Based strictly on energy equivalency,
LNG is often less expensive than diesel. Theoretically, where this relationship holds true and all

other COSISare equal, LNG should allow for reduced operational costs.

As noted in Chapter 3, LNG fhel prices generally range from $.45-.55/LNG gallon (pre-tax).
Using the standard energy conversion factor of 1,7, this price translates to $.77-.94/diesel gallon
equivalent. Table 4-3 below compares the cost of LNG to diesel prices quoted by various port ,

operators, as well as to 1998 retail pump prices reported by the California Energy Commission
(CEC)? All on-road values include applicable federal and state excise taxes, and 8.25% saletiax.
Off-road prices include sales tax only.

2Per conversation with Bruce Reznik, Policy Anaiys~ Gladstein and Associates, November 1998.
3CEC Web Site, http://www.energy.ca.gov/fuels/weekly/diesel.html
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Table 4-3: Diesel and LNG Prices, Per Diesel Gallon Equivalent

Off-Road Applications

~

On-Road ADD fiCAiOUS

On-road LNG
(Includes state
and federal
excise tax)

$1.23-1.42 L
Truckin;” CEC Reported
Operators Pump Price’

(includes state
and federal
excise tax)

$1.08-1.40’ $1.20

‘Representsanaverageof 1998retail prices for SouthernandNorthernCalifornia (excludesCentral California values).
bPricesurvey was doneasDart of CALSTART’sinterviewmoeess.themaioritv of which took tdacein Awzustof 1998. Diesel !xices
havesince decreased,as indicatedin Figure 4-2 below. . ‘ “ -

Diesel prices have displayed considerable volatility in recent years. The general trend, however,
has been one of decreasing prices, such that diesel prices, when adjusted for inflation, are at a
historical low. Figure 4-2 below displays average California retail diesel prices over the last two
years. Although regional prices are dependent on a broad range of factors, the most significant
variable is the price of crude oil. Figure 4-3 below, presents recent crude oil price trends and
projections from the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the research arm of the
Department of Energy.

Figure 4-2: Retail Diesel Prices in California, 1997-1998
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Figure 4-3: Crude Oil Price Projections

1998 AEO projection 1999 AEO projection
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Year
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Source:EnergyinformationAdministration,AnnualEhergyOu~look 1998,hrrp:flwww.eiu.doe.gov,

As these figures show, the decline in California diesel prices is in keeping with a similar decrease
in the global crude oil prices. Oil prices have traditionally been a subject of tremendous
contention and speculation. A critical review of this subject is clearly beyond the scope of this
report. The EIA projections utilized here are by no means infallible; however, they represent the
U.S. government’s oftlcial projections and must therefore be considered the “best available data”
under the circumstances. The variation between the 1998 projections, actually published in 1997,
and those of the following year are telling. The current price decline was clearly not anticipated.
The exact implications of this are unclea~ however, these projections would appear to suggest
that current prices are anomalous. This does not dictate that a significant upward adjustment in
oil prices will occur, but some increase does seem more likely than a continued decline.
Obviously, the direction of oil prices will play a critical role in determining the comparative
economics of LNG and diesel utilization. Taking what would appear to a conservative approach,
near-term diesel prices are considered to remain relatively consistent with 1998 average prices for
the purposes of the remaining analysis.

Under current conditions then, and based strictly on an energy equivalent price comparison of
diesel and LNG, there does not appear to be a substantive economic incentive to use the
alternative fuel in port applications. On the contrary, except in the upper ranges of diesel prices,
LNG use would entail an operational cost penalty in comparison to diesel. This penalty would be
particularly severe in off-road applications such as the rail and shipping terminals, where the use
of (excise tax-free) red diesel negates the differential tax advantage enjoyed by LNG in on-mad
fiel use.

Efficiency Penalties
The cost disadvantage of LNG is further intensified by the lower engine efilciencies associated
with dedicated and to a lesser extent dual-fitel natural gas engines. As noted in Chapter 3,
optimum efficiencies for these units are approximately 85°/0 and 95’% that of conventional diesel
systems, respectively, and actual results may be even lower. This efficiency loss has a direct
impact on operational costs, adding, conservatively, another 5- 15°/0to total ‘fiel consumption and
hence to fuel costs. One way of representing this penalty is on a per diesel gallon equivalent
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basis. In other words, if measured in terms of operational rather than energy equivalency, LNG
prices in California are actually closer to the following:

● DuaI-jiveI engine, assuming 5% e~ciency loss -$1.29-1. 49/dge

. Dedicated natural gas, assuming 15% eficiency loss -$1.41-1. 63/dge

Maintenance Costs
As noted in Chapter 3, there is not yet sufficient data to reliably establish the comparative life-
cycle maintenance costs of diesel and LNG engines. The experience of the HEB fleet clearly
provides some evidence for reduced maintenance costs from natural gas engines. Extending oil
change intervals and vehicle life can have a very positive effect on LNG operational economics.
However, the increased vehicle downtime associated with other LNG projects argues against
overly optimistic assessments of overall comparative maintenance costs. In light of these
uncertainties, maintenance costs are considered to be equal for diesel, dual-fuel and dedicated
natural gas engines. It is important to note, however, that downtime, towing and temporary
replacement (rental) charges for heavy-duty vehicles are typically high. Therefore, any
significant incidence of vehicle malfunction could quickly negate cost reductions associated with
extended oil change intervals or vehicle Iifespans.

Refueling Time and Distance
With proper training of relevant personnel, LNG refueling times should be comparable to those of
diesel. Depending on the location of the refueling facility, however, LNG users may incur
incremental refueling costs. If LNG refieling requires additional travel in comparison to diesel
refueling, this labor time and mileage penalty must be factored into the overall operational costs
associated with the alternative fuel.

Projecting Breakeven LNG Prices
If, as is suggested here, current LNG and diesel prices do not offer sufficient economic incentive
to utilize the alternative fi,lel, the question arises as to what point in the price relationship would
do so. Ultimately, this will depend on a wide variety of variables. As discussed above,
comparative engine efficiencies, maintenance costs, and the economics and accessibility of
rel%eling infrastructure ail impact the operational cost relationship between the two fuels. In
addition, the overaIl cost comparison may be affected by the individual user, the application and
myriad other variables discussed in later sections of this chapter.

Given the range of variables and the imprecision of current information, it is not possible to
calculate the precise quantitative effect of these factors on the two fiels or to establish a clear
trigger price for LNG use. It is both possible and necessary, however, to identify a threshold that
must be crossed for LNG use to even begin to appear economically viable. Although this can be
done in a variety of ways, CALSTART has elected to utilize a model developed for the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District to calculate the operational cost parity
price for LNG, as a function of diesel price! Figure 4-4 presents estimated cost parity prices of
LNG and diesel under three scenarios, based on the operational characteristics of a representative
port fleets These scenarios are as follows:

Scenario I–All of the incremental vehicle cost has been paid by an outside pmty. The fuel cost of
an on-site $500,000 LNG fieling station is assumed by the truck fleet.
Scenario 2–All of the incremental vehicie cost and 30% of the on-site fieling station cost has been
paid by an outside party. The remaining !S350,000for the station is paid by the truck fleet.

4All values have been generated using a LNG/diesel cost parity model developed for the Sacramento ‘
Metropolitan Air Quality Management District by Arcadis, Geraghty and Miller.
s Representative port fleet is 35 vehicles, each operating 250 days/year, traveling 65,000 miles annually,
with a fuel efficiency of 6.5mpg.
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Scenario 3–AI1 of the incremental vehicle cost has been paid by an outside party. Fuel is obtained
from a retail LNG fieling station. Therefore the station cost is assumed to be $0.00.

For the purposes of this exercise, maintenance costs, vehicle reliability and accessibility of
fieling infrastructure are held constant between diesel- and LNG-powered vehicles in all
scenarios; however, dual-fuel and dedicated LNG vehicles are assumed to suffer 5°/0 and 15°/0
efficiency penalties, respectively. (For a complete list of model inputs, see Appendix C.)
Following indusby convention, LAG is given as a pre-tax or deliveredjveiprice, white dieseI is
given as a retaiIprice, and includes al[ app~icable taxes, LNG prices can be converted to retail
diesel gallon equivalent price using the fo-%ula presented in Appendix D.

Figure 4-4: Operational Cost Parity
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These figures present estimated cost parity fitel prices for just a few of the many plausible
scenarios that could be applied to the ports. What the fimction illustrates; ,however, is that even
under relatively optimistic assumptions such as these, LNG prices must drop considerably below
their current state in order to offer even operational cost-parity with diesel, let alone the types of
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savings that might adequately stimulate conversion to a new and unfamiliar technology.
Assuming diesel prices remain in the area of $1. 15/gallon, $.35 -.4 O/LNG gallon appears to the
price ceiling for LNG if it is to compete with diesel on an economic basis. Moreover, these cost-
parity prices apply only to on-road applications. Because of the differential tax advantage
enjoyed by LNG in on-road applications, off-road terminal applications would require LNG
prices at least 25-30% cheaper than those for on-road, in order to achieve cost parity.

Summary – Operational Costs
Under current conditions, the operational costs associated with LNG do not appear to offer any
economic incentive to utilize the fuel, Figure 4-5 below summarizes these findings. For on-road
trucking operations, LNG may offer some operational cost reductions when diesel prices are at a
more elevated state. However, under average conditions, LNG use promises cost parity at bes~
and may actually result in significant cost penalties. operational economics are even more
unfavorable for off-road terminal applications. In this setting, LNG use would result in
substantial cost penalties.

Although diesel prices have shown a good deal of volatility in recent years, there is no reliable
evidence to suggest a reversal in the current downward price trend. For the immediate purposes,
this variable must be considered relatively fixed. This indicates that, if LNG operational
economics are to improve, the fiel’s price must decrease and the engines must perform
consistently at or near optimum efficiency levels. With respect to LNG prices, it does not appear
possible for current suppliers to offer the necessary price reductions. The natural gas feedstock,
liquefaction and transportation costs that determine these prices are all relatively stable. Price
reductions must therefore come through the identification and use of low-cost, non-traditional
feedstock sources and/or reduced transportation charges.

Smaller-scale local liquefaction systems appear to offer some promise in this regard. By tapping
landfills, sewage treatment facilities or other low-cost gas sources in the Los Angeles and San
Francisco Bay areas, such systems may be able to offer transportation quality LNG at a very
competitive price. At presen~ the necessary technology is still in the prototype stage; however,
the Ports could represent an excellent environment in which to test and refine these systems. In
addition, as noted in Chapter 3, Bay Area utility PG&E has teamed with its Los Angeles
counterpart So. Cal. Gas to explore the possibility of low-cost, local LNG production. If realized,
this effort could help to overcome the current operational cost barriers to LNG use in port
applications.
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Figure 4-5: Factors Impacting Economic Feasibility
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Emissions concerns represent one of, if not the fimdamental motivation for evaluating the
potential for LNG use it the Ports and beyond. As earlier noted, LNG engines ~pically produce
significantly fewer NOX and PM emissions than their diesel counterparts. Carbon monoxide
(CO) may also decrease, depending on the application and engine, while hydrocarbon (HC)
emissions may be ‘slightly increased. In this section, CALSTART presents emissions estimates
for the equipment types operating at the Ports, as well as the potential changes in these emissions
under various LNG utilization scenarios. These figures are based upon the vehicle operation and
specification information contained in Chapter 2, coupled with official emission factors from
CARB. The methodologies and factors used to produce these estimates are the same ones utilized
by CARB to determine finding eligibility under the new Moyer Program. (All emissions
calculations and methodologies are described in Appendix E).

Although emission estimates are presented for all four of the criteria pollutants presented above,
most discussion focuses on the potential for NOX and PM reductions through the use of L+NG
technologies. These two pollutants are generally considered the most critical and diftlcult to
address, at least within the two air districts housing the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland.
Historically, some trade-off between NOx/PM and CO/HC has been considered acceptable by
these regulatory agencies, and has not prevented the funding of a broad range of natural gas
vehicle projects. --
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4.3,1 On-Road Trucking

Port-related on-road trucking activities result in the production of substantial quantities of criteria
pollutants. Table 4-4 below presents the emission factors for those heavy-duty diesel and LNG
engine systems applicable to the port setting. Because of the recent settlement between diesel
engine manufacturers, the EPA and CARB regarding illegal alteration of engine software, CARB
has stated that a NOX emission factor of 6.0 g/bhp-hr will be utilized for all on-road heavy-duty
diesel engines produced prior to the settlement. However, CALSTART has elected to use the
original emission factors. The emission factors utilized to calculate LNG emissions are those of
the Caterpillar/PSA C-12 engine.

Table 4-4: Emission Factors for On-Road Heavy-Duty Vehicles

Model NOX PM CO NMHC
Year (gramsper brake horsepower-hour)

~ pre-1990 6 0.6 15.5 0.5

% 1991-1993 5 0.14 15.5 0.5
ii 1994+ 5 0.05 15.5 0.5

LNG+ 2.4 0.1 4.1 0.5

f CARB Heavy Duty Trucking Emission Standards

# Caterpillar C12 LNG Engine Certification Data

Estimated annual emissions of NOx, PM, CO and HC from trucking activities at each of the two
ports are found in Table 4-5. For the purposes of these calculations, all vehicles are assumed to
operate 5 days per week, 50 weeks per year.

Table 4-5: Emissions From Port Related Trucking Fleet

NOX PM CO NMHC
Los Angeles 3,915 340 10,573 341
Oakland 1,933 160 5,220 169

., “ in tons par year

As these figures indicate, both fleets produce very large quantities of criteria pollutants.
Moreover, because the majority of travel by these vehicles occurs within a relatively small radius
of the ports (see Table 2-7), emissions will display a similar degree of concentration. Although
this clearly has negative implications for the communities surrounding the ports, it also inten@ies
both the opportunity and need for utilization of a low-emission technology such as LNG. The
series of figures below present estimates of the potential emissions reductions that could be
achieved through the use of LNG engine technologies in port trucking. Figure 4-6 compares the
annual emissions of two vehicles, one diesel-powered and one LNG-powered, using operational
data from each of the Ports. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 present the total annual NOX and PM emissions
reductions that could be achieved at different levels of LNG utilization in trucking fleets at the
two ports.
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Figure 4-6: Vehicle Emissions, Actual Diesel and Potential LNG
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Figure 4-7: Potential NOX and PM Reductions, Port of Los Angeles Trucking
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Figure 4-8: Potential NOX and PM Reductions, Port of Oakland Trucking
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These penetration scenarios evince a number of critical points with respect to the environmental
feasibility of LNG use at the Ports. Foremost among these are the very large NOX and PM
reductions that would result from LNG use in the port trucking operations. LNG systems offer
very substantial emissions advantages over all engine technologies currently in use at the ports,
but particularly in comparison to the older diesel units that dominate the port trucking population.
Secondly, because of the high emission levels and substantial annual mileages associated with
these vehicles, large emission reductions could be achieved even at relatively low levels of LNG
utilization. This suggests that the Ports could selectively identifi and encourage certain niche
operators to use LNG, while still providing tangible emissions reductions. Finally, it is critical to
note that these emission reductions could be achieved in a cost-effective manner, as defined by
the critical state and local finding sources. Appendix B contains cost-effectiveness calculations
for two possible port trucking scenarios: the incremental cost of an LNG system for a new Class 8
truck; and the full LNG repower cost of an existing Class 8 diesel truck. Both scenarios would
meet the cost-effectiveness criteria for fimding under the Moyer Program.

4.3.2 Emissions From Port Terminal Operations

Although the equipment populations utilized in the container handling operations at the shipping
and rail terminals are considerably smaller than those of on-road trucks, these units still represent
an extremely significant source of criteria pollutants. Prior to 1996, off-road engines were not
subject to emissions regulations, allowing manufacturers to concentrate on engine performance
without regard for emissions impact. As .a resul~ emissions from off-road units built before 1996
are often twice as much as comparable on-road models. Even after enactment of the 1996
standards, off-road emissions criteria remain far less stringent than on-road ones. Table 4-5
below contains CARB off-road emission factors for heavy-duty diesel equipmen~ as well as the
emissions levels for the Cummins 5.9B dedicated natural gas engine and the Caterpillar/PSA C-
10 dual-fiel. These engines would fit a broad range of port terminal applications.

-.
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Table 4-6: Emission Factors/Standards for Off-Road, Heavy-Duty Diesel Units

Emission Factor/Standard
(in gramsperbrokehorsepower-hour)

Emission Factors NMHC co NOX PM

CARB 176-300 HP Standard 1 2.8 12 ().6

CARB 300+ HP Standard 0.9 2.2 13 0.6

Cummins B5.9G (150-230HP) 0.1 2.6 1.8 0.02

CUITlfYlillS C8.3G (250-275 HP) 0.6 0,9 1.8 0.02

CAT Cl O (275-350HP) 1.1 7.4 2.4 0.06

Using the above factors and the standard CARB methodology (described in Appendix E),
emissions estimates have been calculated for rail and shipping terminal equipment at the both the
ports. Given their different operating parameters, rail and shipping data at each port are presented
separately, despite the commonality of equipment types. CALSTART has elected to present
emissions estimates for both individual units of each equipment type, as well as a total
extrapolated equipment population at each port. These extrapolated populations are generated by
calculating the average number of units of each equipment type per facility and using these
average fleet sizes for those facilities not included in the original interview survey process.
Tables 4-6 and 4-7 below summarize the current emissions from heavy-duty container handling
and support equipment used at the various rail and shipping terminals.

Table 4-7: Port of Los Angeles Shipping and Rail Terminals

SHIPPING
EQUIPMENT

Transtainer

Top Pick
Side Pick

Heavy Forklift

Yard Tractor

Diesel Generator

TOTAL

Annual Total # Emissions per Vehicle
rypical Use Vehicles (tons/year)

HP HOUIS’ (extrap.)b NOX PM NMHC CO

300 500 18 0.66 0.03 0.05 0.11

275 2400 25 2.35 0.12 0.20 0.55

225 750 19 0.55 0.03 0.05 0.13

275 1000 12 0.73 0.04 0.06 0.17

200 2500 405 1.22 0.06 0.10 0.29

220 4750 4 9.30 0.46 0.77 2.17

Fleet Emissions
(tons/year)

NOX PM NMHC CO

11.9 0.6 0.8 2.0

58.7 2.9 4.9 13.7

10.5 0.5 0.9 2.4

8.8 0.4 0.7 2.1

495.5 24.8 41.3 115.6

37.2 1.9 3.1 8.7

622.7 31.1 51.7 144.5

Annual Total # I. Emissions Der Vehicle I Fleet Emissions
RAIL Typical Use Vehicles (tonsiyear)

EQUIPMENT HP HOUrSa (extrap.)b NOX PM NMHC CO

Straddle Crane 300 5900 42 7.82 0.36 0.54 1.32

Reach Stackerc 300 2300 5 2.44 0.11 0.17 0.41
Side Pick 225 6000 10 4.40 0.22 0.37 1.03

Heavy Forklift 275 700 3 0.51 0.03 0.04 0.12
Yard Tractor 200 5600 273 2.74 0.14 0.23 0.64

TOTAL

NOX PM NMHC CO

328.5 15.2 22.7 55.6

12:2 0.6 0.8 -2.1

44.0 2.2 3.7 10.3

1.5 0.1 0.1 0.4

748.2 37.4 62.4 174.6

1134.5 55.4 89.7 242.9

“ Hwrs use dataforShippingdieselgeneratorand RailheavyforkliftobtainedfromPortofOaklanddata “.

bExtrapolationsfOrShippingbased on 4 of 6 terminalssampled extrapolation for Railbasedon 3 of 5 terr&als

cAlsoincludesflippers,packersand wedges
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Table 4-8: Port of Oakland Shipping and Rail Terminals

SHIPPING
EQUIPMENT

Transtainer

Straddle Crane

Reach Stackerc

Top Pick

Side Pick

Heavy Forklift

Yard Tractor

Diesel Generator

TOTAL

1

Annual Total #
“ypical Use Vehicle:

HP Hoursa (extrap.)b

300 2000 10

300 3500 6

300 3000 8

275 2550 45

225 1750 28

275 650 18

200 1950 298

220 4750 28

Emissions per Vehicle
(tons/year)

NOX PM NMHC CO

2.65 0.12 0.18 0.45

4.64 0.21 0.32 0.79

3.18 0.15 0.22 0.54

2.50 0.12 0.21 0.58

1.28 0.06 0.11 0.30

0.48 0.02 0.04 0.11

0.95 0.05 0.08 0.22

9.30 0.46 0.77 2.17

Fleet Emissions
(tons/year)

NOX PM NMHC CO

26.5 1.2 1.8 4.5

27.8 1.3 1.9 4.7

25.4 1.2 1.8 4.3

112.3 5.6 9.4 26.2

36.0 1.8 3.0 8.4

8.6 0.4 0.7 2.0

282.7 14.2 23.7 66.4

260.4 13.0 21.7 60.8

779.7 38.8 64.0 177.2

I I Annual Total # I Emissions ~er Vehicle I Fleet Emissions [

I RAIL Typical Use Vehicles (tons&ear)

EQUIPMENT HP Hoursa (extrap.)b NOX PM NMHC CO

Straddle Crane 300 3800 6 5.04 0.23 0.35 0.85

Reach Stackerc 300 3000 5 3.18 0.15 0.22 0.54

Side Pick 225 1400 1 1.03 0.05 0.09 0.24

Yard Tractor 200 3500 33 1.71 0.09 0.14 0.40

TOTAL

(tons/year)

NOX PM NMHC CO

30.2 1.4 2.1 5.1

15.9 0.7 1.1 2.7

1.0 0.1 0.1 0.2

56.5 2.8 4.7 13.2

103.7 5.0 8.0 21.2

“ Hours use data for Rail reachstackerand sidepkka obtainedfrom Porl of LA raildata

‘Extrapolationsare basedon 7 of 9 terminalssampled

CAlso includesflippers,packersand wedges

Although nearly all of the engines currently in use in these terminal applications are off-road
models, there are no significant technological barriers to their replacement with certified on-road
natural gas systems. These on-road units could be installed on new vehicles coming into port
service or during the repowering of existing equipment. This exchange of off-road diesel for on-
road natural gas systems would result in very sizable reductions in NOX and PM emissions.
Given the high capital costs associated with most container-handling equipment and their very
limited populations, however, LNG technologies face serious penetration barriers in most
applications at the port terminals, above and beyond the issue of their operational economics.
Terminal operators will likely be very reluctant to experiment with costly and scarce units. As a
vehicle class, however, yard tractors appear to be an exception to the above characterization and
may provide an excellent beachhead for LNG use in the terminal operations. The units are
plentiful, relatively inexpensive and have duty cycles that closely match existing LNG
applications. Moreover, as a vehicle class, they are responsible for roughly 710/0and 38°A of all
NOX emissions at the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Oakland rail and shipping terminals,
respectively. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 below show the reductions in NOX and PM emissions that
could be achieved at various levels of LNG utilization within this vehicle class.
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Figure 4-9: Potential NOX and PM Reductions, Port of Los Angeles Yard Tractors
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Figure 4-10: Potential NOX and PM Reductions, Port of Oakland Yard Tractors
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The data above indicates that even limited utilization of LNG equipment in port operations would
resuft in substantial emissions reductions. Operational economics aside, the successful utilization
of LNG in yard tractors could also facilitate the transition to a more widespread use of LNG
systems in terminal applications and even greater emissions reductions. The emissions
characteristics of current terminal units, combined with their high armual hours of operation, also
provide the opportunity to realize these reductions in an extremely cost-effective manner.
Assuming 3500 hours of use annually, a $36,000 LNG repower of a diesel yard tractor would
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yield NOX reductions at a cost of -$5300/ton. (See Appendix B for the complete calculation and
list of assumptions.) This falls well below CARB’S current cost-effectiveness ceiling of
$12,000/ton of NOx reduced.

In addition to being cost-effective, emissions reductions from port terminal vehicles would also
be highly concentrated. Unlike on-road vehicles which disperse their emissions, and in the case
of LNG trucks their reductions across wide areas, terminal vehicles are bound to the immediate
area of the port. Any emissions reductions realized by this vehicle population will directly
benefit the communities immediately surrounding the Ports, as well as the larger air cachement
areas. Given the recent diesel lawsuits, this localized impact could be an important consideration.

4.3.3 Summary of Environmental Feasibility
The precedingdata (summarizedbelow in Figure 4-11) indicatethat heavy-duty vehicle
operations at the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Oakland currently produce significant amounts
of criteria pollutants, including approximately 5,672 and 2,816 tons of NOX annually,
respectively. Moreover, owing to the confinement of terminal vehicles and the travel patterns of
port truckers, the vast majority of these pollutants are emitted within a 50-mile radius of the Ports.
In addition to contributing to the overall air quality problems within their respective air basins,
these substantial emissions volumes may render port facilities and operators vulnerable to the
same type of legal action currently being directed at supermarket distribution facilities. While the
vehicles and equipment analyzed here represent only one subsection of port operations and port
emissions, they are generally considered the most ‘actionable’ areas in terms of achieving
emissions reductions.

The use of LNG systems in heavy-duty vehicle operations at the Ports could result in substantial
emissions reductions, even if the technology’s penetration was relatively limited. Emissions of
NOX and PM, the most critical mobile source criteria pollutants in the Ports’ respective air
districts, would generally be reduced by over 50% on a per vehicle basis with use of LNG.
Emissions reductions from LNG use would accrue with particular rapidity in the off-road
terminal vehicle sector due to the extremely high pollution allowances traditionally afforded to
these classes of equipment.

Figure 4-11: Factors Impacting Environmental Feasibility

Factors Ne~ative Positive

Potential Emissions Reductions

● On-Road Trucking I ■

● Terminal Vehicles & Equipment I
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4.4 Other Factors Impacting Feasibility of L/VG Use

While the availability and cost of suitable technologies, the comparative cost of their operation
and the environmental impact of their use represent the critical feasibility criteria, there are a
number of other factors that may also have a significant impact on the potential for LNG use at
the Ports. The most salient of these additional factors, including regulatory and legislative
measures, the unique characteristics of ports and port operations, competing technologies, safety
perceptions and logistical issues relating to LNG infrastructure, are addressed below.

4.4.1 Characteristics of PortTrucking Operations
CALSTART’s survey efforts revealed a number of characteristics of the port-related trucking
industry that might impact the utilization of LNG. Table 4-9 below summarizes some of the key
findings regarding this population.

Table 4-9: Characteristics of Port Trucking

Port of Port of Los
Oakland Angeles

YO of business
performed by 82% 71%

owner/operalors
YO of vehicles
with access to 41’XO 30%
on-sitefie!ing
% of vehic[es
withaccess to 50% 7%

on-site mechanic
Average vehicle

age at time of 7 years 7 years
purchase

Composition of Port Truckers
The relatively high percentage of owner/operators raises a number of questions regarding the
feasibility of LNG use in trucking applications. This population is described by trucking
company representatives as having high rates of entry and exit. Because, in the absence of public
LNG refieling stations, users of LNG engines are effectively bound to the company fieling
station and hence to the company itself, owner/operators would likely be reluctant to utilize the
technology. These same constraints apply to vehicle maintenance as well. LNG technologies
require skilled and well-trained mechanics familiar with the systems. Without commercial repair
facilities, service could only be performed by trained company mechanics, further constraining
the mobility of this population and the likelihood of their adopting the technology.

The high percentage of owner/operators at the Ports is reflective of the economics of ~ort
trucking operations as a whole. As noted, profit margins are extremely narrow in these
operations and most firms are unable to support the costs of maintaining company vehicles and
staff drivers. By utilizing owner/operators, trucking firms are able to transfer much of the
economic risk and uncertainty inherent to the shipping industry to the drivers. Nor are
owner/operators well-rewarded for assuming this risk, typically earning only $8- 10/’hr. These
factors suggest that the owner/operator population will be unable to utilize any technology that
carries a cost or flexibility penaky. If, in fac~ this population is to be encouraged to utilize less
polluting technologies, be they LNG or any other system, the change will have to be cost-neutral
at worst.
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It should also be recognized that the decentralized nature of this group will undoubtedly
complicate any outreach efforts that the Ports or other interested pm-ties may wish to undertake.
This could prove to be an important consideration. A successful LNG program in this arena
would require port authorities to play an active role in addressing various logistical concerns and
helping potential users obtain funding.

Despite the predominance of owner/operators, the Ports’ trucking populations appear to be flir
more heterogeneous than was originally assumed. Certain niche operations are far better
capitalized and more closely resemble traditional long-haul trucking operations in their use of
staff drivers, newer equipment and on-site fueling and maintenance. Firms of this type could
provide an excellent entry point for LNG technology at the Ports. An initial focus on higher-end
niche operations would also allow for more targeted (and probably more effective) outreach and
funding efforts. There may, however, be some equity issues associated with this approach,
especially if other incentives are put in place to benefit those firms using alternative fuel
technologies. This issue will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

Refueling and Maintenance
The low percentages of operations with on-site fueling and maintenance facilities also pose a
challenge to LNG utilization at the Ports, as these two characteristics have traditionally been
considered critical measures of the suitability of particular operations for LNG use. In the case of
the Ports, however, this conventional thinking may not apply. Regardless of whether they are
using owner/operators or staff drivers, new trucks or old, few port trucking operations would be
able to assume the upfront costs associated with LNG refueling infrastructure and maintenance
training. A few of the niche operators mentioned above may be able to utilize this conventional
centralized system and should be encouraged to do so. However, an alternative strategy that
capitalizes directly on the unique aspects of the port trucking population could also be utilized.
By securing relatively small commitments to use LNG from a number of different operators, the
Ports could quickly aggregate sufficient demand to merit the development of commercial fueling
and maintenance facilities. This would distribute the financial risk, ensure equity among trucking
operators and provide a solid foundation upon which to build an alternative fuels program at the
Ports. This strategy will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

Purchase Habits
Current purchase habits, in particular the reliance on used equipment, pose a significant barrier to
LNG use by po”mtrucking operators. Nor is there reason to expect any alteration of this behavior,
given the economics of port sector. Numerous port operators asserted that without a secondhand
LNG market, they could not hope to access or utilize the technology. At present, however, there
is no used LNG vehicle market, due to an absence of both supply and demand. This could
potentially change, but only following significant expansion of the new LNG vehicle market.

As noted earlier, it is technically feasible to repower existing diesel vehicles with LNG engines,
at a cost of $50,000-70,000 per vehicle. Even at this price, most repowers of port trucks would be
deemed cost-effective under the current Moyer Program funding criteria. (See Appendix B for a
sample calculation.) This does not, however, ensure that they would receive finding. Other
scenarios postulated here - the LNG repower of an existing yard tractor and the incremental cost
of a new LNG Class 8 tractor - would be far more cost-effective from a pollution reduction
perspective. Ultimately, the viability of Class 8 repowers will depend on the competitiveness of
funding applications within the individual AQMDs.

Again, the diversity of the port trucking populations may provide opportunities to overcome the
barrier posed by reliance on used equipment. If the Ports were able to enlist early adopters
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among some of the higher-end niche operators, their fleets could eventually become a source of
used LNG product. Conversely, having a ready market demand for their used LNG vehicles
(which would otherwise have to be converted back to diesel for resale) could also provide a
measure of resale security to purchasers of new vehicles. However, this could severely limit the
pace of LNG technology penetration in port trucking operations.

The barrier posed by the port trucking community’s current reliance on used product is not
insurmountable. It does, however, pose serious challenges to the use of LNG equipment in this
arena. Whether through repowering, development of an ‘internal’ used vehicle market or other
measures discussed in the following chapter, this must be specifically addressed as part of any
effort to foster LNG use at the Ports.

4,4.2 Characteristics of Terminal Operations
In many respects, the terminal operations represent an ideal application for LNG. All vehicles
remain completely terminal-bound, are fueled and maintained on-site and have power demands
within the range of available LNG equipment. All equipment sees heavy and regular use, thereby
reducing potential fiel losses from boil-off and venting, Moreover, the terminals are highly
visible sources of ‘diesel emissions and could therefore be vulnerable to legal attacks from the
surrounding communities. LNG use, particularly in on-road engines, could dramatically reduce
emissions from and improve the public image of a port terminal operation. Despite these positive
attributes, there are certain aspects of port terminal operations, above and beyond the
aforementioned economic issues, that could represent barriers to the use of LNG in these
applications. Most important among these are the high cost and low per class populations of
terminal equipment, the high cost of training maintenance personnel on new technology and
space constraints.

Characteristics of Terminal Vehicle Populations
As detailed in Chapter 2, most pieces of port terminal equipment are specialized, expensive and
exist in relatively small numbers at each terminal. These characteristics will impact any effort to
introduce LNG systems into this arena. During the interview process, terminal operators made
patent their extreme reluctance to experiment with this equipment. With relatively few units of
each vehicle class operating at any given terminal, reliabili~ becomes a critical component of
overall operational efficiency and profitabili~. The high capital costs associated with these
equipment classes also contribute to this risk aversion.

While these characteristics do have a negative impact on the feasibility of widespread use of LNG
technologies at the terminals, they do not preclude its introduction. AS noted, yard tractors
represent an exception to many of the characteristics described above. Each terminal has a
relatively large population of the vehicles, new units cost only $40,000-50,000, and their duty
cycles closely resemble conventional LNG applications, This vehicle class provides an excelleng
low-risk forum in which to evaluate the in-use suitability of LNG at the Ports. Moreover, by
virtue of its high hours of operation and large populations, this class is responsible for a
significant share of all emissions from container handling equipment. If LNG was successfid in
this application, it could easily disperse into other, more specialized parts of the terminal fleets.

Labor Costs and Associated Issues
The International Longshore and Warehouse Union (lLWTJ) plays -a central role in the
workings of both Ports. At present, the position of this union is very strong. As a resul$ wages
among its members are high and the organization has a good deal of authority over operations at
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the individual shipping terminals. This has two clear implications with regard to the use of LNG
in the Port setting. Foremost, the labor costs associated with training operating and particularly
maintenance personnel on new technologies will act as a deterrent to LNG use at the terminals.
This point was made by nearly all of the terminal operators interviewed by CALSTART. A
broad range of strategies could be employed to overcome this barrier, including port-sponsored
training programs and subsidization of temporary replacement-labor costs. However, policy
measures must specifically address this issue if terminal operators are to buy-in to an alternative
fuels program.

The other clear implication of the current labor environment is that the ILWU must be at least a
tacit partner in the promu~gation of any alternative fuels program undertaken by the Ports. This
will entail carefil design of policy measures so as to minimize any disruptive impact on current
labor agreements and maximize benefits to port workers. Reduced on-dock emissions and
equipment noise are a direct and immediate benefit of LNG use, and should help to leverage
ILWU support for an LNG program. Nonetheless, there will almost undoubtedly be union
concerns regarding the fuel’s use.

Space Constraints
Although unlikely to pose a major barrier to LNG use at most terminals, space constraints could
add to terminal operators’ reluctance to utilize the fuel. On-dock space is both expensive and
limited, particularly in grounded shipping terminals. Actual space requirements will depend on
specifications of the particular refueling system. However, it must be noted that this represents
an additional incremental cost to LNG, given existing fuel systems would likely remain in
operation.

4.4.3 Legislative and Regulatory Action
Legislative action and the subsequent promulgation of new regulation, emissions standards and
funding opportunities play a critical role in shaping the feasibility of LNG use in heavy-duty
applications. Appendix F contains a comprehensive listing of the existing and pending legislative
measures salient to the present port study. In general, existing measures have provided
considerable opportunities to the heavy-duty clean transportation industry and will continue to

impact its evolution. Funding from federal, state and local sources has been instrumental in the
development and utilization of a variety of low-emission technologies, including LNG. In
addition, state and federal emission standards have created performance criteria by which to
compare heavy-duty engine technologies and subsequently reward those with the desired
emissions characteristics.

Despite these positive impacts, existing efforts have not been sufficient to overcome the capital
and operational costs associated with LNG use and stimulate the development of a robust and
self-sustaining market for the technologies evaluated here. However, a number of pending
measures presented in Appendix F have the potential to significantly alter the econoi?lics
associated with LNG use. Federal bills HR 970, HR 3766 and Senator Rockefeller’s Alternative
Fuel Promotion Act all contain provisions that would extend significant tax credits to users and/or
sellers of alternative fuels. The latter two would offer a tax credit of $.50/gasoline gallon
equivalent of alternative fi,lel purchased or sold, respectively. This would equate to a credit of
roughly $.55/DEG, and would reduce the current price of LNG in California to approximately
$.28-.47/DEG for off-road applications and $.68-.87/DEG for on-road ones. At these prices,
LNG use would almost certainly result in substantial cost savings for ‘all of the applications
discussed here. Tax credits might also be extended to a portion of the construction costs of LNG
refueling infrastructure. At present, the prospects of all three bills are uncertain, according to Mr.
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Jeffrey Clarke, Policy and Regulatory Analysis Director for the Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition.
However, he also argues that the submission of these bills has heightened congressional
awareness of the benefits of and need for alternative fuel technologies.

In California, a number of recent legislative and regulatory actions have occurred that should
positively impact LNG use in the state. The aforementioned Moyer Program will provide $25
million in new funding for emissions reductions from the heavy-duty vehicle sector. Although
this funding will not transform the competitive relationship between LNG and diesel as would the
above tax credits, it nonetheless represents the single largest funding opportunity for heavy-duty
LNG projects in California’s history. Moreover, if the program proves successful in achieving
cost-effective emissions reductions from this vehicle class it could well be extended and enlarged,
according to CAR.B officials. 6 The California Energy Commission has also recently announced
plans to “issue a request for proposals for $250,000 in funding dedicated to the development of a
LNG liquefaction plant in California. In addition, requests for proposals will also be issued for
$500,000 in funding for heavy-duty LNG vehicle refueling infrastructure. This latter finding,
which is intended to compliment the Moyer program’s vehicle funding, will grant up to $100,000
to each of five refieling facilities.

On the regulatory end, there has been considerable activity regarding diesel emissions in
California. The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and the Coalition for Clean Air
(CCA), in conjunction with the California attorney general’s office recently filed suit against four
large supermarket chains, alleging violation of Proposition 65 stipulations. Both the NRDC and
CCA have explicitly stated that their intention is to force the utilization of clean fhels, including
LNG. This has succeeded to some degree, as defendants have committed to purchasing and
operating over 100 new Class 8 LNG tractors. These actions are further strengthened by CARB’S
recent identification of diesel particulate emissions as a toxic air contaminant (TAC). This ruling
could have a dramatic impact on the utilization of LNG as an alternative to diesel-fheled vehicles
and engines. While the listing itself carries no proscriptive measures, ARB must now begin the
process of determining what fi,u-ther regulatory actions may be necessary to protect the public
fkom exposure to the toxic contaminants from diesel-fueled vehicles and engines. ARB will also
develop guidelines to assist risk managers in evaluating the health impact of exposure to these
toxic air contaminants. This will clearly heighten public awareness of the health issues associated
with diesel use and could result in additional litigation. Whiie this will not result in an overnight
shift to cleaner fiels, current diesel-dependent fleets may increase LNG utilization in order to
avoid such potential risk and litigation.

4.4.4 Characteristics of Ports
Two characteristics of the Ports themselves, as opposed to the operations within them, also have 1

{
bearing on the feasibility of LNG use. The first of these features has to do with the nature of the
relationship between the Port authorities and the various terminal lessees. Under their cunxmt
lease structures, the Ports are not involved in the day to day operations or environmental
management of the terminals. Throughout the data gathering process of the project, Port ollicials
have continually stressed their lack of leverage over and knowledge of the terminal operations.
Therefore, even if the Ports identi~ the need for and basic feasibili~ of LNG utilization, they
have no means of forcing compliance/participation on the part of the terminal operators.

-.

6 CARB workshop on the Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program, November
1998. i
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The second critical feature of the Ports is the highly competitive environment in which they must
operate and, hopefully, thrive. Roughly 75°/0 of the containerized cargo passing through the Port
of Oakland is discretionary, meaning it could just as easily pass through another port facility.’
This percentage is lower in Los Angeles due to the size of the local market; however, at roughly
50V0, it is still considerable.8 Retaining and ideally expanding their share of this discretionary
cargo is critical to the financial well-being of the Ports (and arguably to their surrounding
communities as well). This implies that even were the Ports to wield and exercise greater
authority over their terminal operators, they would have to do so very judiciously. Any policy
that negatively impacts the economic competitiveness of a pal-titular terminal or port could result
in a loss of some portion of this discretionary traffic.

There are, however, a range of incentive strategies that the Ports could utilize to encourage the
voluntary utilization of low emission technologies such as LNG. Terminals leases typically run
five to ten years and are subject to competitive renegotiations. In addition, both Ports are
current] y undertaking aggressive modernization and expansion programs that will result in the
creation of new berths and reconfiguration of existing facilities. Were the Ports to develop and
implement an alternative fiels program, incentive strategies could be imbedded into the leases for
these new facilities, and into existing leases at the time of renewal.

4.4.5 Competing Technologies
At presen~LNG is the most promising low-emission technology for heavy-duty applications,
delivering dramatic reductions in NOX and PM emissions while closely matching the
performance characteristics of conventional diesel systems. nere are, however, a broad range of
technologies and fuels under development or in the early stages of testing that could challenge the
primacy of LNG as a low-emission, heavy-duty technology. Although it would undoubtedly take
some time for even the most advanced of these technologies to penetrate the port sector, they do
have the ability to impact the long-term viability of LNG use and for this reason are discussed
here.

Fuel Cell Technology
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical fuels into electrical energy. The fuel
cell reaction is a high Iy efficient, clean reaction combining hydrogen with oxygen and emitting
water vapor as its only byproduct.

Fuel cells come in a variety of different configurations, with the cells generally being classified
based on the electrolyte that is used. The electrolyte is one of three key components of a fuel cell:
the other two being the anode, or negative electrode, and the cathode, or positive electrode. There
are a number of different kinds of fiel cells that are being considered for transportation
applications ranging from automobiles to heavy trucks, and even marine vessels. Of these, the
proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell is considered the leading candidate for transporta~on
applications. PEM fuel cells are being looked at by most of the major automotive companies, and
numerous demonstration cars have been built. On the heavy-duty side, PEM fuel cells have been
used to power transit buses and are being studied aS an option for propulsion power in heavy
trucks. TWO major stumbling blocks currently remain for fiel cells, cost and fuel choice. The
cost has been falling dramatically, and many experts predict that fuel cells will become
competitive with currently available technology sometime in the next 5-15 years. The fiel choice

-.

7Multitrans Transportation Consultants, Inlermodal Report, prepared for the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission, December 1994.
8Per conversation with Jeff Leung, Public Affairs Officer, Port of Los Angeles, February 1999.
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is another issue entirely. Conventional PEM fuel cells are capable of using only hydrogen as a
fuel, To use other fuels, a reformer must be included to convert complex hydrocarbon fuels to
hydrogen rich gas that can be used by a tie] cell.

In general, fuel cells remain at least 5-15 years from commercialization, depending in large part
on the amount of research that is devoted to the technology. Fuel cells are fuel flexible, when
reformers are considered, and capable of running on natural gas. Consequently, while fuel cells
are competitive long-term with dedicated LNG engines, natural gas infrastructure can be
complimentary to he] cell use.

Hybrid and Electric Technologies
Hybrids

A hybrid vehicle utilizes an engine assisted by an energy storage device to propel the vehicle.
Some of the energy storage devices under development include batteries, flywheels, and
ultracapacitors. This shared propulsion of a vehicle results in reduced emissions and increased
fuel economy. This is achieved a number of ways; a smaller engine can be used because the
energy storage device provides additional energy needed under load conditions, the engine is
optimized at steady state, and regenerative breaking can be used to store energy normally lost.

The development of hybrid vehicles is dictated by the development of the different component
technologies. Each of the components are at different stages of development. One of the most
commonly used energy storage devices are batteries. At this time only lead-acid, nickel-cadmium
and nickel-metal hydride batteries are fuiiy commercialized. In addition to batteries, flywheels
and ultracapacitors are alternative energy storage devices under development. Both of these
technologies are in proto~pe phases.

,
Electric

Pure electric powered vehicles utilize many of the same components as hybrid vehicles. Because
both types of vehicles use electrical energy, many of the components being developed for electric
vehicles and hybrid vehicles can be used on the different vehicles without much difficulty.

One big advantage for pure electric vehicles is that there are no tail-pipe emissions associated
with the technology. However, the weight and short-life of current battery technology make pure
electric heavy-duty vehicles diflicult. There are some small electric transit buses in use, but the
energy requirements, and weight limits of larger trucks make battery powered electric propulsion
difficult to achieve.

Diesel Technologies
Currently there is considerable activity in the diesel industry to develop and commercialize new
fuels and technologies that will meet upcoming emission standards. Because of the entrenched
position of diesel technology and infrastructure, these new technologies have a strong possib~lity
of dominating the Class 8, clean technology market. If these technologies are commercialized, it
‘will make it difficult for other developing technologies and alternative I%els to compete. The
developing diesel technologies generally fall into two categories, t%el technologies and vehicle
technologies.

Fuel Technologies

There are three main diesel fuel options that are cleaner than conventional diesel, biodiesel,
dimethyl ether (DME) and synthetic diesel. Biodiesel is generally blended with regular diesel
and results in increased NOX emissions, but decreased hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide and sulfur
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emissions.Cumently the price of biodiesel is two to three times higher than conventional diesei.9
The fuel also has different corrosive properties and could cause corrosion problems. Dimethyl
ether (DME) can be synthesized from a variety a sources including, natural gas, renewable
feedstock and waste. DME results in lower NOX, particulate and toxic emissions, but may cause
higher carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions. 10 The use of DME as a vehicle fuej is still
under development but it is estimated that it would cost about three times the price of
conventional diesel.l i The last major alternative diesel fuel under development is synthetic
diesel, which is synthesized from natural gas, coal and biomass resources. This fuel is converted
to a liquid through the Fischer-Tropsch process. The fuel can be blended with conventional
diesel or used alone. Some early use of the fuel in California has shown that it does not
compromise fuel et%ciency. Synthetic diesel costs about 10°/0 more than traditional diesel and
can result in minor NOX reductions and measurable reductions in particulate, hydrocarbons and
C0.’2

Vehicle Technologies

More advanced electronic controls are becoming a cornerstone for many of the technology
advances for diesel engines. Electronic controls enable much more precise control of the fuel
injection system. This control allows for improved emissions reductions with only minor fuel
economy penalties. Most of these changes result in NOX reductions but can also result in higher
particulate emissions. Other methods of reducing NOX include cooling turbocharger air and
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). Catalysts are another method of reducing emissions from diesel
engines. Diesel oxidation catalysts primarily reduce particulate matter from diesel exhaust. Lean
NOX catalysts are being developed specifically to reduce NOX. The main problem with catalyst
technologies is that they can become clogged and therefore less effective. Diesel particulate traps
can also be used to reduce emissions. Particulate traps reduce exhaust by filtering particulate
matter from the exhaust stream. The use of traps can result in decreased fuel economy and they
tend to have durability and reliability problems,

Another option for controlling diesel emission is a high-pressure direct injection technology
utilizing natural gas and diesel being developed by Westport Innovations and the University of
British Columbia. The system uses diesel as a pilot for the natural gas fuel. Because the system
bums primarily natural gas, there are reductions in NOX, CO and pafliculate emissions. AIso, the .
system retains all of the diesel engine characteristics including power and efficiency. If this
technology proves to be viable for heavy-duty vehicles, the incremental cost of the vehicle
technology should be lower than dedicated CNG or L,NG engines, but the cost of the
infrastructure would remain the same.

In all likelihood, some combination of these technologies will be necessary if heavy-duty diesel
systems are to meet the 2004 emission standards. At present, there is still considerable
uncertain~ within the diesel engine community as to whether the standards can actually be me\
and if so, at what cost. If, in fact, this impact is considerable, as some analysts suggest it will be,
LNG systems may become more economically viable.

9DieselNet Technology Guide, BioDieselpaper, “www.dieselnet.corn”, Decemberl 998.
10DieselNet Technology Guide, Dimethyl Ether paper, “www.dieselnet.tom”, December 1998.
11DleselNet Technology Guide, Dimet~l Ether paper, “www.dieselnet.tom”, December 1998.
‘zCalifornia Energy Commission, synthetic Diesel Fuel Fact Sheet, “www.enerw.ca.gov”, October 1998.
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4.4.6 Ancillary Benefits
Noise Reductions
In addition to the previously discussed emissions reductions, a number of ancillary benefits are
frequently attributed to LNG use in heavy-duty applications, One of the most tangible of these is
the reduced operating noise associated with LNG engine systems, particularly dedicated ones.
The John Deere Corporation has published data indicating a 10% noise differential between
natural gas and diesel versions of the same engine. Although data is not available for all the
engines presented in this report, these figures are very like] y representative of dedicated engines
as a whole. Reduced operating noise has a number of important benefits. Most obviously, work
area safety is increased and the potential for on-the-job hearing damage is diminished. Several
terminal operators interviewed by CALSTART indicated that worker’s compensation claims
involving hearing damage had increased significantly in recent years and were becoming a cause
for concern. In addition to safety, reduced operating noise may allow for increased operational
hours in some applications. The ability to start refuse collection earlier in the morning because of
reduced noise from natural gas engines was apparently a major factor in the recent decision by the
City of Franklin-t, Germany to convert its entire refuse and street cleaning fleet to LNG.13

Public Relations
Natural gas engine systems also result in significantly less visible pollution than diesel ones.
Although this attribute is probably of greatest benefit to transit vehicles, reduced visible pollution
can play an important role in shaping the surrounding communities’ perceptions of the
environmental impact of port operations.

PubIic relations and publicity benefits are considered to be among the most important ancillary
benefits to LNG use. Companies employing the technologies garner considerable media interes~
which may translate into economic benefits as well as insulation against potential emissions-
related litigation. In the case of the Ports, efforts to encourage LNG use could help to improve
community relations and provide leverage in efforts to secure community support for expansion
and modernization efforts. Even more critically, proactive and meaningful initiatives to decrease
diesel emissions could provide a bulwark against the type of legal action visited upon
supermarket distribution facilities.

Emissions -ding—
Whhin the South Coast Air Basin, certain emissions reductions achieved through the utilization
of LNG technologies can exchanged under the Mobile Source Emission Reduction Credit
(MSERC) program, established through the SCAQMD and CARB. This program, which went
intoeffectin 1991, allows qualifying reductions to be used as alternatives to emissions controls
on industrial sources, to meet or delay compliance with stationary source requirements, to offset
emissions tlom new or tempora~ sites or to comply with trip reduction requirements. MSERCS
also have pecuniary value and can be traded, sold, or banked for fiture use.

The guidelines for the MSERC program stipulate several fundamental criteria for validating
mobile sources emission reduction credits. For emission reductions to qualifi for credits, the
following conditions must be me~

1. The reductions must not be required by law or regulation, or otherwise assumed to
occur as part of a regional air quality plan.
2. The reductions must be real, and quantified to an acceptable degree of certainty.

13Kestin, Martin, Downstream LNG Vehicle Markets in Germany, delivered at “LNG: Prospecting
Downstream Markets” conference, May 1998.
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3. In order to be used as stationary source offsets or to replace other emission reduction
requirements, the mechanism used to obtain mobile source emission reduction credits
must be enforceable and legally binding.
4. The life of the reduction must be reasonably established, and commensurate with the
proposed use of the credit.

In other words, the emission reductions must be “surplus”, “quantifiable”, “enforceable” and
“permanent” (e.g., old high-polluting vehicles must be permanently retired when replaced by
cleaner vehicles). In addition, it is critical to note that emissions reductions generated from
publicly fimded projects are generally not considered tradable. Therefore potential users must
weigh the comparative value of accepting public funding versus trading emissions reductions.

Although various opportunities for generating MSERCS exist, the guidelines describe two that
would be of particular relevance to the use of LNG at the Port of Los Angeles. These programs
are: 1) retrofitting light, medium, and heavy-du~ vehicles to low-emission configurations, and 2)
purchasing new, reduced-emission heavy-duty vehicles. Many operators at the Port of Los
Angeles could be eligible for MSERCS if they supplant diesel vehicles with clean fuel alternatives
such as LNG. The amount of credits generated is determined by the total emission reduction
resulting from vehicle replacement (or scrappage). The net emissions reduction is the difference
between the emissions of the new vehicle and the replaced vehicle. Certification or baseline
emission standards are usually used as a proxy for the replaced vehicle emissions.

NOX emissions are the most valuable among the criteria pollutants presently being traded. Market
values are highly variable; however, current NOX prices are in the range of $1,000-$2,000/ton
reduced/year. Although this is a significant amount, most potential LNG users will find it more
cost-effective to pursue public funding for their LNG vehicle projects and forego emissions
trading. If public is not available, however, emissions trading could help to defray the current
cost penalties associated with LNG use.

4.4.7 Safety Issues .
The lack of familiarity with LNG equipment and fueling can lead to misperceptions of the
relative safety of the technology. Because LNG is a cryogenic fuel and is typically maintained
under low pressure (3 0-150 psig) at temperatures of–128 to -260 degrees Fahrenheit, it requires
different handling, storage and general safety procedures than those associated with conventional
fuels like gasoline and diesel. According to a recent qualitative risk assessment undertaken by
INEEL14, the principal safety issues associated with LNG use in transportation applications are as
follows:
. Cryogenic Hazards - contact with skin can cause bums, breathing LNG vapors during evaporation

can cause lung damage, some structural metals can be damaged by exposure to LNG
● Chemical Hazards- natural gas is non-toxic and non-carcinogenic in all forms; however, it can be

an asphyxiant if air is displaced and oxygen levels fall below 150/0
● Combustion Hazards - natural gas is combustible when the methane volume fraction is between

5-1 5’%0. However, the risk of combustion is generally considered to be less than for gasoline or
diesel. Because of its cryogenic state, LNG evaporates rapidly on exposure to air and is therefore
less prone to pooling than conventional fuels.

. Pressure hazards – LNG is typically maintained at relatively low pressures. However, if the fuel
is allowed to warm and volume remains constant, pressure can rise in the storage vessel. For this
reason, pressure release valves that allow venting of the fuel are an integral part of all LNG
systems. -,

14Siu,Nathan, et. al., Qualitative Risk Assessment for an LNG Refie[ing Station and Review of Relevant
Safe&issues,I’NEEL,Febrwuy 1998.
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Clearly, it will be necessary to ensure that all personnel in contact with LNG fuel and technology
receive proper training. However, there is no reason to be] ieve that risks associated with either
the fuel or its associated technology exceed those of conventional fuels or negatively impact the
feasibility of its use in the port setting.

4.4.8 Permitting
Although it should not be a major barrier to LNG utilization at the Ports, permitting is commonly
identified as a bottleneck in the path towards construction and operation of refueling facilities.
LNG stations are built to existing construction standards and design protocols. However, because
there have been so few stations built in California, permitting authorities do not have a great deal
of familiarity and comfort with these systems. Moreover, individual counties and cities may have
particular requirements above and beyond state and federal standards. As a result, most stations
built within California have experienced significant delays associated with the permitting process.

Given the greater degree of unfamiliarity with small-scale liquefaction systems, it can only be
imagined that permitting difficulties would be even more severe with this technology. With
either system, however, the Ports should be in a position to facilitate the process and act as a
liaison between the various building code and safety enforcement ofllcials, and those wishing to
utilize the systems. Experience has shown, however, that it is prudent to expect delays in this
phase of a LNG project.

4.4.9 Summary of Additional Factors Affecting Feasibility

This section has highlighted a broad range of factors that could impact the feasibility of LNG use
in heavy-duty port vehicle and equipment applications. Although these variables generally fall
outside of the traditional parameters of analysis (i.e. economic, environmental and technical),
they are critical to this port-specific study. Figure 4-12 summarizes the impact of these diverse
factors.
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Figure 4-12: Other Factors Impacting Feasibility

Factors Ne~ative Positive

Other Factors

● Trucking Operations

s Composition of Truck Fleets ■ I

● Purchase Habits ■ I

● Refieling/Maintenance Facilities ■

● Travel Patterns ! ■

● Terminal Operations

● Equipment Characteristics ■ I

● Labor Issues ■ l

● Space Constraints ■ I

● Port Authorities

● Competition WI

QLeverage Over Tenants ■ I

● Legislation & Regulation

● Current I 9

● Pending I

●Competing Technologies I ■

●Indirect Benefits I ■

●Safety Issues ■

“Penn itting , ■ I

4.5 Feasibility Summary
The preceding analysis indicates that there are a broad range of factors that could potentially
impact the feasibility of LNG use in heavy-duty vehicle operations at the Ports of Los Angeles
and Oakland. Figure 4-13 below reviews these factors, and characterizes the strength and nature
of their impact.

.,
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Figure 4-13: Feasibility Overview: Key Variables and Their Impacts
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Ne~ative Positive

The basic conclusion to which this analysis points is that, given Cument conditions, LNG use at
the POX%would be technologically feasible and environmentally benefi@.but economically iind
logistically problematic. Though this response may seem equivocai, the varie~, complexity and
mutability of variables involved preclude a definitive assessment of the overall feasibility of
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utilizing LNG in heavy-duty port vehicle applications. Rather, the analysis identifies a number of
critical barriers and benefits to the fuel’s use in this particular setting (indicated by gray shading
in Figure 4- 13).

Critical Barriers
Although all of the factors listed in Table 4-13 have the ability to affect the utilization of LNG at
the Ports and would need to be considered in any effort to introduce the fuel, the current
economics of LNG use are clearly the most critical barrier identified in this study. Incremental
vehicle and refueling infrastructure costs, efficiency losses, and most importantly, relative fuel
prices all work against LNG use. Unless mitigated, these factors will almost certainly prevent
LNG penetration of the port setting.

Many characteristics of port operators and port operations also work against the introduction and
use of LNG. Most important among these are the high percentage and economic profile of
owner/operators in port trucking, the current equipment purchase habits of the trucking sector,
logistical concerns regarding refueling and maintenance of LNG trucks and terminal equipment,
and lack of leverage that the Ports have over various tenants operators. Although it is very
unlikely that the success or failure of a LNG program at the Ports would hinge on any single one
of these factors, all would have to be addressed in policy design and implementation.

Critical Benefits and Positive Characteristics
The substantial NOX and PM emissions reductions that would result from the supplantation of
diesel with LNG represent the critical benefit associated with the alternative fuel’s use at the
Ports. Moreover, the analysis has shown that even limited penetration of LNG would result in
marked emissions reduction, particularly among off-road terminal vehicles. In addition to
improving local air quality, LNG use could provide an important strategic tool in preventing
litigation associated with diesel emissions and securing community support for modification or
expansion of port facilities and operations.

The current regulatory environment and legislative agendas also appear to support LNG use. In
addition to the recent Proposition 65 lawsuits and toxic air contaminant listing in Califomi~ both
of which appear to increase the liability associated with concentrated diesel fuel consumption,
new funding sources are available to defray the cost of using LNG technology in port
applications. If successfid, current initiatives to secure federal tax credits for alternative use
would dramatically alter the economic landscape for LNG.

Despite having a number of characteristics that could impede the successful introduction of LNG,
the Ports and their operators also have a range of positive qualities with respect to the fuel’s use.
Travel patterns suggest that limited LNG refueling infrastructure would be able serve much of the
trucking communi~’s needs. And though their leverage over tenants and operators may be
limited, as landowners both Ports are in a position to encourage and facilitate LNG utilization
through a varie~ of incentive measures. Finally, not only does each port represent a pow~rfid
and high profile focal point of regional economic activity, they and their operators are also large,
geographically concentrated markets for technology and services. As a result, even limited
commitments by the operations evaluated in this study to use LNG technology could stimulate
commercial provision of refueling and maintenance services.

Mitigating Barriers and Leveraging Benefits
The preceding chapter has identified and characterized the impact of a broad range of variables
that shape the potential for LNG use in the Port setting. Among these, a number of critical
barriers and benefits emerged that could individually have a significant influence on LNG
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utilization. With very few exceptions these many variables and the degree of their impact, critical
and otherwise, are highly mutable. Ultimately then, the feasibility of LNG use at the Ports will
depend on the(ir) willingness and ability to mitigate the principal barriers and capitalize upon the
key benefits associated with the fuel and its accompanying technologies. The following chapter
discusses a variety of strategies that could be utilized to this effect.
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5. Mitigating Barriers, Leveraging Opportunities

●

Though the previous chapters have identified and attempted to characterize the impact of a broad
range of factors relating to the overall feasibility of LNG use in the Port setting, they have not
produced a definitive conclusion on the subject. This is hardly surprising. The Ports area highly
competitive environment, suggesting that if the case for LNG use was an open and shut one,
numerous operators would already be utilizing the fiel and capitalizing on its advantages.
Conversely, if the case against LNG use was patent, there would be little cause for study. The
fact is that the evidence is highly mixed. In certain respects, the Port environment appears well-
-suited to utilize this clean burning alternative fuel. Operations (and hence fuel demand) are
highly concentrated. Suitable LNG technologies exist to satisfi the demands of most Port duty
cycles. Moreover, tremendous synergies exist between the various operations, synergies that
could be catalyzed through the overarching governance of the Port Authorities. On top of this are
various environmental considerations: the increasing liability associated with concentrated diesel
use; the substantial emissions from current equipment; and dramatic emissions reductions that
could be achieved with the use of LNG technologies.

On the other hand, there are also serious barriers to LNG’s use in this setting. Based strictly on
an energy equivalent fiel cost comparison of diesel and LNG, it does not appear economically
practical to use the alternative t%el at present. The economic picture worsens with the necessary
inclusion of engine efficiency penalties, and worsens still more if potential users are left to
assume the costs of the LNG engine systems, refueling infrastructure, personnel training and
potential reliability penalties. Some logistical and operational characteristics of the Ports also
present obstacles to the fuel’s use. The composition of the port trucking population, its reliance
on used equipment, concerns over maintenance and refueling of LNG trucks and terminal
vehicles and uncertainties regarding the ability of Port Authorities to encourage alternative fuel
vehicle use among their tenants and operators all represent hurdles to the successful use of LNG.

Though the barriers listed above are clearly serious ones, serious enough to have stymied any
current use of LNG at the Ports, few of them are fixed and their impacts even less so. Feasibility,
at least with respect to LNG use at the Ports, is a dynamic condition. Moreover, it is one over
which the Port Authorities and other interested parties have a good deai of control. The
following sectiems will discuss ways in which the critical barriers at the Ports can be mitigated
and the potential benefits of LNG use realized. Although these measures are presented
individually, the successjid introduction of LNG into port trucking and terminai operations would

likely require a well-coordinated and aggressively administered combination of these initiatives.

5.1 MitigationMeasures

Action: Encourage development of local liquefaction facilities
Barriers Addressed: Fuel costs
Although the economics of LNG utilization are dependent on a wide range of factors, including
the cost of LNG engine and refueling technologies, relative engine efficiencies and maintenance
costs, the most critical variable is clearly the price relationship between LNG and diesel fiel.
These is no reliable evidence to suggest that diesel prices will rise significantly in the near future
(although current prices do represent a historical low, when adjusted for inflation). The price of
LNG, however, appears to be far more mutable.
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As previously discussed (see Figure 3-1), LNG prices are determined by three principal factors;
feedstock gas price, liquefaction cost and transportation charges, all of which are considered very
stable. Together, feedstock and liquefaction costs typically range from $.30-.35/LNG gallon.
Transportation of LNG fuel to California adds anywhere from $. 10-.2O/LNG gallon, depending
on the source, the exact destination and whether a full tanker load is transported. This results in
California LNG prices of roughly $.45-.55/LNG gallon, pre-tax. As previously noted, this price
does not appear to offer sufficient economic incentive to encourage the fuel’s use, and in some
port applications, would result in serious operational cost penalties. Assuming that diesel prices
stay relatively constant, elimination or at least significant reduction of transportation charges
through the local production of LNG appears the only realistic, near-term means of obtaining the
fiel at an economically competitive price. Moreover, given the capital costs, permitting
difficulties and lengthy construction times associated with large-scale liquefaction facilities, this
local production would likely have to take the form of relatively small-scale systems.

Given the experimental nature of these technologies, there are obviously a number of
uncertainties and questions surrounding small-scale liquefaction. Of these, the most critical
involve facility siting, feedstock gas sources, development timeframes and, most importantly,
final fuel costs. Some of these issues could be addressed through further study, but others will
require in-use experience. Chapter 3 presented information on a variety of small-scale
liquefaction systems currently under development or in the prototype stage. Several of these
systems appear quite promising and may in fact offer the potential for low-cost supply of LNG.
To that end, the Ports, other government agencies and private industry could work together to
successfully demonstrate and deploy one or more of these small-scale liquefaction technologies at
or near the Ports.

Should on-port liquefaction prove feasible (given space constraints and permitting issues), the
Ports can facilitate the siting by working with private industry to determine appropriate and
convenient locations. From an economic standpoint, providing no- or low-cost space for a
facility would reduce overall production costs for LNG from a small-scale liquefaction facility.
Regardless of whether the facility is located on Port property, the Ports can work to ensure that
the demand for the fiel is existent, as discussed under other mitigation measures in this chapter.

From technology research and development funding to infrastructure siting incentives and
permitting, a number of other government agencies can play a role in deploying small-scale
liquefaction technologies at or in the vicinity of the Ports. Brookhaven National Laboratory has
fimded small-scale liquefaction technology development (Brookhaven is providing finding for
development of the Institute of Gas Technology system discussed in Chapter 3), and INEEL is
working with PG&E and So. Cal. Gas. to deploy small-scale liquefaction technology that it has
developed. In addition, the CEC recently announced that it plans to issue a request for proposals
for $250,000 in funding toward the development of a LNG plant within CalifomiA as well as a
request for proposals for $500,000 to fund up to five heavy-duty vehicle alternative fuel vehicle
refueling sites.

As noted in Chapter 3, most of the small-scale liquefaction systems are in the developmental or
prototype stage. Further research and development finding could be devoted to improve the
efficiency and cost-effectiveness of small-scale liquefaction, or to support the coupling of small-
scale liquefaction technology with low-cost feedstock gas sources, such as landfills. Funding
such as that from the CEC could help off-set the costs associated .,with installing LNG
infrastructure, either in conjunction with small-scale liquefaction or as a stand-alone LNG t%ei
storage and dispensing system.
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Other government agencies wili also play a role in permitting small-scale liquefaction
technologies. As discussed in Chapter 4, permitting issues regarding small-scale liquefaction
could create delays in approval for such facilities. State- and local-agency efforts to establish a
structured or streamlined permitting process for small-scale liquefaction facilities would help to
eliminate current] y anticipated delays.

As noted, two of California’s largest gas utilities, PG&E and So Cal Gas, are already
cooperatively evaluating the technological and economic feasibility of developing a network of
small-scale (-1 0,000/LNG gallons per day) liquefaction facilities in Califomia based on
technology developed at ~EL. Initially, the LNG would primarily be used for PG&E’s vehicle
flee~ however, commercial transportation applications could also represent an important market
and help spur the program ‘S actualization and growth. At present, the organizations involved are
attempting to form a limited liabi lit-ycorporation (LLC) and expect to have an agreement in place
by the end of March. Assuming an agreement is reached, two fill-scale prototypes are scheduled
to be built by the end of 2000, one in each of the utilities’ service areas.]

The other businesses identified in Chapter 3 as working on small-scale liquefaction could also
actively work to demonstrate and deploy their technology at or in the vicinity of the Ports. Data
from this report suggests that any company that can demonstrate a small-scale liquefaction
facility capable of producing LNG at $0.35-$0.40 per gallon, the price ceiling for LNG to
compete with diesel, will create a significant economic opportunity for itself and could help
catalyze LNG use at the Ports.

The Ports could provide an ideal forum in which to evaluate and refine these technologies,
whether in conjunction with PG&E and SO Cal Gas’ on-going efforts or through a demonstration
program of its own design. Regardless of the program’s exact configuration, small-scale
liquefaction could provide the economic cornerstone for a larger effort to encourage and facilitate
the utilization of LNG in the port setting.

Action: Provide priority access to low-emission, alternative fuel vehicles

Barriers Addressed: Operational costs (indirectly)
As detailed in Chapter 2, waiting time at the shipping and rail terminals, and the number of
container turns completed per day are more critical determinants of profitability for port truckers
than cost per mile of operation. Establishing a reliable and fictional priority access system for
alternative fuel vehicles may be the single most cost-effective means of encouraging LNG use at
the ports. The additional revenue from completion of even one additional short-haul container
carry per day would almost certainly outweigh any operational cost penalties associated with
LNG use. The foIlowing scenario provides an illustration of this potential.

1Per conversation with Brian Stokes, Senior Research Associate, PG&E, February 1999.
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c Assuming the average port trucker travels, on average, 250 miles per day and in
doing so, uses approximately 45 gallons of diesel fuel costing $1. 15/diesel gallon, his
daily fuel costs are approximately $52.00. Were the same trucker to use LNG, gain
priori~ access to the terminals and complete one additional 50 mile trip, for which he
is paid $40.00 (an extremely conservative estimate), his daily mileage would increase
to 300 and his daily fuel use to 50 diesel equivalent gallons. Assuming LNG costs
$.50/LNG gallon, pre tax, or $1. 16/DGE, and that the driver suffers a 15% efficiency
penally, his daily fiel costs would increase to approximately $67.00. In other words,
the additional revenue would more than off-set the increased fuel costs. Assuming
conservatively, that the daily revenue gain was only $20, this would still result in an
additional $5,000 in annual revenue.

AS part of CALSTART’s survey effort, trucking operators were asked to identifi what they
thought would be the most effective means of encouraging alternative fuel use among their cohort
group. Table 5-1 below presents the findings. Clearly, priority access emerges as the most
appealing strategy to the trucking community.

Table 5-1: Preferred Means of Encouraging AFV Use

Preferential Inhstructure Other
accesslpriority Subsidization provision (mandates,

lanes for of equipment andfor used vehicle Nothing port

alternative tiel cost subsidization market, weight could do

vehicles of fuel cost waiver)
port of Los

Angeles 62’% 26% 4% 8% o
Port of

Oakland 49% 31% 3% 3% 14%

A priority access program would not be without challenges or costs, however. Perhaps the most
difficult aspect would be effective enforcement of the system. In terms of vehicles, this would
require that alternative fuel units have some form of secure but easily recognizable identification.
On the terminal end, it would be necessary to ensure that priority access actually be granted, both

at the terminal gate and inside the yard. This would obviously require the participation and
support of terminal managers as we[i as the various labor groups operating at the port. Despite
these challenges, such a system could represent an inexpensive and low-risk means of
encouraging LNG use at the Ports. Moreover, there is some precedent for priority access.
According to numerous trucking operators, particukm terminals and trucking operators already
negotiate priority access arrangements.

Action: Encourage development of retail LNG refueling infrastructure on port- -
controlled property
BarriersAddressed:infrastructurecosts,scarcityof centrallyfueled truckfleets
Refueling infrastructure has traditionally posed one of the critical constraints to the utilization of
LNG in transportation applications. The high cost of the technology, especially when assumed by
an individual flee~ and the reluctance of commercial providers to assume the expense and risk of
providing retail refueling facilities are the principal contributors to this effect. Even relatively
well-funded efforts such as the Interstate Clean Transportation Corridor, have been unable to
overcome this barrier. The small percentage of trucking operations with on-site fi.teling would
appear to make this barrier even more severe at the Ports. And yet the Ports may, in fac~ provide
a unique opportunity to overcome this obstacle.
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Given their dual roles as landlords and policy planners, the Port authorities are in an ideal
position to facilitate the development of conveniently located retail/commercial LNG dispensing
facilities. By providing low- or no-cost space for refueling infrastructure, soliciting commercial
fuel provision and at the same time initiating various policies to encourage LNG use, the Ports
could simultaneously address both fuel providers’ and users’ concerns. This would be
particularly effective if the Ports could obtain commitments from a number of port operators to
use LNG vehicles and present this packaged demand to a commercial provider prior to station
construction. Beyond the heavy-du~ vehicles evaluated in this study, there are a number of other
vehicles and equipment pieces operating at the Ports that could potentially utilize natural gas, in
compressed or liquefied form. Port-authority fleets, tugs, pilot boats, ferries and switcher
locomotives all represent potential applications for natural gas fiels. While further analysis
would be necessary to determine the feasibility of these applications, it is critical to note that
other units utilizing liquid or compressed natural gas at the Ports would help to aggregate demand
and spur both local fuel provision and liquefaction. LNG station providers indicate that
technology to produce compressed natural gas from LNG is available and could be implemented
in conjunction with a LNG station, albeit at an additional cost.

Alternatively, the Ports could themselves operate a publicly accessible LNG refueling station.
Under this scenario, the Ports would then have the option of controlling LNG prices and, if
necessary, setting them artificially low to catalyze early use. The costs of operating the station
and subsidizing the fuel could then be recovered through a nominal per container or per entry tax
on conventional vehicle operations. Figures 5-1 and 5-2 below give an indication of the fuel
demand that would be associated with various levels of LNG utilization at the both ports. (See
Appendix G for complete calculations.) For the purposes of this example, yard tractors are the
only terminal application considered.

This action would benefit not only port operators, but other current and potential users as well.
Port fheling facilities could be linked to current Interstate Clean Transportation Corridor efforts,
u well as local refuse and transit applications. By making stations easily accessible to non-port
operators, the Ports could also increase the facilities’ throughput and economic viabili~.

Figure 5-1: Potential LNG Fuel Demand, Port of Los Angeles
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Figure 5-2: Potential LNG Fuel Demand, Port of Oakland
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Action: Explore wet hosing, in conjunction with local LNG liquefaction, as an
alternative to LNG refueling emplacements for port terminals
Barriers Addressed: Infrastructure costs, space constraints
Due to time constraints and the off-road status of port terminal equipment, these units could not
utilize a shared refueling facility (except perhaps between contiguous berths). Each terminal
using LNG would therefore be required to construct and operate its own fueling facility. As
earlier noted, space constraints and system costs would make this a difficult undertaking,
particularly if a terminal was only evaluating the fiel and its associated technology. An
alternative approach would be to develop a mobile refueling service that operated in conjunction
with local liquefaction and stationary refueling facilities. In mobile fueling, also known as wet-
hosing, an on-road fi.rel tanker brings fhel to the facility and discharges directly to waiting
vehicles, as opposed to an interim holding tank. The process, which reduces both infrastructure
costs and the liability associated with on-site t%el storage tanks, is already quite common among
the diesel-powered trucking fleets at the ports. Moreover, terminals frequently use a similar
system, though fhel tankers remain on-site and refhel from stationary storage tanks.

PCI Clean Fuels, an Oakland-area industrial gas supplier, owns and operates a 5,000/LNG gallon
mobile fieling vehicle, suggesting that such a system is at least technologically feasible for LNG.
In the case of port use, however, it would be imperative that the system as a whole be highly
efllcient and exceptionally reiiable. Additionally, such a wet-hosing system would onl~be
realistic where LNG was produced locally at a variety of locations, thereby ensuring a secure fiel
supply and minimal transportation costs.

Action: lnco~orate incentives for AFV-use into port lease structures
Barriers Addressed: Operational costs, lack of leverage over leasees and port
operators, competitive concerns
Although the Ports and even local AQMD officials might be reluctant to rn~date alternative fbel
use or emissions reductions at the terminals, for fear of compromising competitiveness, port
authorities could incorporate a variety of incentives into their lease agreements. As earlier noted,
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a substantial portion of each Port’s container traffic is discretionary and could be shipped to
another port if necessary. By providing rent reductions or rebates for the use of low emission
alternative fuels, the construction of on-site refueling infrastructure and the achievement of
emission reductions, the Ports could help to defray at least some of the cost of LNG use, without
adversely affecting the competitiveness of their operations or those of their lessees. Such
incentives could be incorporated into all leases on renewal. However, current modernization and
expansion programs at both Ports provide particularly strong opportunities to leverage AFV-use.
On-going projects at both Ports will result in new, state-of-the-art berths, rail facilities and
container handling space, all of which could be designed to facilitate the use of alternative fiels,
such as LNG.

Action: Lobby congressional representatives and port associations to support tax
credits for alternative fuel consumption and infrastructure development
Barriers Addressed: fuel and infrastructure costs
A number of measures are currently pending in Congress that would dramatically alter the
economics of alternative fiel use. The Rockefeller and Ensign bills detailed in Appendix F both
seek to provide a $.50/gasoline gallon equivalent ($.55LDEG) tax credit for alternative fuels, as
well as limited tax credits for infrastmcture. Although the two measures differ in approach, the
passage of either bill would make LNG use extremely cost-effective in all of the applications
evaluated within this study. Both ports should aggressively lobby their congressional
representatives to support the notion of tax credits for alternative fuels. In addition, the Ports
could use their influence within various port and maritime associations to create an agenda for
evaluating and supporting alternative fuel use in these settings. These national organizations
could then reinforce the lobbying efforts of individual ports.

Although ports in general have yet to come under real scrutiny regarding their emissions, it is
extremely unlikely that this will continue. Already, many areas of the country are moving to
regulate airports as point sources for emissions. Given their operational and spatial similarities,
this would also be the expected trend for ports. Proactive attempts by the maritime and shipping
industries to formulate their own emissions reduction agenda could forestall more onerous
regulation by federal, state and local authorities, as well as litigation from community and
environmental groups. By helping to enhance the viability of alternative fuel use, Ports expand
their options for achieving cost-effective emissions reductions.

Action: Establish buyer’s cooperative to assist potential users in procuring state
and federal funding and to coordinate LNG equipment purchases (new and used)
Barriers Addressed: Incremental cost of LNG equipment, purchase habits of port
trucking operators
The price of both new LNG vehicles and LNG repowering is sensitive to order volume. Were the
ports to actively encourage the utilization of LNG in the trucking community, a cooperative
buyers program that consolidated smaller orders from disparate companies could reduce the cost
of LNG systems. Even if sufficient funding were available from regulatory agencies, this reduced
cost would increase both the cost-effectiveness of emissions reductions and the likelihood of
further finding becoming available.

In addition to coordinating purchases, such an organization could assume the role of maintaining
and disseminating information on funding opportunities, as well as aiding in the preparation of
funding applications. The time and resources necessary to learn about and respond to funding
opportunities could themselves be a barrier to many of the operations servicing the Ports. By
providing or at least coordinating the assembly of this information, the Ports would greatly
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enhance the likelihood of LNG technologies being adopted. Moreover, the Port authorities may
be able to ‘package’ funding applications in such a way as to maximize their cost-effectiveness
and competitiveness.

Action: Establish revolving loan fund for LNG vehicle purchases
Barrier Addressed: Purchase habits of port trucking operators, incremental cost
of LNG vehicles
Based strictly on cost-effectiveness of emissions reductions, most LNG vehicle projects
suggested within this report would quali~ for fimding under the Moyer Program. However, this
program and other existing ones managed by regulatory agencies are only designed to cover the
incremental cost of low emission technologies. Given the current reliance on used equipment
among port truckers, incremental cost coverage may not be sufficient to encourage the use of
LNG technologies among much of this group. A revolving, low-interest loan fund could be
established to help defray the overall cost of purchasing new LNG vehicles, as well as LNG
infrastructure. Such a fund could prove critical in ensuring equitable access to other LNG
incentive measures (priority access, LNG refieling) which, in the absence of a loan find, might
only be utilized by those in the highest tiers of the trucking and shipping sectors,

Action: Focus early outreach and funding efforts on most promising operations,
notably, well-capitalized trucking fleets purchasing new(er) vehicles and
employing staff drivers, and terminal operators
Barrier Addressed: high percentage of owner/operators, purchase habits of port
trucking operators
Even if a low-interest, revolving loan program were established it is still unlikely that many
ownerloperators would switch from their present equipment to LNG systems. One of the critical
findings of this study, however, is that the port trucking community is more diverse than
previously assumed. There are, in fact, a number of trucking operations at both Ports that
purchase new vehicles, employ staff drivers and are closely attuned to various operational costs.
Although the Ports should make every effort to ensure the accessibility and equity of any
alternative fuel vehicle program, the fact remains that well-capitalized fleets appear better suited
for initial LNG purchases. Therefore, the ports should identi~ particularly well-suited operations
and focus outreach efforts on these entities.

●

Well-capitalized, early adopters could also help to provide a beachhead for LNG introduction.
Typically, these fleets sell vehicIes after 5-6 years of use, in order to reduce maintenance costs
and equipment downtime. If they could be encouraged to use LNG systems, their used vehicles
could then be sold to other port operators, helping to foster a second-hand LNG vehicle market.

A targeted approach might also prove effective for the terminal operations; although here, the
focus should be more on vehicle type than any particular operator. Yard tractors clearly represent
the most viable entry point for LNG in both the shiouin~ and rail terminals. Assuming utilization
of LNG is successful_ in this application, terminai’ ~pe;tors could
apply the technology to more technically challenging applications.

L

,.

leverage this experience and ~

-,
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Action: Coordinate and subsidize training of local mechanics in LNG technologies
Barrier Addressed: Low percentage of trucking operations with on-site
maintenance facilities and personnel, high cost of training maintenance
personnel
The relatively small percentage of trucking operators with on-site maintenance facilities and the
high cost of training terminal mechanics could both be addressed through Port-sponsored training
of maintenance personnel. As part of an overall program to encourage LNG use within the
trucking community, the Ports should ensure that at least some portion of commercial mechanics
currently servicing the truck fleets are trained on the technologies, prior to their arrival in the port
arena. The Ports and other interested parties should consider assuming the cost of such training,
in order to allay the concerns of the trucking community.

The costof training maintenance personnel appears to be an even more critical issue for shipping
and rail terminal operators. Because this labor is very effectively organized, and hence
expensive, terminal operators may be unwilling to shoulder the cost burden of training them on a
new technology, particularly if there are not overwhelming economic benefits associated with its
use. The Ports and engine manufacturers could work with both the terminal operators and the
labor unions in order to ensure maintenance personnel are adequately trained at the least possible
cost to the former group.

5.2 Summary of Key Mitigation Strategies

Although there are significant obstacles to the utilization of LNG in the Port setting, most of these
factors are conditional. This chapter has presented a number of strategies by which the Ports and
other interested parties could mitigate, to varying degrees, the most serious of these barriers. The
critical barriers and their corresponding mitigation strategies are summarized below in Table 5-2.
Clearly; these barriers are not exhaustive. Chapter 4 presented myriad factors that could impact
the feasibility of LNG use in the port setting. A number of the factors discussed there, including
technological refinemen~ safety perceptions and permitting issues, would be important to address
within the framework of an alternative fuel program; however, the obstacles discussed above
emerged as the most critical. Moreover, many of the mitigation strategies discussed in this
chapter would also address these ancillary concerns.

Each of the m~igation strategies discussed would likely represent an important element in any
attempt to introduce LNG to the Ports. However, no single measure, even the presence of 10w-
COSLlocally liquefied LNG would be sufficient to overcome the numerous obstacles that have
been detailed in previous sections of this report. Rather, these measures are intended to be used
in concern as part of a larger effort to reduce the emissions impact of current port operations.
Ultimately, one of the greatest strengths of the Ports, with respect to the utilization of LNG or any
other alternative lie], is their ability to design and implemen~ in conjunction with local air
quality and government agencies, a broad-based incentive program. Currently, this abili~ is
latent. As a resul~ present conditions do not appear to overwhelmingly favor the introduction of
LNG. However, if the Ports were to implement an aggressive package of mitigation and
incentive strategies, these conditions could be significantly altered.

Realistically, the wholesale implementation of mitigation and incentive measures, discussed
herein may not be practical in the short-term. As an initial effo% however, the Pofis, in
conjunction with others, could pursue the implementation of one or more demonstration projects
that package mitigation measures. One example would be the construction of a small-scale
liquefaction facility with storage and fuel dispensing equipment, in conjunction with the
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establishment of priority access for LNG trucks. In addition to their emissions benefits, such
demonstrations would also provide useful data on operational costs in port settings. As indicated
in Chapter 3, engine efficiency penalties, assumed at 5°/0 for dual-fuel and 15% for dedicated
LNG engines in this study, have varied considerably in LNG vehicles currently in use. Finally,
well-planned and executed demonstrations could also help alleviate concerns of trucking
operators regarding the use of new technology.

Table 5-2: Critical Barriers and Mitigation Strategies

Potential Mitigation Measure
Encourage development of local, small-scale
LNG production
Provide priority access to low-emission
AFVS - -
Encourage development of retail LNG
refueling infrastructure on port-controlled
property
Explore wet-hosing as an altemativeio LNG
refieling emplacements on port terminals
Incorporate incentives for AFV use into port
lease structures

Lobby congressional representatives and
port associations to support tax credits of
AFVS
Establish buyer’s cooperative to assist
potential users in procuring funding and to
coordinate LNG equipment purchases

Establish revolving loan fund for AFV and
infrastructure purchases

Focus outreach on most promising
applications

Coordinate and subsidze training of local
mechanics on LNG technologies

Barrier(s) Addressed
+ Fuel costs

+ General LNG economics

J
+ Infrastructure costs
+ Lack of centrally fueled truck fleets

+ Infrastructure costs i
+ Space constraints
+ General LNG economics
+ Reluctance to compromise

competitiveness of port operations
+ Lack of leverage over terminal lessees
+ Fuel costs
+ Infrastructure costs

J
+ Incremental cost of LNG equipment
+ Purchase habits of port operators
+ Composition of port trucking population
+ Purchase habits of port operatom
+ Incremental cost of LNG vehicles and

inliastructure
+ Composition of port trucking population
+ Purchase habits of port operators
+ Capital costs and scarcity of port

terminal eouioment

S
+ Low percentage of operations with on-
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations

The Seaport Liquid Natural Gas Study has attempted to evaluate the potentia for using LNG in a
variety of hea~-duty vehicle and equipment applications at the ‘Ports of Los Angeles and
Oakland. Specifically, this analysis has focused on the handling and transport of containerized
cargo to, from and within these two facilities. In terms of containerized cargo throughput, Los
Angeles and Oakland are the second and sixth busiest ports in the U. S., respectively, and together
handle nearly 4.5 million TEUS per year.’ At present, the Iandside handling and transportation of
containerized cargo is heavily dependent on diesel-powered, heavy-duty vehicles and equipment,
the utilization of which contributes significantly to the overall emissions impact of port-related
activities.

Emissions from diesel units have been the subject of increasing scrutiny and ‘regulatory action,
particularly in California. In the past two years alone, particulate matter from diesel exhaust has
been listed as a toxic air contaminant by CAR13, and major lawsuits have been filed against
several of California’s largest supermarket chains, alleging violation of Proposition 65 statutes in
connection with diesel emissions from their distribution facilities. CAR13 has also indicated that
it may take further regulatory action relating to the TAC listing. In spite of these developments
and the very large diesel emissions associated with port operations, there has been little AFV
penetration in these applications. Nearly all port operators interviewed by CALSTART
expressed an awareness of the issues surrounding diesel use; however, none appeared to be taking
proactive steps to address them. Furthermore, while a less controversial issue than emissions, the
dominance of diesel I%el use in heavy-duty vehicles contributes to a continued reliance on
imported fuels. The increasing concern regarding diesel use, and the concurrent lack of
alternative fuel use and vigorous emissions reduction activity at the Ports provide both the
backdrop and the impetus for this study.

The other critical motivation is the significant advances that have been seen in the alternative fuel
technology sector. Refinements of existing AFV technologies and introductions of new ones
continue to expand the potential range of applications for these lower emission systems.
Collectively, these conditions give rise to a series of critical questions which this report has
attempted to answe~

. What are the salient characteristics of port container-handling operations with
respect to alternative fuel use?

. What is the current state of LNG technology?

. Given the state of the LNG marketplace and the unique features of port operations, is
the utilization of this low-emission, alternative fiel technology feasible in this
particular setting?

. What are the critical barriers to and benefits of LNG’s use in the port applications
evaluated here? ..

. And finally, assuming that the benefits merit such action, what steps could be taken
to overcome the critical barriers to LNG use?

The key findings regarding each of the questions are summarized below.

1Based on 1997 data supplied by the American Association of Port Authorities, Alexandria Virginia.
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6.1 Key Findings

6.1.1 PoROperations
The land-side container handling operations at the Ports are composed of three main elements: the
rail operations, shipping terminal operations and trucking operations. For the purposes of this
analysis, the first two have generally been discussed in tandem, due to the similarity in the heavy-
duty equipment being utilized at the facilities.

Port Trucking
The pen-related trucking sector is diverse group, composed of a variety of economically and
operationally differentiated firms. Some of the more salient and prevalent characteristics shared
by both Ports’ trucking populations include a heavy reliance on owner/operators as opposed to
company vehicles and drivers; a focus on container carries as opposed to operational costs as the
critical determinant of company and driver profitability; the predominance of vehicles 10 years or
older, with the mean vehicle age being 13 years; and the relatively low percentage of operations
with on-site maintenance and refieling capabilities. In addition, it was found that the vast
majority of port truckers purchase their vehicles used.

Although daily mileage varies greatly by day and by operation type, the average daily VMT
reported by truckers at the Ports of Los Angeles and Oakland was 272 and 235 miles,
respectively, Assuming a 250-day work year, the trucks servicing the two Ports are traveling
approximately 68,000 and 58,750 miles annually. Typically, those fleets with higher percentages
of staff drivers have higher daily and annual mileage. With regard to trip ranges, over 80% of all
truck trips at both ports are less than 100 miles, one way, with approximately 50V0 being less than
50 miles. Moreover, all ship-to-rail transfers are considerably shorter, with the longest being
roughly 20 miles.

At present, there is no alternative fuel usage within either Port’s trucking community. Several
operators were familiar with LNG systems and had even evaluated their potential use, but
concluded that it was not economically practical given current conditions.

Port Terminal Operations
A wide variety of heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment is utilized in container-handling
operations at the Ports’ shipping and rail terminafs. This equipment ranges from exotic $1.5
million transtainers, to versatile reach stackers, to the more commonplace yard tractors. In
general,terminalequipmentischaracterizedby high capital costs, high annual hours of operation
and demanding duty cycles. All refieling and nearly all equipment maintenance is performed on-
site by union labor. Due to their large capital costs, most units are replaced with great
infrequency, and usually only upon obsolescence. However, engine rebuilding and repowering I

are commonplace.
i.

Terminal operators frequently described themselves as risk averse, at least with respect to their
equipment choices. Because relatively few units of each type are found on a given terminal,
equipment downtime can hamper operations and be extremely costly. Therefore, reliability and
familiarity are highly valued. This said, all terminal operations are very cost conscious and
would be receptive to a technology that could offer proven cost savings. The other critical
characteristic of terminal operations is their off-road status. This allows these facilities to utilize
‘red’ diesel, which is free from all on-road excise taxes. Because of, their substantial fiel :

consumption, most of these operations are also able to secure volume discounts. Typical fuel
costs at the rail and shipping terminals average $.55 -.7O/gal1on.

r
:
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At present, there is very limited use of alternative fuels in heavy-duty applications at the
terminals, although propane is used extensively in light- and medium-duty forklifts and yard
vehicles. Propane yard tractors are currently being used to varying degrees by two shipping
term inaIs, one at each of the Ports.

6.1.2 LNG: Technology and Marketplace
Engine Systems
A wide range of LNG engines are commercially available at present, with several new high-
power systems scheduled to arrive on the market over the next one to two years. The various
systems are currently in use in transiL refuse, line-haul and pick-up/delivery trucking applications
around the country. At present, transit is the largest user and LNG’s share in that market is
increasing, relative to both CNG and diesel.

Despite considerable price decreases over the last five years, the incremental cost of LNG engines
and on-board full storage systems remain substantial in comparison to conventional diesel units,
typically ranging from $20,000-40,000. New finding programs within California will help to
ameliorate the impact of these incremental costs, but it remains a barrier to LNG use in many
applications.

Two other issues arise with respect to LNG engine technology. Both dedicated and dual-fiel
systems are inherently less efficient than diesel, with optimum efficiencies typically projected at
85% and 95% that of their diesel counterparts, respectively. Obviously, these efficiency penalties
have a negative effect on LNG operational economics. Moreover, actual efficiencies from in-use
testing have shown a significant degree of variability and often fall short of these optimum
standards. The reliability of natural gas systems has also shown some variability. Although
natural gas engines offer the potential for reduced maintenance costs and longer life, many
projects have witnessed higher equipment downtimes, relative to diesel units. Testing,
refinement and accumulated experience should diminish the impact of these variables; however,
their present impact on overall operational economics is uncertain.

Refueling Infrastructure
LNG infrastructure, while increasingly sophisticated and user-friendly, continues to carry a very
significant incremental cost over diesel systems. As a result, private stations remain scarce and
retail ones non-existent. Moreover, unlike with engine costs, infrastructure funding is dilllcult to
obtain due to the indirect nature of its associated emissions reductions. Nonetheless, some public
money is available, with the CEC recently announcing $500,000 in new infrastructure finding for
fiscal year 1999.

Fuel Costs
The LNG used in transportation applications in California is produced primarily in Kan~as,
Wyoming and Colorado and therefore subject to considerable transport charges. As a result,
while at the source costs are only $.30-.35/LNG gallon, most California operations pay between
$.45 -.55/LNG gallon for the fiel. Even with the recent opening of a new liquefaction facility on
the California/Arizona border, this price appears stable. Converted to a diesel gallon equivalenL
the price of LNG, including California sales tax, is $.83- 1.02/DEG, compared to the $.55-
.70/gallon that off-road operators currently pay for their red diesel. If federal and state excise
taxes are factored in, the price of LNG rises to $1.23- 1.42/DEG, compared to the retail diesel
price of $1.15- 1.20/gallon presently found in California.

6-3
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LNG prices in California do not offer any operational cost incentive to utilize the fuel. Moreover,
the prices above do not take into account the energy efficiency penalties inherent to natural gas
engines.

Small-Scale Liquefaction
Small-scale local liquefaction is garnering increasing interest as an alternative to the long-
distance transportation of LNG from traditional Rocky Mountain and Mid-Western sources.
CALSTART presented information on a number of these systems that are currently under
development or in a variety of prototype and commercialization stages. Although no small-scale
liquefiers are currently in full operation, at least one system appears to be commercially available.
Moreover a limited partnership between INEEL, PG&E and So. Cal. Gas is developing plans to
build a series of 10,000 LNG gallons/day systems in California. Two full-scale proto~pes are
expected to be built by the end of 2000, one in each of the respective utilities’ service areas,

6.1.3 Assessing Feasibility, Identifying Barriers and Benefits
Theoretically,assessingthe feasibilityof LNG use at the Ports should be as easy as juxtaposing
findings from the technology and port operations chapters of this study. When” this exercise is
undertaken, however, as it is in Chapter 4 generally and Figure 4-13 specificallyy, the findings are
inconclusive. Under current conditions, LNG use appears to be technologically feasible and
environmentally beneficial, but economically questionable and logistically problematic.
Unfortunately, the variety, complexity and mutability of factors involved preclude a more
definitive response. Rather, what emerges from the analysis are a number of critical barriers to
and benefits of utilization of LNG in this particular arena, as well as strategies to address LNG
implementation.

Critical Barriers
At present, economic considerations represent the single most critical barrier to LNG use in the
heavy-duty vehicle applications at the two ports. The incremental costs of refheling infrastructure
and engine systems, engine efficiency penalties relative to diesel units and, most importantly,
relative fuel prices all contribute to the fiel’s economic disadvantage. Even in the absence of
other factors, these cost issues are powerfid enough to prevent the penetration of LNG into the
port setting, unless aggressively mitigated.

Unfortunately, certain characteristics of port operations and operators also present obstacles to the
introduction of LNG. Among these, the most important appear to be the predominance and, more
specifically, the economic profile of owner/operators in port trucking, the current vehicle
purchase habits of the trucking sector, logistical concerns regarding refueling and maintenance of
LNG trucks and terminal equipment, and the Ports’ lack of leverage over their tenants’

r

operations. Although it is unlikely that the successor failure of a port LNG program would hinge
on any one of these factors, each would require some consideration in policy design and
implementation.

Critical Benefits
The very substantial reductions in criteria pollutant emissions that would result from the
replacement of diesel with LNG represents the most obvious and important near-term benefit to
the Iiel’s use in the port setting. Moreover, even limited utilization of the I%el would result in
significant and cost-effective emissions reductions, particularly in the off-road sector. While

;

emissions reductions have tremendous value in and of themselves, they could also be of great
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strategic import to the Ports and their operators. Emissions reductions’ generated from low
emission vehicle technologies such as LNG could provide emissions offsets for expansion
projects, establish a bulwark against potential diesel emissions litigation and help to improve
community relations.

Within California, regulatory activity and new public funding resources also provide impetus and
means for utilizing low-emissions heavy-duty technologies such as LNG. The recent Proposition
65 lawsuits and the TAC listing have created a climate of uncertainty surrounding diesel he],
particularly at sites of concentrated use. At the same time, a varie~ of new funding sources are
available to defray the cost of using LNG technology in heavy-duty applications. Both the new
Moyer Program and new finding from the CEC could greatly aid in the introduction of LNG to
the Ports. Pending federal initiatives to provide tax credits for LNG fuel consumption and
infrastructure development could have an even greater impact. If passed, these measures would
make the economics of LNG use extremely attractive.

Finally, despite a range of attributes that present obstacles to LNG use, the Ports and their
operators also have a number of characteristics that are amenable to the fuel and its associated
technologies. The highly concentrated travel patterns of port truckers and the hub function of the
Ports imply that only limited infrastructure would be necessary to serve most of the trucking
communities’ fueling needs. Moreover, because the truck populations serving the Ports are so
large, even limited commitments from a number of operators could quickly accumulate to form a
substantial aggregate demand. If packaged by the Port, this demand could be used to lure retail
LNG fbel provision to the vicinity of the Ports, thereby negating the need for costly company
refieling systems. Packaging demand and initiating aggressive efforts to encourage the use of
LNG could lead to a range of additional benefits unique to the port environment, Because the
Ports and their operators represent such large and geographically concentrated markets for
technology and services, there is a far greater opportunity to catalyze the commercial provision of
refueling, maintenance and even liquefaction systems. Moreover, as landowners, facility
managers and commercial enterprises, the Pofi authorities are in a unique position to both
facilitate and benefit from such developments.

6.1.4 Mitigation Measures
The numerous barriers detailed in this report and the absence of any clear and directed efforts to
encourage alternative fuel use at the Ports have created a set of conditions in which it would be
economically questionable and logistically problematic to utilize LNG in the applications
evaluated here. Under the circumstances it is in no way surprising that neither LNG nor any other
low emission alternative fuel are found in common use at the Ports. These conditions, however,
as well as the key variables that shape them, are highly mutable. U7tirnately, the feasibility of

LiVG use in the port setting is dependent less on present conditions than on the willingness and

ability of the Ports and other reIevant parties to devise means of mitigating the principal barriers

and capitalizing on the key benefits associated with thefiel and its accompanying technologie~.

Though the necessary conditions would be difficult to achieve, it is not unreasonable to expect
that LNG use at the Ports could be economically and logistically viable, and even self-sustaining.
This would require a broad-based and concerted effort on the part of both the Ports and other
interested parties, such as regulatory agencies and planning agencies, within their respective
regions. Some of the most promising measures that could be taken to foment and aid the
successful utilization of LNG include the following:

. the development of local, small-scale liquefaction facilities;
● the granting of priority terminal access to low-emission alternative fuel vehicles;

6-5
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●

Other

the provision of retail LNG refueling infrastructure on port-controlled property
the incorporation of AFV-use incentives into port lease structures;

and the establishment of a buyer’s cooperative to assist in funding procurement and to
coordinate new and used LNG equipment purchases.

measures that might also be effective in enabling LNG use include the establishment of a
low-interest revolving l;an fund for AFV purchases, sfibsidized training for local mechanics on
LNG technology and exploration of wet-hosing as an alternative to on-terminal LNG refieling
infrastructure. In addition to these efforts, the Ports should lobby their congressional
representatives and trade associations to support federal initiatives granting tax credits for AFV
use and infrastructure development.

Given the substantial barriers to LNG use, no individual measure listed above would likely be
sufllcient to enable the successful use of LNG at the Ports. Rather, the Ports would need to work
in conjunction with local, state and federal government agencies, labor groups, port operators and
other interested parties to create a broad policy framework and implementation strategy. Such a
program would necessarily include
planning process.

6.2 Recommendations

many of these measures, as wel, as others generated in the

Based upon these findings, it is clear that the use of LNG at the Ports faces significant obstacles
and it would be premahre for the Ports to promote the exclusive utilization of the fuel and its
associated technology at this time. This study has shown that under present conditions, use of the
fuel in heavy-duty applications would not be cost-effective and would face some significant
logistical obstacles, On the other hand, it does appear technically feasible to use LNG technology
in place of diesel in these applications. Moreover, there would very likely be substantial benefits
to doing so, particulady with regard to emissions of several criteria pollutants.

Ultimately, the magnitude of the potential emissions reductions, the heightened focus on diesel
and the apparent conditionality of many of the current barriers all suggest that it is worthwhile to
attempt to address these barriers, and premature to dismiss the fhel as a viable alternative.
Towards this end, several critical steps could be taken that would benefit the Ports and their
surrounding communities, without committing them to a particular technology pathway. These
are as follows:

. Most notably, both Ports should move immediately to develop general alternative
fuel incentive programs, incorporating provisions such as priority access for AFVS
and AFV-friendly lease agreements. Such measures are critical if low-emission
technologies are to find application at the Ports.

. The Ports should carefully monitor the evolving liability risks associated with
concentrated diesel fbel use. This information should be shared with tenants in an
on-going strategy group dedicated to addressing air quality issues at the Ports. -

. The Ports should begin to identify those fleets and operations that might prove more
receptive and amenable to utilizing non-conventional, low-emission technologies.
These potential early-adopters should be given the opportunity to help shape
incentive programs and encouraged to work with the Ports in developing appropriate
demonstration projects.

● The Ports, in conjunction with regulatory and planning agencies, should design
modernization and expansion projects in such a way as to facilitate and encourage the
utilization of low-emission technologies such as LNG. Many of the barriers and

,
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mitigation strategies (priority lanes for low emission vehicles, space constraints, etc.)
are best addressed during facility construction or modification.

● The Ports should capitalize on new and existing funding sources, and initiate a
variety of technology evaluation projects. . Stemming from earlier discussions, an
extremely viable project could be the testing of a small-scale liquefaction system in
conjunction with a LNG vehicle or equipment application. Such a project would be
exceptionally valuable in assessing the ability of small-scale systems to deliver on
their potential for low-cost iocal LNG production. Alternatively, the Ports could
attempt to coordinate with PG&E and So. Cal. Gas’ on-going small-scale liquefaction
program, concentrating their efforts on finding appropriate vehicle and equipment
users.

For the most part, this study has focused on actions that could be taken by the Ports themselves as
part of an effort to encourage the use of LNG within the operations associated with their facilities.
It should be recognized, however, that while the Ports’ potential influence is substantial, the
viability of LNG use in this setting will ultimately be determined by a broad range of actors and
variables. Should the introduction of LNG or other alternative fuels into the Ports heavy-duty
vehicle operations be desired, for emissions or energy security reasons, then it is incumbent upon
other government agencies to support these efforts through either technology development
assistance or incentives.

The analysis has shown that, technically, LNG could be used at the Ports and to great
environmental effect, but that current economic and logistical barriers make the utilization of
LNG and the subsequent realization of these potential benefits very difficult. However, many of
the barriers and drivers are or will be shaped by forces beyond the control of the Ports-forces
such as changing oil prices or new emissions requirements stemming from revised regional air
quality management and state implementation plans. Though there impact is uncertain, these
variables have the potential to significant] y improve the feasibility of LNG use and argue for
continuing to evaluate LNG as an alternative to diesel in the port setting.

Many organizations, including but not limited to regional and state air quality regulators, regional
planning organizations, port operators, and environmental and community groups have a stake in
both air quality issues and the economic health of the Ports. Ensuring and improving the present
status of both measures will require a cooperative effort between these various actors. The effort
to introduce low emission technologies into the Ports provides an ideal foundation upon which to
buiid this cooperative relationship.
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APPENDIX A - Current U.S. LNG Refuse Hauler& Trucking Programs

State/
Program CompanylAgency ~o”ntw Fuel

Class 0 Raley’s Groceriesl Sacramento CA LNG

hactore Con-Way Western Express CA LNG

Ace Hardware, Irwindale GA LNG

Overnite Transportation, LA CA LNG

Houston Airgas TX LNG

UPS, Houston TX LNG

Detroit Diesel Corp, Detroit Ml LNG

Gordon Foods, Brighton Ml LNG

Roadway Express, Copley OH LNG

Overnite Transp., Richmond VA LNG

Perrier Group, Ontario CA LNG/ DF

Trucking Unlimited, Anaheim CA LNGI DF

Jack B. Kelley, Fontana CA LNGI DF

Lucky Stores, Buena Park CA LNG/ DF

H.E.B. Grocery TX LNG/ DF

Refuse city of Sacramento CA LNG

Haulers Waste Management LNG

BFI, Atlanta GA LNG

WiIiiam H. Martin, inc. PA LNG

Taormina Industries, IA CA LNGI DF

Wmber of Type of Vehicle Service Sch./ Chassis Engine Engine
Vehicles Vehicle class Application Manufacturer Manufacturer Model

8 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet Kenworth Cummins LIO-300G

2 Tractor-Trailer 8 Ford Cummins C Series

1 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet

1 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet

2 Tractor-Trailer 8 Freightliner DDC Series
50G

2 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet

1 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet Kenworth DDC

1 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet

6 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet

1 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet Ford CF-7000 Cummins B5.9

8 Tractor-Trailer 8 Urban fleet Power Systems 6: C-10 I
I I I I I 12:C-12

2 lTractor-Trailer I 8 lLong-haul lPower Systems IC-12
I I I ,

2 ]Tractor-Trailer I 8 lUrban fleet lNavistar lPower Systems
I I I , #

1 lTractor-Trailer I 8 lUrban fleet I lPower Systems
1 I I t I

18 lTractor-Trailer I 8 lUrban fleet IFord lPower Systems

2 Refuse Haulers Refuse Haulers

4 Refuse Haulers Refuse Haulers Mack Mack

4 Refuse Haulers Refuse Haulers Peterbuilt 320 Cummins

7 Refuse Haulers Refuse Haulers Mack Mack

26 Refuse Haulers Refuse Haulers Power Systems

3176B

C-12

c-lo

E7G-325

LIO-260

E7G-325

3176B
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APPENDIX B
Reductions

- Cost-effectiveness Calculations for Emission

Example 1- Repower of Typical Port Vehicle (1988 Model Year) with Power Systems C12
dual-fuel

CARB Annual Emission Reduction Calculation
Emission Reduction = [(Baseline NOx)-(Reduced NOX)] (Conversion Factor)(Annual Miles)(% operated in
California)

Where,
Baseline NOX emissions= CARB established emission level from existing engine: 6.0 g/bhp-hr
Reduced NOX emissions= CARB certified NOX emission level horn a new LNG engine: 2.5 g/bhp-hr
Conversion factor = 2.6 bhp-hr/mile
Annual miles traveled = 63,000 miles
YOoperated in California= 100’%(1.0)

Annual NOX reductions for above scenario are -
((6.0-2.5)~hp-ti)(2 .6bhp-hr/mile)(63,OOOmi1es/yem)(l.O)= 737,100 g/year = .8125 tons/year

CARB Cost Effectiveness Calculation
Cost effectiveness = [(Capital Recovery Factor)(Incremenml Repower Cost)] / (Annual NOXReduction)

For purposes of this scenario,
Capital recovery factor =.] 73 (assumes project life of 7years and interest rate of s~o)

Incremental repower cost= $55,000

Cost-effectiveness for above scenario is -
[(.173)($55,000)]/(.8125tonsN0x) =$1 1,710/ton NOX reduced - would be considered cost-effective

Example 2- New LNG tractor purchased instead of new diesel vehicle (high end port
trucking fleet)

CARB Annual Emission Reduction Calculation
Emission Reduction = [(Baseline Nox)-(Reduced NOX)](Conversion Factor)(Annual Miles)(% operated in
California)

Where,
Baseline NOX emissions= CARB certified emission level from new diesel engine: 4.0 glbhp-hr -
Reduced NOX emissions= CARB certified NOX emission level from a new LNG engine: 2.5 ghhp-hr
Conversion factor = 2.6 bhp-br/mile
Annual miles traveled = 87,500 miles
‘XOoperated in California= 100V0( 1.0)

Annual NOX reductions for above scenario are –
((4.O-2.5)@hp-hr)(2.6bhp-M/mile)(87,5OOmiles/yem)(] .())= 341,250g/year = .3761 tons/year

B-1
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CARB Cost Effectiveness Calculation
Cost effectiveness = [(Capital Recovery Factor)(Incremental Repower Cost)] / (Annual NOX Reduction)

For purposes of this scenario,
Capital recovery factor = .13 (assumes project life of 10 years and interest rate of 5%)
Incremental cost = $30,000

Cost-effectiveness for above scenario is –
[(.13)($30,000)]/(.3761 tonsNOx) = $10~69/ton NOX reduced - would be considered cost-effective

Example 3- Repowering of yard tractor to LNG (1994 model year) using Cummins B5.9G

CARB Annual Emission Reduction Calculation
Emission Reduction = [(Baseline NOx)-(Reduced NOX)] (Conversion Factor) (Annual Miles)(Yooperated in
California)

Where,
Baseline NOX emissions= CARB established emission level from existing engine: 11.0 ghhp-hr
Reduced NOX emissions= CARB certified NOX emission level fi-oma new LNG engine: 2.5 ghhp-hr
Conversion factor = 18.5 hp-hrlgal
Annual miles traveled = 7,000 gallons (3500 hrs. x 2.Ompg)
YOoperated in California = 100VO(1.0)

Amua} NOX reductions for above scenario are-
((1 1.O-2.5)g/bhp-hr)(l 8.5bhp-hr/gal)(7,000gal/year)(l .0)= l,100,750g/year= 1.213 tons/year

CARB Cost Electiveness Calculation
Cost effectiveness = [(Capital Recovery Factor)(Incremental Repower Cost)] / (Annual NOX Reduction)

For purposes of this scenario,
Capital recovery factor =.173 (assumes project life of 7years and interest rate of 5%)
Incremental repower cost= $28,000

Cost-effectiveness for above scenario is-
[(.173)(S28,000)]/(1 .213tons NOx) = $5332/ton NOX reduced - would be considered cost-effective.

B-2
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APPENDIX C - Cost Parity Model Inputs

Truck Fleet Operating Scenario for Evaluating Conversion to LNGt

Fleet Characteristics

Characteristic

Number of trucks in Candidate Fleet

Annual Mileage Accumulation per truck

Length of a truck’s operating day

in-service days per year

Implied average operating speed

fleet average fuel economy

on-board fuel capacity

Delivered cost of diesel fuel

Applicable sales tax rate on fuel

Applicable diesel fleet fueling scenario

Fleet-owned fueling facility

Fuel Vendor’s fueling facility

On-site fueling service

Incremental travel to fueling facility

Truck driver labor + fringe benefits

unit

mi/truck/yr

hrs

d/truck/yr

milhr

mi/gallon

gal/truck

$/gallon

%

)efault User Input Assumptions and Notes

121 351

90,0001-wml

J’H

El
33 (output)

7.50 6.50 Existing fleet uses Diesel No. 2.

125

Exclude taxes.

7.75% 8.25%

milfill o

.$lhr 30

Characteristics of the planned LNG fleet operation

:hamctenstic

)elivered LNG fuel cost

ncremental travel to LNG fueling facility

.NG dispenser cool-down time

ncremental LNG truck capital

Diesel Pilot Ignition (Pi) engine

Spark Ignition (S1) engine

>ost Sharing by outside organizations

incremental LNG truck capital -PI

Incremental LNG truck capital - S1

Fueling facility capital

LNG sold to other customers

nterest rate for amortizing capital costs

‘ruck replacement life in fleet service

;ost to repower engine to diesel for salvag~fl

:ost to repower engine to diesel for salvage-Sl

;alvage value of used LNG tanks

\vailabi[ity loss for LNG maintenance

unit

$/gal

mifill

minlfill

$Itruck

$/truck

$Itruck

$/truck

$/facility

gallons/mo

YOlyr

yr

$/truck

$/truck

$/truck

0/0

lefault User Assumptions and Notes
Input

0.400 Sat. liquid at 14.7psia. Exclude
taxes.

1

m

o

10 0

30,000

45,000Fl

30,000

45,000

H

500000

0 - Hold time of assumed 6.Ok gal
tank is 3.5 d.

8.0% 5’%.

8

2,000

1

0 Needed for diesel-equivalent
salvage value.

7,500 0 Needed for diesel-equivalent
salvage value.

2,000 0

5% 0?4.Relative to diesel maintenance.

t FromLNG/diesel costparity modeldevelopedfor the SacramentoMetropolitan Ak Quality Management EXstrictby Arcadis,Geraghty and MiIler.
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APPENDIX D - LNG to Diesel Gallon Equivalent Price
Conversion

Calculatingretail,diesel gallon equivalent price for LNG from delivered LNG price

Formula is as follows:

Diesel equivalent retail price of LNG = [(pre-tax LNG price + .119 + .01) x 1.7)] x 1.0825

Where:

Pre-tax LNG price is given in $/LNG gallon
.119 = federal excise tax/LNG gallon
.01 = state excise tax/LNG gallon
1.7 = energy equivalency factor
1.0825 = state and local sales tax

Sample calculation:

Pre-tax LNG price = .50/LNG gallon
Diesel equivalent retail price ofLNG=[(.50+.119 + .01)x 1.7)] x 1.0825 =$1 .16/.DEG

. . D-1
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APPENDIX E - Emissions Calculations

Port of Los Angeles - On-road Emissions Calculations

Emissions and potential emissions reductions from port-related trucking operations were
calculated using standard ARB methodology provided in the Carl Moyer program guidelines for
on-road heavy-duty vehicles. Each criteria pollutant is calculated separately, as are diesel and
LNG emissions. In these calculations the ARE3 2.6 bhp-hr/mile conversion factor is used to
convert emissions from grams per brake horsepower-hour into grams per mile. This conversion
factor was developed specifically for heavy-duty line haul trucks based upon their particular duty-
cycle. LNG engine emission calculations were based upon emission levels from the Caterpillar
C 12 LNG engine during the ARB certification process. All vehicles are assumed to be operating
100’%0in California.

In order to more accurately assess current diesel vehicle emissions, emission factors (ARB
standards) for various model years (MY) were used to reflect the variety in vehicle ages found at
the port. Reflecting the fleet composition reported by survey results, 74?40of the vehicles were
calculated using pre-1990 standards, 190/0 using 1991-93 standards, and 7°/0 using the 1994+

standards.

Emission Calculation

Annual Emission= [(annual mileage) (emissionstd.) (conv. factor) (% operatedin CA)]

where,
Annual Mileage = 68,000 miles (based upon daily mileage of272 miles)
Emission Standard = certified emission level from new diesel engine (according to model year) or emission

level reported for CAT C12 LNG engineduringcertificationprocess(seeTable4-5), in
gfbhp-hr

ConversionFactor = 2.6 bhp-hr/mile
% Operated in CA = 1 (i.e., 100’Yo)

Results were then converted to tons by dividing by 907,200 grams. Each MY result was then
multiplied by the corresponding fleet composition percent, and then totaled to obtain port-related
trucking emissions.

-.
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Diesel Trucking Calculations
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pR4990 vehtcle C(2 bwsslon Cal Culatlons

daily mkage * work days/yr = annual mkaga
272 250 68,000

emiswon std *bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage = emswons (g@)
15.5 2.6 68,000 2,740,400

gramsJ~ I grams/ton = tons/yT
2,740,400 907,200 3.02

I dally mkge * work daydy = annual mkage
272 250 68,000

emission std ●bhphr/mile * annual mileage = emissions (gly) I

I 15.5 2.6 68,000 - 2,740,400
.mln@l,lr I

I

M’-’’’-J’
! “-m.ltr-.” z

8’-’a-=*-$~
@p&I;~

2.740.400 907.200 3.02 I

datlymileage * wrk da- = annual mkage
272 250 68,000

ems.slon std * bhp-hr/mile* annual mileage = enwsmns (g/yr)
15.5 2.6 68,000 2,740,400

I grarndy / gramslton = tonsiyT
2,740,400 907,200 3.02 I

Y-L1 F*--- -- F—:--:-— --[-. -#-L---- xIum rmm vu msswn wucuiimuns -

‘/0 Ot pre-9U vehicles * total sample = #pre-90 vehicles
# --- I

u.(4 3,500 2,590

0/0 of 1991-93 vehicles * total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles
.19

—--
3,50U

---

%-0of 1994+ vehirJ~ ‘ total sample = # 1994+ vehicles

.
2,590 3.02

#of 1991-93 vehldes * tons’jm (Veh.) = tons/y (fleet91-93).
665 3.02 2,008.78 “

#of 19!34+vehicles * tOrIS/yT (veh.) = torlsly (fleet1994+)
245 3.02 740.08

pre-90 fleet 91-93 1994+ fleet total w ton.s.qr

I

tonsJyT tonslyl tons/yr (all MY vehicles)

7,823.67 2,008.78 740.08 10,572.53 I

# Samle fleet is estimated iiom avaik41edata

t

!
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pre-1990 VehlcJeNMHC Emission Calculat[ons

daily mk%?ge* WI% days/~ = annual mileage

272 250 68,000

emission std *bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage= em!swons (giy)
0.5 2.6 68,000 88,400

grams/yr / gramskxl = tons/yr
88,400 907.200 0.10

tnwslon MI

daily mkage * vmrk days/yr = annual mileage

272 250 68,000
emission std *bhphr/mile * annual mileage= emissions (g/yr)

0.5 2.6 68,000 88,400
grarns$r / grarnslton = tons@
88,400 907,200 0.10

e Ice Isslon~

272 250 68,000
emission std * bhp-hr/mile*annual mileage= emissions (g/y)

0.5 2.6 68,CQ0 88,400
grams@ / grarrrs/ton = ton~
88,400 907.200 0.10

Total Fleet NMHCEmission Calculations+

“/0 ot pre-9Clvehicles * total sample = #pre-90 vehicles ‘

0.74 3,500 2,590
%0of 1991-93 vehicles * total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles

.19 3,500 665
“/0of 1994+ vehicles * total sample = # 1994+ vehicles

0.07 3,500 245
#of prel 990 vehcks * tonslyr (veh.) = torls/yT (fleet pre-w)

2,590 0.10 252.38
#of 1991-93 vehicles * tOIIS/yr (vah.) = tollsJyT(fleet91-93)

665 0.10 64.80
#of 1994+ vehicles * tons/yT (Veil.) = WIs/yr (fleet1994+)

245 0.10 23.87

pm-w fleet 91-93 1994+ fleet total HC tons/yr
tonaly tmlsiyr tons.lyr (all MY vahides)

252.38 64.80 23.87 341.05

# Sarr@e Fleet is estimated km availabte data
-.
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pre-1990 Vehicle NOX Emission Calculations

272 250 68.000
emission std * bhphr/mile *annual mileage = emwslons (g&r)

6 2.6 68.000 1.WO.800

gramsiyr I gtzMsJton = tons&

1.060.800 907.200 1.17

daIly mkaga “ vmrk days/y = annual mkage
272 250 68,000

emission std ● bhphr/mile ● annual mileage= emissions (g&r)
5 2.6 68,000 884,000

grams/yr / gmns/ton = tons/yr

884,000 907,200 0.97

daily mileage * vmrk dayq~ = annual m@age
272 250 68,000

enwaon std * bhphrhnile *annual mkage = emlsslons (g/yr)

5 2.6 68,000 884,000
grarns/yr / gramslton = tonsqr

W.000 907.200 0.97

Total Fleet NOx Emission Calculations*

‘/0 Otpm-w vehicles * total sample = # pre-90 vehicles

0.74 3,500 2,590
*

total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles

.19 3,500
0!0of 1994+ Veh[das * total sample = # 1994+ vehitjes

0.07 3,500 245
#otme-l 990 Vehicles * tons/yT (vetI.) = tons/yT(fleetPl@O)

2,590 i.17 3sti8.52 f

#of W91-93 Vehlcies *t Ons/yr (V&l.) = tons/; (tleet91-93)

665 0.97 647.99
#of 9941 + vehjcl~ * tonslyr (V&l.) = tons/y (fleet1994+)

246 0.97 238.73

tondy tondy tuwyr (all MYvehicles)

3.028.52 647.99 238.73 3,915.25 I

. ,

I
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pre-1990 Vehicle PM tmlaston Cd cuiatlons

daily mdeage * work days/yr = annual mileage

272 250 68,000
emission std * bhphdmile *annual mileage= emissions (g/yT)

0.6 2.6 68,000 106,080

grarns/~ 1 grams/ton = ton~~

106,080 907.200 0.12

_NW7W3Tenicle 1%11tmhsmon @l cuiatlons

272 250 68,000
emission std * bhp-hr/mile *annual mileage= emissions (g/yT)

0.25 2.6 68,000 44,200
grams/yr / gramehon = tonslyr
44,200 907,200 0.05

1s34+velmcle rlw tmieslon wlcukmona

dady mkage * work days/yr = annual mileage
272 250 68,000

ems-son std * bhphr/mile *annual mileage= emissions (g/yr)
0.1 2.6 68,000 17,680

grams/yr J grams/ton = tonsd~
17,680 907.200 0.02

# San@e Fleetis estimated i?wn avalabla data
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LNG Trucking Calculations

Uallymlleage “ wmKdays/yr = annual mWage
272 250 68,000

ceti emission+ * bhphr/mile ● annual mileage = emissions(g/yT)

4.1 2.6 68.ooa 724.880
grams/yr / grankton = to&yT
724.880 907.200 0.7990

Total Fleet CO Emission Calculations J

#of fleet vehlcks emission factor total NOx emlsslons
(total fleet) ● (tons&r) = (fleet-tons/year)

3,500 0.7990 2.796.60

vehicle NMHC tm lsslon calculations

dally mkage * wrk days/yr = annual mkage
272 250 68,000

cert emissiont * bhphr/mile * annual mileage = emissions(@yT)

0.5 2.6 68,000 88,400
glams/yT / grarw ton = tondyr

88,400 907,200 0.0974

Total Fleet NMHC Emission Calculations ~

#of fleet vehicles emlsalon factor total NOx emissions
(total fleet) ● (tons/yr) = (fleet-tons/year)

3,500 0.0974 341.05

#We Fleet is estimated h avaiiabiedata

f CMainad timn Cetetpillar(PS4) C12 UK engine during cdticatiw pwess

I

L
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daily mkage * vwk7iays/yr = annual mikige
272 250 68,000

cert emissiont * bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage = emissions (g/yr)

2.4 2.6 68,000 424,320

grams/yr / gram.#ton = tons/~

424,320 907,200 0.4677

Total Fleet NOX Emission Calculations J

#of fleet vehicles ermsson factor total NQx emtsslons

(total fleet) * (tons/yr) = (fleet-tons/year)

3,500 0.4677 1,637.04

ckiily“rnleage* wwrkdays/yr = annual mileage
272 250 68,000

cert emission+ * bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage = emissions(g/yr)
0.1 2.6 68,000 17,680

gramslyr ) grarn.shon = tons&r
17.680 907.200 0.0195

Total Fleet PM Emission Calculations+

#of fleet Vehlcls errwwon factor total PM em!sslons
(total fleet) * (tonslyr) = (fleet-tons/year)

3,500 0.0195 68.21

# .Sar@e F/eat is estimated from available data

f ~tained frem Caterpillar (PSI) C72 LNG engine during certilicaticn process

E-7
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Port of Oakland - On-road Emissions Calculations

Emissions and potential emissions reductions from port-related trucking operations were
calculated using standard ARB methodology provided in the Carl Moyer program guidelines for
on-road heavy-duty vehicles. Each criteria pollutant is calculated separately, as are diesel and
LNG emissions. In these calculations the ARB 2.6 bhp-hr/mile conversion factor is used to
convert emissions from grams per brake horsepower-hour into grams per mile. This conversion
factor was developed specifically for heavy-duty line haul trucks based upon their particular duty-
cycle. LNG engine emission calculations were based upon emission levels from the Caterpillar
C 12 LNG engine during the ARB certification process. All vehicles are assumed to be operating
100’%0in California.

In order to more accurately assess current diesel vehicle emissions, emission factors (ARB
standards) for various model years (MY) were used to reflect the variety in vehicle ages found at
the port. Reflecting the fleet composition reported by survey results, 74°/0 of the vehicles were
calculated using pre-1 990 standards, 19% using 1991-93 standards, and 1’0/0 using the 1994+

standards.

Emission Calculation

Annual Emission = [(annual mileage) (emission std.) (conv. factor) (VO operatedin CA)]

where,
Annual Mileage = 58,750 miles (based upon daiIy mileage of235 miles)
Emission Standard = certified emission level from new diesel engine (according to model year)

or emission level reported for LNG engine during certification process (see Table 4-5)
Conversion Factor = 2.6 bhp-hr/mile
% Operated in CA = 1 (i.e., 100VO)

Results were then converted to tons by dividing by 907,200 grams. Each MY results were then
multiplied by the corresponding percent of fleet composition, and then totaled to obtain port-
related trucking emissions.

E-8
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Diesel Trucking Calculations

prel ~ehlcle CO tmwlon Calculations

dadymkage * work daysjr = annual mileage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphdmile * annual mileage = emissions (g/yr)
15.5 2.6 58,750 2,367,625

grarns/yr / grams/ton = tons/y
2,367,625 907,200 2.61

dally mkage * work days/y = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphr/mile * annual mileage = emissions (g/yr)
15.5 2.6 58,750 2,367,625

gratiyr / grams/ton = tons/yr
2.367.625 !307.20Q 2.61

dally mlieage * wOi’Kday#~ = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphrhmile * annual mkqe = emissions (g/yr)
15.5 2.6 58,750 2,367,625

grarwdyr / grams/ton = tonsl~
2,367,625 907,200 2.61

Total Fleet CO Emission Calculations $

70 Otpre-90 vehicles * total sample = #pre-90 vehicles
0.74 2,000 1,480

‘%0of 1991-93 vehicles * total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles
.19 2,000 380

%0 of 1994+ vetucles * total sample = # 1994+ vehicles

0.07 2,000 140

#of pre-1 990 vehicles
●

tons/yr (veh.) = tot@yr (tleet pre-90)
1,460 2.61 3,862.53

#of 1991-93 vehicles * tons/yr (veh.) = tonslyr(fleet 91-93) “
380 2.61 991.73

#of 1994+ vehicles * tordyr (veh.) = tolwy (fleet 1994+)
140 2.61 365.37

pre-90 fleet 91-93 tleet 1994+ fleet t I co SJ
tonslyr tonsly tonsiyr (:;~ v:d:)

3.862.53 991.73 365.37 5.219.63

# Sar@e Fkaf is esfirnakd frcmavailable data
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pre-1 990 Vehicle NMHC” Ern-ii55iiCalculat~ons

dally mdeage * work dayslyr = annual mileage

235 250 58,750

emission std ● bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage= emissions (g/yr)

0.5 2.6 58,750 76,375

grams/yr I gramsiton = tonslyr
76.375 907.200 0.08

lm-m3v. etIICIe NMHG tml-on Galculatlons

dally mileage * work dayslyr = annual mileage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage= emissions (g/yr)

0.5 2.6 58,750 76,375
grams/yr I grams/ton = tonslyr

s 76,375 907,200 0.08 \

1994 + Vehicle - tm mson calculations

daily mileage * work dayslyr = annual rmleage
235 250 58,750

emlsslon std “ t)hp-hrlmlle ● annual mlieage = emlsslons (g/yr)
0.5 2.6 58,750 76,375

gn3ms/yr / grams/ton = tonslyr

76,375 907,200 0.08

# Sample Fleet is estimated from available data
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pre-1890 Vehicle NUx tmlsslon Cal culations

dally mkage * work days/yr = annual m&age
235 2W” 58,750 -

emissionstd * bhphr/mile * annual mileage = emissions (g/yT)

6 2.6 58,750 - 916,506--
gramsJyr / grams/ton = tonsiyr
916,500 907.200 1.01

d~ly mkage * work daysJ~ = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphr/miie * annual mileage = emissions (g/yr)
5 2.6 58,750 763,750

grams/yr / grams/ton = tons/yr
763,750 907,200 0.84

235 250 58,750
emission std * bhphr/miie * annual mkage = emissions (cj~)

5 2.6 58,750 763,750
grams/yr I grams/ton = tonslyr
763,750 907.200 0.84

Total Fleet NOX Emission Calculations r

‘!!0 or pre-W vehcles * total sample = #pre-90 vehicles
0.74 2,000 1,480

%0 of 1991-93 veh[cles * total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles
.19 2,00C” 380

Yo of 1994+ vef’licles * total safqje = # 1~+ vehi~es

0.07 2,000 140

#of pre-1990 vehcks *
to~w (v*.) = to~yr (fleet P~@

1,480 1.01 1,495.17
#of 1991-93 vehicles ● tons/yr (veh.) = tons/yr (fleet 91-93)

360 0.64 319.91
#of 1994+ vehicles * torldyr (Veh.) = tons/yr (fleet 1994+)

140 0.84 117.%
pre-90 fleet 91-93 fleet 1994+ fleet total NOX tonsiyr

tonsly tonsfy tons/yT (ail MYvehides)
1,495.17 319.91 117.86 1,932.95

# .Sa7ple Fleetis estimated firm available data

E-1 1
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prfi+1991JVehicle PM Emission Calculations

dally mkage * wrk days/yr = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphr/mile *annual mileage = emissions (g/yr)
0.6 2.6 58,750 91,650

grams/y I gramsiton = tons/~
91,650 907.200 0.10

dady mkage * work daysly = annual mkage I
235 250 58,750

emission std * bhphr/mile *annual mileage = emissions (~~)

0.14 2.6 58,750 21,385 i
grams/yr / grams/ton = toneJ~
21.385 907.200 0.02 I

Ixwaon Galculauons

235
emission std * bhphr/mile *annual mileage = emissions (g/y)

0.05 2.6 58,750 7,638
gramsJy I gramslton = tons/yT

7,638 907,200 0.01

Total Fleet PM Emission Calculations+

‘/0 or pre-w Vehldes * total sample = # pr-90 vehicles I
0.74 2,000 1,480

“/0 of 1991-93 vehicles * total sample = # 1991-93 vehicles
.19 2,000 380

%0 or ~+ ve~~es ● total sample = # 1994+ vehicles

0.07 2,000 140
#of pr~l 990 vehdes * tons/yr (veh,) = tonslyr (fleet pm-w)

1,460 0.10 149.52
#of 1991-93 Vehicles * tons/yr (veh.) = tondyr (fleet 91-93)

380 0.02 8.98
#of 1994+ vehicles * tons/yr (veh.) = tons/yT(fleet 1994+) --

140 0.01 1.18
prew fleet 91-93 fleet 1994+ fleet t lPMt SJ

tons/yT tor@r tonsfyr (%W va~d:)
149.52 8-% 1.18 159.65

$ SwJle Fleetis estimated from availah@ data

,

!
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LNG Trucking Calculations

Vehicle CO Errmwon Calculabons

dally mkage * vmrk days/yr = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

cert emissiont * bhp-hr/mile * annual mileage = emissions (g@)
4.1 2.6 58,750 626,275

gmns/yr / grams/ton = tons/yr

I 626,275 ‘907.200 0.6903

Total Fleet CO Emission Calculations J

#of fleet vehicles emlssxonfactor total NOx emlsslons

(total fleet) ● (tons/yr) = (fleet-tondyear)

2,000 0.6903 1.380.68

dally mkege * work days&r = annual mkage
235 250 58,750

cert emissiont * bhp-hr/mile ● annual mileage = emissions (g/yT)

0.5 2.6 58,750 76,375

gl’zlmsiyT / gra@ton = ton.si~

76,375 907.200 0.0842

Total Fleet NMHC Emission Calculatio-ns =

#of fleet vehcks emlsslon factor total NO x emlsslons

(total fleet) * (tone&) = (fleet-tons/year)

2,000 0.0842 168.38

# Sa@e Fleet is estimated km available data

f ObtainedfromCMerpflar (P%) C12 UVG engine during ceMcaticn prccass
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235 250 58,7!50

cat errkskol’ * tiphdrnle * EIUlualtTileqe = en-isskxls(@yT_)
24 26 56,7XI 2E6,6al

/ glaWkxl = tcrls@
2E13.600 907.2a) 0.4041

Tdal F&t NOxMssion CalaIlatioI&

#c$ft*@nd emSSKxl ma t-w emSSKXIS

(w fl-; * (m) = (fle!&%C@E@

2CKKI 0.4041 606.B

I 0.1 26 56,750 15,275 II -l~=wl
I 15,275 907,200 0.0166 I

I. Tatal FleetPM !3tissim Gi!cLMor&

I #d f&!twKks enlsslon ma- tctdml emssn’)s
@@lfl~)

i mxl

● (tmsh)r} =,— -,., (fldJmdu=sr\~.— .-. -,---,

0.O-K6 33.6a

C.aannrt T L-IIIirl NatIwal C.ac QtIIdv — ~~~~! Rqj@
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Port of Los Angeles - Off-road Emissions Calculations

Emissions and potential emissions reductions from port-related terminal equipment were
calculated using standard ARB methodology provided in the Carl Moyer program guidelines for
off-road equipment. Each criteria pollutant is calculated separately, as are diesel and LNG
emissions. In these calculations the ARB 18.5 hp-hr/gal energy consumption factor is used to
convert emissions from grams per horsepower-hour into grams per gallon. This conversion factor
was developed by the ARB specifically for off-road equipment. LNG engine emission
calculations were based upon emission levels from the ARB certification process of various
available LNG engines, according to the necessary horsepower requirements. LNG engines used
include the Cummins B5.9G (for up to 225 hp), Cummins 8.3G (225-300 hp) and the CAT C 10
(300+ hp). All equipment is assumed to be operating 100% in California.

Emission Calculation

Annual Emission = [(emission level.) (energy cons. factor) (fuel consumption) (% operated in CA)]

where,
Emission Level = emission level from an uncontrolled diesel engine or emission level from an

LNG engine during the ARB certification process. in glbhp-hr and according to
equipment horsepower requirements

Energy Consumption Factor = 18.5 bhp-hr/mile
Annual Fuel Consumption = factor of average annual hours use data multiplied by gallons per hour fuei

consumption (according to application type)
% Operated in CA = 1 (i.e., 100?40)

Results were then converted to tons by dividing by 907,200 grams.

E-15
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Port of Los Angeles Terminal Equipment - Characteristics and CO Emissions

Avg. per each vehicie(~) total fleet (~)
Typical Annual ‘m’

Total#

HP
~= Vehicle vehicles Oiasel Natuml Gas m, O&al Natulal Gas co

** hunt (extlap.)” ~**~ ~~”~~ ~~=~~=, ““ ““ Radum”ons
-s’- ‘s- (NGVsK&ael)

sHIPIWW
kmstainer 300 500 12 0.11 0.00 0.11 2.02 0.01

275 2400 17 :
2.01

ropPick 0.55 0.18 0.37 73.70 4.40 9.30
tide Pick 225 750 13 19 0.13 0.12 0.01 2.44 2.27 0.17
+eavy Forld”fi 275 1000 8 12 0.17 0.06 0.12 2.06 0.56 1.39
fard Ttactof 200 2500 270 405 0.29 0.27 0.02 115.63 107.37 , 8.26
liesel Gwn-3ator 220 4750 3 4 2.17 2.01 0.15 8.68 8.06 0.62

RAIL
Waddle Crone 300 5900 25 42 1.32 4.45 -3.13 55.59 166.97 -131.3a

?each 3tacke# 300 2300 3 5 0.41 1.39 -0.96 2.06 6.94 4.86
tide Pick 225 60CQ 6 10 1.03 0.95 0.07 10.28 9.54 0.73
ieavy Foridift 275 700 2 3 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.36 0.12 0.24
fard Tractor 200 5500 164 273 0.64 0.59 0.05 174.59 162.11 12.47

Port of Los Angeles Terminal Equipment- Characteristics and NMHC Emissions I

AVS
Typical Annual

HP HoLsa

Use’

sHlmNG
hnstainer 300 m

rOfJ Pick 275 2400
we Pick 225 750
+eavy ForkIii 275 lm
Yad Tmctof 200 2!3J0
)iesel Genera 220 4750

KAIL

Waddle Cran 300 5%X3

Wch sbCkf? ’300 2300
We Pick 225 6otxl
ieevy Forklift 275 700
fard Ttactor 200 m

Actual Tc4al #
Vehicle Vehmlee

- (extraP.)b

12 18
17 25
13 19
8 12

270 405

25 42
3 5
6 10
2 3

per each vehick

Oiesel Natural Ga!
EtiIona Enliesiona

I
O.(M6 0.056
0.196 0.117
0.046 0.005
O.ml 0.037
0.102 0.010
0.775 0.077

[-0 I t(

0.194

0.930
0.291
0.367
0.969
1.840

0.826
4.694

0.872
0.734
41.295
3.100

tat fleet(tonaty@

1.009
2937
0.087
0,440
4.129
0.310

-0.184
1.956
0.785
0.294
37.165
2.7SU

0.541 0.662 2.286 22740 27.793
0.169 0.206 0.691 0.844 1.032
0.367 0.037 2.325 3.671 0.367
0.043 0.026 0.271 0.128 0.077

-5.053
-0.166
3.304
0.051

0.228 I 0.023 I 2.170 1 62352 I 6.235 I 56.117 I

bExbapdaiimsW .Mi~”t?g bssed on 4of6twnkk SMI@ad;aslmfdatims & Rail Lwsed IM 3 of 5 tafninals

c CWulatims based m 7%R (30)arid 93% d% (375J fleet b@clea

d A/So inclujes flip, pdaya W - ;

“ Natmlgaa amksimsbaaedcm Cumnsi359G e~”na krHPupto335, Cunnsha C23G tiHPupto&X7, and C4TC10rlx3LX7HP andow

f
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Port of Los Angeles Terminal Equipment - Characteristics and NOX Emissions

Avg. per each vehicle (tons@w) tOtd fleet (tcs@yasr)
Typical Annual ‘dw’

Total #

HP
*= Vehicle Vehicles DA Natulal Gas

NOX Oiasel Gas
NOX

bunt (extraP.y ~saiofle EmiSions Reductions ~=iom ‘g::w reductions
Ud (NGmOiasei) (NGVsIX*)

SHIPPING

Tmnstainer 300 500 12 18 0.663 0.122 0.194 11.930 2.202 9.727
Tofl Pick 275 2400 17 25 2.349 0.352 0.930 58.730 8.810 49.921
Side Pick 225 750 13 19 0.551 0.083 0.291 10.461 1.569 8.892
Heavy Forklill 275 moo 8 12 0.734 0.110 0.387 8.810 1.321 7.488

Yard TmctoF m 25(X) 270 405 1.224 0.184 0.959 495.536 74.330 421.205

Diesel Generator 220 4750 3 4 9.299 1.395 1.840 37. 1s6 5.579 31.616

RAIL
Stiaddle Crone 300 5900 25 42 7.820 1.444 2.286 328.461 60.639 267.822
Reach Stacked 300 2300 3 5 2.439 0.450 0.891 12.195 2.251 9.943
Side Pick 225 6oco 6 10 4.405 0.661 2.325 44.048 6.607 37.440
Heavy Forklift 275 700 2 3 0.514 0.077 0.271 1.542 0.231 1.310
Yard Tmctor 200 5600 164 273 2.741 0.411 2.170 748.222 112.233 635.989

I Port of Loe Angeles Terminal Equipment - Characteristks and PM Emissions

Avg.
Typical Amual -’

HP
-m Vehicl[

use” ‘*

SHIUWG
Tnmstainer 300 5CkI 12
T’011 Pick 275 2400 17
side Pick 225 750 13
Heavy ForkIii 275 1000 8

Yard Tract& m 25C0 270
DieselGenelator 220 4750 3

RAIL
S6addle Crane 300 5Fn)fJ 25

Reach Stackef 300 2X)(I 3
Side Pick 225 m 6
Heavy FoIIcIift 275 700 2
Yard TIZIctor 200 5600 164

Total #
per each vehide(mrj total fleet(tons@a,j I

vehicles . NaturalGas PM oil Natulal Gas
(extmp.)’ &=w’* ~m~ ~~=~:o) Emission+ Emissions

I 1 1 r I

-1--1-
18 0.031 0.003
25 0.117 0.004
19 0.028 0.001
12 0.037 0.001

405 O.(I31 0.002

4 0.465 0.015 1-1-
0.1%4 0.551 0.055

0.930 2.937 0.098
0.291 0.523 0.017

0.387 0.440 0.015

0.969 24.777 0.826

1.840 1.860 0.062

DEstfa@atirma fcv Sh@ing based cm 4 of 6 taminsls ssn@ed;es71atiatic0s rtf Rid lrasd m 3 of 5 tenrinsk

‘ Cahlaticns baaed on ?% LPG (30) and 93?? @ael (375) tit vefkk

0 AfSuMucks fli~ psd(els ad WEdQss
“ Nafur#gaa efrisdcnsbaaedan CwyrmaSti9G m@rerixHPupto 235, Cwrsrins Ci33GI&HPUpi03TX ati C4TC10ti3@3HPaM0W

PM
Reductions

(NGvsw)

0.496
2.639
0.506
0.426

23.951

1.796

13.644

- 0.507

2.129
0.075

36.164
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Port of Oakland - Off-road Emissions Calculations

Emissions and potential emissions reductions from port-related terminal equipment were
calculated using standard ARB methodology provided in the Carl Moyer program guidelines for
off-road equipment. Each criteria pollutant is calculated separately, as are diesel and LNG
emissions. In these calculations the ARB 18.5 hp-hr/gai energy consumption factor is used to
convert emissions horn grams per horsepower-hour into grams per gallon. This conversion factor
was developed by the ARB specifically for off-road equipment. LNG engine emission
calculations were based upon emission levels from the ARB certification process of various
available LNG engines, according to the necessary horsepower requirements. LNG engines used
include the Cummins B5 .9G (for up to 225 hp), Cummins 8.3G (225-300 hp) and the CAT C 10
(300+ hp). All equipment is assumed to be operating 100% in California.

Emission Calculation

Annual Emission = [(emission level.) (energy cons. factor) (tiel consumption) (% operated in CA)]

where,
Emission Level = emission Ievel from an uncontrolled diesel engine or emission level from an

LNG engine during the ARB certification process, in g/bhp-hr and according to
equipment horsepower requirements

Energy Consumption Factor = 18.5 bhp-hrlmile
Annual Fuel Consumption = factor of average annual hours use data multiplied by gallons per hour fuel

consumption (according to application type)
Y. Operated in CA = 1 (i.e., 100’Yo)

Results were then convefied to torts by dividing by 907,200 grams.
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Port of Oakland Terminal Equipment- Chamctetiatics and NOX Emiseione

Avg.
Actml Total #

per each vehicle {tma/yaar) total fleet (tms&.ea)

Typical Annual
HP

Ho”= Vehicle Vehicles Diesel
Netuml NOX Oiesal Netulal Gas NOX

Reductions ~=iom ~m&Jom Reductions~~ (’-$ Emiiiorra ~~om (NG~ ~,Us’& (NG w IX?sal)

S~NG
Ttanstairrar w 21330 8 10 2.651 0.489 2.162 26.510 4.894 21.616
Stmddle Crane 300 3500 5 6 4.639 0.856 3.783 27.836 5.139 22.697

Reach Stackef 300 3000 6 8 3.181 0.587 2.594 25.4% 4.698 20.751
TOP Pick 275 2550 35 45 2.4S6 0.499 1.997 112.321 22.464 89.857
side Pick 225 1750 22 28 1.285 0.257 1.028 35.972 7.1% 28.778
Heay Forldii 275 650 14 18 0.477 0.095 0.382 8.589 1.718 6.871

Yard Ttacto# 200 1950 232 296 0.949 0.191 0.758 282.694 56.880 225.814
Diesel Generator 220 47S3 22 28 9.299 1.860 7.439 260.370 52.074 2oa.296

RAIL

Stmddle Crane 300 3&lo 6 6 5.037 0.930 4.107 34).222 5.579 24.842

Reach stack+ 300 3000 5 5 3.181 0.587 2.594 15.W6 2.937 12.970
Side Pick 225 1400 1 1 1.028 0.21M 0.822 1.028 0.206 0.822
Yard Tractor 200 m 33 33 1.713 0.343 1.370 56.528 11.305 45222

I Port of Oakland Terminal Equipment- CWadanah- ‘ca and CO Emisiorte

slmmi5—
Ttanstairrar
SttaddIe Crone

Reech Steckef
Top Pick
side Pick
Heavy Forklift

YardTmctof
DieeelGenemtor

straddle Clane

Reach Stackef ,
Side Pick
YardTmctor

AVQ
Typical Annual A%Je’

Total #

HP
~= Vehicle Vahiclee

use’
count (e-p

1 I I

1 I I
31M 2000 8 10
300 3500 5 6

3W 3CQ0 6 8
275 2550 35 45
225 17!X3 22 28
275 650 14 18

200 1950 232 298

220 4750 22 28

300 3800 6 6
300 3CQ0 5 5
225 la 1 1
200 3SJ0 33 33

par each vehicle(~

0.449
0.785
0.538
0.582
0.300
0.111

0223
2.170

1.509
2.641
1.811
0.187
0.278
0.036
0.207

2.015

0.852 2.%7
0.538 1.811

0.240 0223
0.400 I 0.371

co
Reductions
(NGVsoklsd)

-1.060
-1.656
-1.272
0.395
0.021
0.076

0.016
0.155

-2.015
-1272
0.017
0.029

totalfleet (tlnwyaar)

Oiesel
3niiiom

4.486
4.771
4.307
26.208
8.394
2.004
56.360
60.753

5.114
2692
0.240
13.190

15.(MI -10.6434
15.845 -11.134
74.487 -10.180

8.424 47.784
7.794 0.600
0.844 1.360

61.620 4.740

58.414 4.340

17.203- -12.089

9.054 -6.382
0223 0.017
12.248 0.942
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Port of Oakland Ternthal Equipment - Characteristics and PM Emissions

SHIPRNG
rmratainar
Waddle Crane

?each stackaf

ropPick
tide Pick
iaavy ForkIii

fard TractO#
liesal Generator

RAIL
Middle Crone

leach StackeP
tide Pick
fad Tmctor

totalfleet(t.3@yqAvg. per each vehicle (~)
Actual
Vehich
count

Total#
vehicles
(eximfi)b

r~”ca
HP madHowa UaturalGa

Errriaaiomuse’ (NGvacAs.d)

0.012 0.110
0.021 0.193

0.015 0.132
0.004 0.121
0.002 0.082
0.001 0.023

0.002 0.046

.0.015 0.449

3oil
200
300
275
225
275

200

220

2000
351M

8
5
6
35
22
14

232

22

6

5
1

33

10
6
8

45
28
18

298

28

6

5
1

33

0.122
0.214
0.147
0.125
0.064
0.024

0.048

0.465

0.232

0.147
0.051
0.088

1.224

1.285

1.175

5.616

1.799

0.429

14.220
13,019

0.122
0.128
0.117
0.187
0.06U
0.014

0.474

0.434

1.101
1.158
1.057
5.429
1.739
0.415

13.748

12.5s5

30Q0
2550
1750
650

195U

4750

3U0

3ofl
225
20U

3800
woo
1400
3500

1.395

0.734
0.051
2.826-1-

0.023 0.209

0.015 0.132

0.002 0.050
0.003 0.083

0.?39

0.073
0.002
0.094

1.255
0.661

0.054)
2.732

b E@apniations h Shi@g ~IE$ eq~ a~ ~ w 7 of 9 t~fral~ -*

‘Mm includes fli~, packem and wedges

* Calculatims &sad on 1% W (2) and 99°%diesal (230) W vehicles

“ Natuta/ Gaan#s”oms Lwsedon QJnsnins B5.S w“* rbrHPupfo 225, CIImnS CMG fwHPupto 2(W,and CXTC70fw203HPacd meI

I Pmt of Oakland Terminal Equipment. Char@erfatiCS and NMHC Emissions

par each vahicie(~ total flaat(~)

Diesel Natulal Gas NMHC . NMHC

Errriiions Emissione Reductions ~~’ pmu:i: Reductions
(NaVa0ic601) (NGwWMl)

Trarratainar
Straddle Crane

Reach stackeF
TOP Pick
Side Pwk
Heavy ForkIii

Yard Tmctop
D& Generator

stracldJe crane

Reach Stack#
Si Pick
Yard Tmctor

1 I I

300
300
300
275
225
275
200

2000
3500
3mo
2550
1751J

650

8
5
6
35
22
14

232

10
6

8
45
28
18

298

0.184
0.321
0.220
0.208
0.107
0.040
0.080

0.224
0.393
0.289
0.125
0.011
0.024
0.0U8

-0.C41
-0.071
-0.C49
0.083
0.0%
0.016

0.072

1.635
1.927
1.762

9.360
2.998
0.716

23.700

2.243 -0.406
2.355 -0.428
2.153 -0.392
5.616 3.744
0.300 2.698
0.429 0.286
2.370 21.3301s50

=+=
0.775 I O.OT I 0.697 21.698 I 2170 I 19.528

2.092
1.101
0.036

2.557
1.346

0.0U9

-0.465
-0.245

0.077

0.349

II
0.426 -0.077

0.220 0.289 4.049

0.08s 0.009 0.077
4;711 I 0.471 I 4.2400.143 I 0.014 I 0.128
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APPENDIX F - Legislationj Regulations and Funding

Legislative action and the subsequent promulgation of new regulation and funding

opportunities also play a critical role in shaping the feasibility of LNG use in heavy-duty
applications. The following table details existing and pending legislative measures salient

to the present port study.

Existing Federal Legislation

Sponsor - Legislation

US Dept. of Trans. and
Caltrans -
Transportation Equity
Act for the 27st
Century (TEA-21)

US EPA -
Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990

US EPA -
Energy Policy Act

US Dept. of Energy -
Clean Cities Program

Funding & Monetary Impacts

$8.1 billion over 6 years (through the
CMAQ program).

None

Federal tax deduti!ons for AFVS;
$2,000 (Uf) to 10,000Ib.gvw),
$5,000 (10,001 -26,0001b gvw),
$50,000 (26,000+ lb. gvw).
AFV fueling facilities; $100,000.

Approximately $10 million in low
interest alternative fuel-related loans
and $1 million for AFV demonstration
projects and infrastructure annually.

Proposed/Pending Federal Legislation

Sponsor/Bill -
Legislation
H.R. 3466-
Empowerment Zone
Clean Fuel Vehicle Bill

H.R. 3376:
Clean Burning Fuels
Incentive Act
S. 829:
Clean Fuel Vehicle Act
of 1997
H.R. 970:
The Natural Gas
Vehicle Incentives Act
of ?997

Rockefeller Bill
Alternative Fuel
Promotion Act

Funding & Monetary Impacts

A $.501gge tax credit for CFVS.

A &501gge (or per 114,000 Btu) tax
credit for users of certain newly
purchased clean fuel vehicles.
Exempts clean-fuel vehicles from luxury
vehicle tax, reduces LNG tax to parity
with CNG (to about $.0354/LNG gallon)
Among numerous tax credits, it includes
50% credit for incremental cost of
AFVS.

$30,000 in tax deductions for alternative
fueling station installations and a
$.50/per gge tax credit to the sellers of
clean burning alternative fuels used in
AFVS.

Description/Provisions

~

TEA 21 is a continuation and improvement of ISTEA, to help
meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act, and provides for $8.1
bilhonover 6 years. Funds maybe allocated for pubhcJprwate
partnerships and technology developments including, but not
limited to, refueling station construction, incremental vehicle
costs, and retrofiffrepower of pre-1 993 engines.
Clarifies how areas will be designated as non-attainment and
specities the types of actions that must be taken to improve an
areas air quality. Certain fleets of 10 or more vehicles, capable
of being centrally refueled, must purchase a percentage of clean
fuel vehicles (CFV). Vehicles greater than 8,500 lb. !WW in CA
are subject to’the requirements of the Clean Fuel Fle>t Program.
Establishes a comprehensive energy strategy, based on reducing
foreign oil dependence and expanding the utilization of
alternative transportation fuels. Requires certain fleets to
purchase a percentage of AFVS, however vehicles weighing over
8,500 lb. are not currently covered. Credits may be earned, and
transferred, for fleet AFV purchases above and beyond mandate
requirements.
This DOE moaram llrovides funds for a wide varieiv of alternative
fuel vehicle aid infrastructure demonstration proje&s. Current
focus is on connecting designated cities with interstate
infrastructure development.

Description flnwisions

Provides tax incentives for clean fuel vehicle use by enterprise
zone businesses within empowerment zones and non-attainment
areas. It would also replace the existing EPAct tax deductions for
fueling property and vehicle investments with tax credits, in these
designated areas.
Would Drovide a federal income tax credit for the use of new
natural”gas, methanol and ethanol powered vehicles. The credit
would be S.501gge, or per 114,000 Btu.
Amendsthe InternalRevenueCodeto encouraqethe Production
and use of clean-fuel vehicles.

Amends Federal AFV mandates in favor of an4ncentive based
approach, by establishing tax credits for purchase of new AFVS,
fueling infrastructure, and alternative fuels. In addition, it
provides for shorter depreciation of AFVS and related
infkastmcture and funding for research, development and
demonstration of AFV technologies. Natural gas use is
emphasized.
This act would nrovide substantial new incentives for the use of
Al& ~ a varie~ of applications. Providing tax credits to the
seller rather than the user would drbe down the cost of LNG fuel,
while simultaneously allowing for distribution of the credit thraugh
production/delivery/marketing chain. The act would also provide
states with the authority to allow single occupant AWS in high
occupancy vehicle lanes.
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Existing California Legislation
.

Sponsor: Legislation Funding & MonetaryImpacts Descn-ptionlProvisions
Local AQMD - The Mobile Source Air Pollution Aims to reduce mobile source emissions on projects offering
A.B. 2766 Reduction Review Committee (through qualitative and non-air quality-related benefits, including HD

DMV fees) tentatively has$11 million vehicles and research, development and demonstration of
for HD vehicle projects for 1998-99.

California Energy
advanced low-emission transportation technologies.

$250,000 for LNG Liquefaction Funding is used to defray costs of new and converted vehicle
Commission - Projec@ !3575,000 for Heavy Duty demonstrations that achieve 2.5 g/bhp-hr NOX emissions,
Medium & Heavy Duty AFV Demonstrations; and $500,000 for
incentive Program

infrastructure development with 14,250 million BTU minimum
Heavy Duty Infrastructure to be throughput, and building of LNG production facilities.
awarded in calendar year 1999. Minimum 50% cost-share is required for most projects.

California Energy $1,400,000 awarded in 1997-98 TETAP provides up to 50’7. co-funding of near-term (3-5
Commission - program (with PVEA funds).
Transp. Energy

years) transpofiation research, development and
demonstration projects that have the potential to reduce

Technologies Advancement emissions and petroleum fuel use by on-or off-road vehicles.
Program fTETAP)
ARB, CEC, US DOE, $250,000 avg., $10 million/yr for Seeks to develop refueling infrastructure (focus on LNG) to
CALSTART et al. - California
Interstate Clean

support interstate trucktraffic between LA, San
Francisco/Sacramento and Salt Lake City, UT. Aims to

Transportation Com”dor
(ICTC)

assist in air quality and fuel diversification goals and create a
market pull.

ARB - $250,000 avg., $1 million/yr (requires Funds projects which develop and demonstrate technologies
Innovative Clean Air 50% match) that reduce air pollution and show technical merit, support
Technologies CARB objectives& have potential for job creation in

California.
Proposition 65- This action may force large diesel Requires public notification of presence and/or use of
Safe Drinking Water and fleets tore-evaluate alternative fuel chemicals known by the State of California to cause cancer,
Toxic Enforcement Act of technologies as current and future
1986

birth defects or other reproductive harm, shifting the burden
suits are filed, alleging violation of of proof from the regulatory agency to the business and
Prop. 65 stipulations. forcing the latter develop alternative practices, test new

products, and meet overall compliance with Prop. 65’s
requirements.

ARB August 1998- As with Prop. 65, the TAC listing of The TAC listing of diesel particulate emissions will increase
formal listing of Diesel diesel may result in increased awareness, and possibly litigation, regarding the health
particulate emissions as a regulation and/or litigation, forcing
Toxic Air Contaminant

issues associated with diesel use. ARB will also begin the
diesel-dependent operations tore-

(TAC)
process of assessing the need for additional guidelines,

consider increased AFV use. regulations, and other opportunities to reduce tirther public
exposure to toxic air contaminants from diesel-fueled vehicles

Local Air Districts & ARB -.
and engines.

$25 million in funding to be spent in
Cart Moyer Heavy Duty

Funding will be used to reduce diesel emissions by
the upcoming year.

Vehicle Program
purchasing new and replacing existing HD vehicles and off-
road equipment with certiied and mst effective low-emission
technologies. Focus is on reducing NOX and PM emissions
from diesel vehicles greater than 14,000 gvw and equipment
over 50 hp. Funds will be administered by the air districts on
a $.5/1 match.

California Petroleum State appropriated over $1.8 million in In 1997 over $4 million was appropriated for the
Wolation Escrow Account 1997
Funds

trsnspotiation, technology advancement and
commercialization program. Funds were used to establish
demonstration projects and to purchase alternative fuel
vehicles and related infrastructure.
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APPENDIX G - Estimated Daily LNG Fuel Demand at Various
Penetration Levels

Methodology
The potential LNG he] demand at various penetration levels is calculated using operational data
drawn from interviews with port trucking and terminal operators. These calculations are
presented in the tables below. The fuel economy of port trucks is assumed to be 6.0 mpg, while
that of yard tractors is 2.0 gph. Because of the substantial difference between the annual hours of
operation for rail and shipping terminal yard tractors (see Table 2-8), a weighted average has been
used to generate the potential fuel demand for this vehicle category. For the purposes of this
exercise, no energy efficiency penalties have been factored into total LNG fiel consumption
calculation. Depending on the ~pe of engines being used, actual fuel demand would be at least
5-15% higher than presented here: - -

Port of Los Angeles - Yard Tractors

Port of Oakland - Yard Tractors
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